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Here We Go Again!
1
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Boy Shot With 'Empty Gun'
WDIA Family Fair
Brings NAACP's
Hot Resentment
This week radio station WDIA equal play for Negroes and
publicly announced its plans to
stage a Tenn-Ark-Miss Family
Fair during the week of Oct.
7-9. Hardly before the ink was
dry on the reports, a great hue
and cry of "foul fair" was
heard from the NAACP, who
voiced hot resentment to the
idea.
The Tri-State Fair, formerly
an annual affair held at the
Fairgrounds for Negroes only,
was forced to close because of
fear of picketing by the NA-
ACP.
The October fair will pre-
sumably replace the Tri-State
Fair and will be held at the
Fairgrounds.
RELEASES STATEMENT
The following is a statement
released by the Memphis,
Branch NAACP, from Rev. D.'
S. Cunningham% president, in
the form of a resolution adop-
ted in the branch's last meet
ing.
WHEREAS, the primary aim
of the NAACP Is to eliminate
every form of racial discrimina-
tion from every aspect of
American life;
WHEREAS, white owned Ra-
dio Station WDIA receives all
of its income as a result of
broadcasting to Negroes in the
South who are the victims of
every form of racial prejudice
known in the civilized world,
among which are lynching, in-
justices in our courts, Segre-
gated buses, segregated schools,
no jobs for Negro youths, un-
whites doing the same work,
police brutality, etc.:
WHEREAS, WDIA is cur-
rently advertising nationally,
that "what WDIA sells," the
Negro buys;
WHEREAS, in the face of
suspending the Tri-State Fair
by some of our most respected
Negro citizens, WDIA is now
selling and promoting the ra-
cially segregated Family Fair
at the Fairground, October 7-9,
1960;
WHEREAS, WDIA's actions
indicate that its owners have no
genuine interest in the Negro,
only the profits derived from
the Negro market;
BE IT THEREFORE RE-
SOLVED, that the Memphis
Branch of the NAACP publicly
condemns Radio Station WDIA
for this selfish disregard of the
Negro's fight for first class
citizenship;
BE IT FURTHER RESOLV-
ED, that the executive commit-
tee of this branch of the NAACP
be instructed to take whatever
action it deems necessary (1)
to inform the public of WDIA's
racially segregated policies (2)
to publicly express the Negro's
dissatisfaction with the station's
advertisers who are, in effect,
perpetuating racial segregation
through WDIA and (3) to edu-
cate the Negro public to the
fact that "whatever WDIA
sells" the Negro must for his
own protection examine, in-
spect and study carefully and
prayerfully before buying.
CO A Ft K
by NAT D WILLIAMS
POLITICAL REALISTS
Attorneys A. W. Willis and
Russell Sugarmon, announced
themselves as "political real-
ists" during the closing hours of
last week's primary and gen-
eral elections.
Their use of the term was in-
dicative of the "growing-up"
that local Negroes have been do-
ing politically over the past six
or eight years. The "real"
political education of Memphis
and Shelby County Negroes
didn't begin until they, them-
selves, started to get interested
personally and collecively in
"getting out the vote." The job
of getting fellow Negro citizens
to register and thus qualify to
vote was a primary course in
political education for many
Negro leaders.
It taught them more about
their own race than they had
ever dreamed. It showed them
so much about what has to be
done to condition the Negro as
a group for taking the first step
toward the first class citizenship
that has now become a racial
catch-word. Work at getting lo-
cal Negroes to register gave a
lot of erstwhile Negro leaders a
whole lot of "political growing
pains." It made them face some
fairly unpleasant facts . . it had
started them on the road
to "political realism."
Another step in the political
education of local Negroes has
been the persistence and con-
sistency of local Negroes in
coming out for political office.
In every election here of late
some Negro has the nerve and
intelligence to announce himself
for office. The novelty of Negro
candidacies is beginning to wear
FACES IN THE NEWS Victim Says:
'Gun Fires On
Negro candidates are finding
it necessary to talk about more
than their race as qualification
for office. White people are be-
ginning to examine the Negro
candidates more on the basis of
personality and individual fit-
ness than from the standpoint of
being Negroes . . and thus
something to be automatically
opposed. Each yea, Negro can-
didates run for office here in
this area, adds something more
to the political know-how exist-
ing among local Negroes, It adds
something more to their ability
to face the political facts of life.
It's another step toward becom-
ing "political realists "
One of the top courses receiv-
ed by Memphis Negroes in their
political education was the elec-
tion of Jesse Turner to the Shel-
by County Democratic Executive
Committee. Mr Turner's election
showed that it can be done —
even after 95 years of political
starvation, It showed that al-
though many Negroes may not
see eye to eye with Turner, they
voted for him. It means that in-
creasing numbers of Negroes
are realizing that personal dif-
ferences will have to go out of
the window if they are to
achieve the effective community
of action needed to gain the ex-
pression they desire.
Many Negroes forget party af-
filiations to support the Negro
candidates in the Democratic
primary. They demonstrated an-
other aspect of their "political
realism."
THESE FACES stood out in
the news last week. First,
Jesse H. Turner, bank execu-
tive and NAACP official, gain-
ed a seat on the Shelby Coun-
ty Democratic Executive Com-
mittee. Mr. Turner will serve
with 30 white members. ec-
ond and Third, Attys. Russell
B. Sugartnon and H. T. Lock-
ard, along with Atty. A. W.
Willis, unsuccessful candidate
for the Shelby County Court,
traveled to St. Louis for an
area meeting of Democratic
leaders called by Robert Ken-
nedy, astute brother of the
Democratic Presidential Can-
didate John F. Kennedy. At-
torney Lockard, back in Mem-
phis before press time, said
the meeting was thoroughly
enjoyable and reflected the
hard work that is being done
by the Democrats toward
winning the election in No.
vember. Atty. Lockard said
national figures ranging from
Senators to precinct workers
were present for the one day
confab (Sunday) at the
Sheraton-Jefferson hotel. And
last, but certainly not least,
Is Mrs. E. Russell, our mys-
tery woman of last week.
Mrs. Russell, wife of a Mem-
phis hatter, is an active
mother in civic circles as
well as a good samaritan, and
was doing her bit at the polls
last Thursday.
Turner Thanks
Voters For
Their Support
Jesse H. Turner, bank official
who was elected to the Shelby
County Democratic Executive
Committee, released the follow-
ing statement to his supporters:
"I wish to express my sincere
appreciation (1) to the many
persons in all walks of life who
voted for me and (2) to the hun-
dreds of volunteers who labored
hard for my election and for the
election of candidates endorsed
by the Citizens Volunteer Com-
mittee composed of and support-
ed by leading Negro citizens,
both Democratic and Republi-
can, and the S'nelby County
Democratic Club.
"It is my best belief that this
success is simply a stepping
stone for the Negro in this com-
munity to move rapidly, as an
individual, toward represen-
tation in every facet of the
government, I believe that my
election has moved forward the
timetable when a Negro can be
elected to public office in this
city and county by all the peo-
ple without the racial issue
which has plagued this section
of the country too long. The
change is indeed healthy for
our growing co.nmunity."
The recently over-blown fias-
co about a "deal" in the cam-
paign just closed was another
mighty important step in leading
(See Shadows, Page 2)
Youth Meet Sharp Rebu
After Bus Ride, Zoo Visit
By MARKHUM STANSBURY
Friday morning, seven youths
ranging in age from 15 to 17
were arrested on a Memphis
Transit Company motor bus and
at Overton Park Zoo
The Tri-State Defender learn-
ed earlier this week that three
young ladies from Melrose and
a boy from Washington High
school boarded a number 57
Park motor bus at the corner
of Lamar and Bellevue stis.
When they took front seats the
bus motorman went into a near-
by white cafe and put came
two policemen.
The policemen asked them to
move to the rear. The students
refused, then one policeman ra-
dioed for reinforcement. Seven
squad cars and a Lieutenant
were sent to the transfer point.
According to one of the young
ladies, patrolman D. C. Gil-
mer cursed the youths. They
remained on the bus for about
30 minutes before they were
taken to the Memphis Police
station. They remained at head-
quarters for 15-minutes and
were transferred to Juvenile
Court.
OTHER BUSES
Before the youths were ar-
rested they had boarded three
other buses. On one bus two
young ladies took seats next to
whites. One white man remark-
ed, "H — flaw, get your black
to the back of the bus."
He later said, "Stop the bus.
Driver, I'll get these niggers off
the bus." The motorman stay-
ed off the bus about seven min-
utes waiting for the police but
120 police came.
On the other two buses, the
four again took front seats be-
side whites and no incidents oc-
curred. "The motorman was
very nice,- said one girl. "I
had forgotten my transfer and
leaned over and asked the driv-
er for one. He said, 'sure' and
gave it to me while I was still
sitting behind him."
THREE AT ZOO
In another incident, two 15
year-old girls and a 17-year-old
lad were arrested at 3:45 p.m
inside Overton Park Zoo. Ac-
cording to one of the youths,
"We went inside of the park
after seeing no signs saying
'Whites Only.' We were looking
at the sea-lions when officers
Lewis and Moore walked up.
The officers asked if we were
from Memphis. We said "no."
Then they asked if we knew
Friday was for whites. We said
"yes." "Then why did you
come out here today?" asked
patrolman Moore. One of the
young ladies replied, "Today
Govt. Positions
For LeMoynites
In Arizona
Two of LeMoyne college's
1960 graduates have accepted
U. S. Government teaching
LEE P. TURNER
positions on an Indian reserva-
tion in Arizona. They are now
in Gallup. New Mexico, receiv-
ing special training for their
jobs
The LeMoynites are Misses
(See (lovt., Page 2)
Memphis-This Week
BUS SUIT DELAYED
Three Federal jndges have
again delayed ruling on the bus
desegregation suit. They said 0.
Z. Evers. plaintiff, must obtain
a Tennessee Supreme Court nil-
ing before they determine his
suit.
• • •
SAW WRONG COLOR
A truck driver saw green when
he should have seen red and was
charged with driving while in-
toxicated. Police arrested Felix
Grandberry, 37, of 359 Ashland
after his tractor plowed into the
rear of a car that had stopped
for a red light on Ayers near
Poplar. He told police the other
motorist had the green light
but refused to go ahead.
• • •
LIFE SAVINGS LOST
Tom Burnett, 72, told police
that he was robbed of his $275
life's savings in the lobby of the
Sterick Building while visitors
and business residents of the
building passed unaware of the
stick-up. Mr. Burnett said two
Negroes took the money from
him at 1:30 p. m. after he had
withdrawn all but $25 from his
saving account.
* * •
PICNIC CRAP GAME
Willie B. Nelson, 38, of 269 E.
Trigg, was fined $15 plus $18.25
court costs by Sessions Judge
Leffler. Two deputies testified
that they broke up a crap game
at a picnic. Nelson and others
fled. They said they caught Nel-
son and he gave them "quite a
tussle." Nelson said he was only
watching the crap game. The
Judge dismissed a gambling
charge.
• • •
FAMILY FAIR
A new exposition seeks to dis-
play and reward progress of
rural and urban residents in ag-
riculture, education, industry
and arts. It is the Family Fair
Association, Inc.. a non-profit
(See Memphis, Page 2)
was mighty beautiful so we
decided to visit the zoo."
ASKED TO LEAVE
The three were asked to leave
the grounds. After refusing to
leave, the two park policemen
radioed for more policemen.
Within minutes eight squad
cars were sent to the zoo. It
was learned that the reason for
eight cars was, zoo officials had
reported that six Negroes were
in the zoo. There were only
three.
The three were taken to
Armour Police Center for ques-
tioning and later to Juvenile
Court where they were held un-
til 9 p. m., when Attys. H. T.
Lockard and C. 0. Morton
legally represented them.
Heretofore, cases involving
segregation matters, the of-
fenders were lectured and re-
leased. William C. NIcxley,
chief probation officer at Ju-
venile Court, said the seven in-
volved in these incidents will
have a full court hearing be-
fore Judge Elizabeth McCain.
"The young people told me
that because the law spoke of
segregation on street cars,
they felt that this did not apply,
to buses," the officer said.
It is on this point that three
Federal judge: Boyd, Martin
and Miller held up their ruling
on the bus case 'til the Supreme
Court of Tennessee rules as to
whether the law applies to
buses.
The seven students will come
before the judge Aug. 16. Five'
of the students were from Mel-
rose and two from Washington
Baptists Buy
Home For
School Site
The Regular Baptist Conven-
tion recently purchased the
home of Mrs. Lillian Martin of
40 S. Parkway E. for the pur-
pose of converting the site into
the J. L. Campbell School of
Religion.
Members of the con.ention
that helped close the deal were
Rev. J. B. Jones, L. R. Don-
son, C. M. Lee, C. J. glutton,
J. W. Williams, A. E. Camp-
bell, and J. L. Campbell.
Fourth Try
Walter Woods, 15, of 777 East
st, quit working at Poe's Gro-
cery and market, he said, be-
cause he realized "they were
hard over there." Walter said
, when he left, about six months
ago, he told his brother William,
16, that he could have the job.
Today William lies in fair con-
dition in John Gaston hospital,
shot through the chest by Ger-
ald G. Kleiboer, 26, employee
of the store. Kleiboer said he
thought the gun was empty.
The shooting occurred Sun-
day, Aug. 7, at 10:00 a.m.
Walter, now working at the
Kosher grocery store directly
across the street from Poe's at
Neptune and Grove sts, said
this isn't the first time that
Kleiboer has had the .32 caliber
revolver out "fooling around
with it."
WAS. HARD WORK
Walter said that in the two
weeks he had worked at Poe's
grocery he found the work bird
and tiring. He said his brother
worked as a butcher and a sack
groceries boy.
When he went to see his bro-
ther at the hospital, Walter said
he told him that Kleiboer had
pulled the trigger three times.
On the fourth try. Walter said
his brother told him, fire spat
from the barrel and William
i fell to the floor crying "help
me somebody, help me."
A 12-year-old boy who said his
mother told him "not to tell
anybody anything," witnessed
the shooting. He said he walked
into the store to make a pur-
chase and Kleiboer had the
Democrats Kill
Rights Bill;
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
T h e Democratic-controlled
Senate, in a stormy preview
of the 1560 political campaign,
killed President Eisenhower's
new civil rights bill shortly
after It was introduced by the
GOP leadership.
Senate Republican Leader
Everett M. Dirksen (III.) in-
troduced the rights legislation
which the President recom-
mended in a special Congres-
sional message only Monday.
11111011111011111111111111111)11111111111011111111111111NOM
gun, pointing it at William
Woods, He said he heard the
gun click once and then fire.
An ambulance was called and
the police arrived shorty after.
Kleiboer w a s arrested on
charges of assault to murder
and carrying a pistol. He is out
on bond.
Word quickly spread through
the neighborhood and in short
order a crowd had gathered
outside the store.
The area, predominately Ne-
gro, seemed to voice unanimous
opinion that c,f the two stores,
Poe's was the least discourteous
to colored patrons. There was
talk that people in the vicinity
would stop buying at Poe's.
Rust Prof
To Speak
The Rev. C. Thomas Paige,
inetrector of sociology and edu-
cation at Rust college will be
the principal speaker at the
Men's Day Program at Walker
Memorial Presbyterian church
in Walker Homes — Sunday,
August 14 at 11 a. m.
Rev. Paige, a former high
school principal in Virginia, the
former Chairman of the Depart-
ment of Religion at Bishop col-
lege in Marshall, Texas and
formerly the College Minister
and Director of Religious Edu•
cation at Owens college in Mem-
phis has had varied experiences
in the teaching and ministerial
areas.
He is a graduate of Virginia
Union university in Richmond.
Va., and Temple University in
Philadelphia.
He is a member of the St.
Stephen Baptist church.
The Rev. G. A. Evans is pas-
tor of the Walker Memorial
Presbyterian church.
PILGRIM REST
First Baptist M. B. church
Chelsea and their pastor Rev.
P. L. Rowe will be the guest
of Pilgrim Rest Baptist church
on Aug. 14, at 3 p. m. The pub•
lic is invited.
The observance of Annual
Common Touch Day was held
July 31. The Tree of Life M. B.
Church and their pastor W. CA
Scott was guest speaker.
To Place Your Want Ad.
Call "Miss Results" — JA 6-8397
-9
said Samuel Tuff, representing
the Witnesses in this locality,
"are just as interested in the
prospects for lasting peace as
We are."
"For four days," he explained,
"we received Bible instruction
designed to keep us awake to
the fulfillment of Bible prophecy
and to assure us that Almighty
God purposes peace for o u r
generation."
The local delegates were part
of the huge throng of over 44,000
persons that filled Briggs Sta-
dium to near capacity July 31.
All were enthusiastic over the
key public talk, "Security Dur-
ing War of the Great Day of
C-od the Almighty," delivered
Sunday afternoon by Fred W.
Franz, vice president of t h e
Watchtower Bible and Tract
Society of New York.
According to Tuff, the open-
ing words of this Bible discus-
sion crystallized the sentimental
of all pursuers of peace, when
INGROWN NAIL
HURTING YOU?
Immediate
WWI
dinaW)A few fal Wog blamed
`OZ. 61.12r"11:
b amiblX- ems empseera.
POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
306 Poplar At lauderdolo
Phone JA. 5-6348
1489 FELIX
Well Kept 6 Room House
Large Lot With Garden
Price Reduced To $8,000
$800.00 Cash
Also Have 2 & 3 Bedroom
Brick Houses
Mrs. Thelma Seymore
BR 5-1 8 8 3
H. E. Will-BANKS, Realtors
GL. 8-3352
GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS SALES
NOW anyone can buy DIRECT
from U S GOVERNMENT SUR-
PLUS DEPOTS. by mail for your
self or for resaie Camerae. sil-
noculars, cars. jeeps. trucAs. nosts.
hardware office msehines and
eouipment, tents, tools and tent-
of-thousands of other item. at a
fraction of their original cod.
Many items brand new. For list
of hundreds of U. S. Ooverrincot
Surplus Depots locat•ci In every
State and overseas with pamphlet
"How Government Can Sh•n Direct
To You." plus procedufea, HOW
TO BUY and how to ,;et FREE
SURPLUS, mall $200 to SURPLUS
SALES INFORMATION SERV-
ICES. Dept. No. 705. Room Mt
Albee Bldg.. Wash, 1. D. C.
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PETEY AND HIS PALS by J. MAX.INTAL r.WHY WERE YOU STANO-
ING THERE THROWING
STONES AT THAT POOR
LITTLE BOY ACROSS
 
ME STREET?
Return From
Jehovah Confab
Jehovah's Witnesses of th el he said. "That will be a 'great
Chicago area have returned! day'-the day of the war that
home from their recent "Peace- will end all wars. Unselfsh1
Pursuing District Assembly," lovers of peace and brotherhood I
held in Briggs Stadium, Detroit. have looked forward to that day,1
"Most of our neighbors here," which will lead to a world of
Il enduring peace among men of
good will."
Franz reminded the vast
audience that all mankind stands
in danger of madly destroying
itself by its own means. The
proposals for nuclear-age cities
with sul,suriace shelters, he
said, will provide no real se-
curity for living on earth after
nuclear and poison-gas warfare
on a world scale.
"EYE" STAR
COMPOSES SONG
HOLLYWOOD - Robert Con-
rad has written lyrics and mu-
sic to a new pop tune titled
"Summer's Over Now."
IT NEVECZ FAILS
To BE 1:k. FIGHT
LIKE THIS WHEN
'YOU GO To SEE
IT!
FEATURE attraction of Ten-
nessee State university's
third annual Farm and Home
Institute this year will be
Chicago's Mel-Tone Singers.
The Gospel and religious
400,0 Editor
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...bas HE'S GOT •WinsW PIN COUGH AN'
I DAREN'T Go ANY i 'Tri-State Defender editor Bur-
_ t Leigh Hines, jr., wonf one singles
" 'title and then teamed up with
s 
a mate, Alfonso Yates, to take
a double championship in the
, Negro Open Tennis Tournament .
Sunday night at Lincoln Park.
Editor Hines defeated grab-
bed the open men's singles
championship by toppling Yates,
6-3, .6-3. Afterwards, he teamed
up with Yates and downed Ted
sifuty 1Craft and Joseph Trotter for the
•stosirRr
IT NEVER FALS
MAXWAL
men's doubles title, G-3, 6-3.
The Memphis Recreation De-
partment sponsored its City's
Open Tennis Tournament July
25th 31st with the assistance
of the Memphis Tennis Associa-
tion.
.1sr ROUND
IR GIRLS SINGLES
I. ShIrloy J  defeated Brenda
Y ette (6-0) (6-0)
2. Marina Jackson delisted Joyce
Folbert (641) (64)
SOID ROUND
1. Shirley Conner defeated M•Hap
Jackson (64) /
FINAL - Shirley Costner defeated
Shirley Jackson (5-I) (441
in. SOYS (*INGLIS{
1ST KOVNO
Nelsen Eindal vs. Morin Junler (6-
) (5-4)
Fred Jackson vs. William Brown(6-0 (6-0
Onnie Massey •s. Lawrence Junior(6-3/ (114)
Calvin Davis vs. James Cunningham'
- No centime
Bendell Dukes vs. Mack Davis (64)(6-0)
Harry Manning vs. Harold Julian(6-2) 4-11
'ND ROUND
-- IEFT To rE
ZIONT IHE HEAD-- 6420080 /9 
sexicit kz,:i.(.6-16.(4 (4-3),X/ J4441- A Teak/or/4'
COOYAV- 2- f • 5—HE'S UP —HIES DOWN- SEireMsinainnaling--Mpasuskeeys (16-42/ ("1114.tiP - ANO CONNECTS wino A Terry — Manning 4-7) (7-51
HAYMAKER 7r SENDS Kendall - Terry (04)
GANEEPC:44 NOVICE MEN SINGLES
r
SST ROUND
Vend Campbell wen over Willie
mum
Henry Mitchell - Earl James
Earl Gregory - Selina Smith
Arden Reeg•r - Wm. Tereallus
ill.enJ•min Stalely - Nathan Nor-ma
Anthony Katoe - N. S. Williams
Charles Pattereon - Robert Wilson
3ND ROUND
Campbell bested Mitchell (44)
N*41'1°61,124 411.0:r•eal tiery_ —winkle:yr ("SIT 44)14) (114)
SEMI-FINALS 
on 
- Campbell (6-II (11-2)
Raise - Patters (6-2) (64)F
(5.101oretswormy - Kettle (1-1) (44) (64)
WOMEN SiNOLKS
Freddie Green defeated Mrs. Joyce
alscre Rkm. enMrs . B. Suearenan - Mrs. Ruby
1. Lewis 
Sykes - Mrs. Rose M.
ZvansMr  . Delores Webster - Rose Long
SEMI-FINALS
Sugarman Green (3-4) (S-I) (64)
Webster - Sykes (H) (64)
FINAL
Sugarman - Webster (11-1) (6-2)
I OPEN MEN SINGLE
1ST ROUND
W. S. Sawyer defeated Johnsoa E.
Jordan (64) (64)
Surleigh Hines best Ted Craft (114)
(4-2)
Joseph Trotter - Cecil Washburn
(4-2114IE) -(614:4)SE A1,.
Al Yates - Sawyer (44) (6-4) (6-01
HNIALn -- es Trotter (11-3) (444 (OH)FI
Hines — Yates (0-3) 01143'
MEN DOUBLES
A. Yates - Nines f4-3 (74)
Craft - J. Trotter - (14) (114)
R Ben - Patterson
FINALS 
A. Yates - Hines (11-4) (44) (44)
Craft - Trotter
MIXED DOUBLES
Anthony Kato* - Shirley Jackson
(6-)) (11-1)
John Jordan - Mas. R. B. Sugarmen
Earl Gregory - Miss Rose M. Long(6-3) (0-7)
EINEAarLIS Gregory
Rose Long (114)
(64
Anthony Kate. - Shirley Jackson
music recording artists will
be presented in public con-
cert August 11 at 8 p.m. in
Kean Hall. The Farm and
Home's two-day Institute will
begin August 11 and feature
three public meetings and 18
commercial and University
lecture-demonstrations built
around the theme "Modern
trends in Farm and Home
Living."
Say Congo Forces Build Project
To Enter Katanga For ElderlyPeople In N.Y.
ACCRA - (UP!) -Congo Pre- via
mier Patrice Lumumba said
Monday troops from the fivel
loyal provinces of The Congo
will march into seceded Katanga
to do the job the United Nations
avoided.
"The Belgian troops may kill
us but it will be an honor to sac-
rifice everything for our peo-
ple," He said in a statement is-
sued after his arrival here from
Ithe Liberian capital of Monro-
--
Lorraine Hotel And Motel
Cordially Invites your Patronage
Deily Rotes  Specious Perking Court
Private Tile laths and Showers
Telephone - - - Radio
Coffee Shop
Downtown Location, 1 Block off $ou* Main
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bailey, ownar-moasear
406 Mulberry - JA 5-6834, JA 5-6835
OLD KENTUCKY COUNTRY HAMS
-Everybody Likes 'Em-
R•al Hickory Smoked - Size 1 I to 30 Pirelli
Two Year Old Country Horns Ile per Lb
Iii Month Old Country Horns  1110e per Lb
Oise Year Old Country Hanes  IllOc per Lb
Thrift You, old Country Hume  . 51.10 per Lb
Real Country Hickory Smoked SO1/110.• (3 be 4 Lb 11101011). Ste per Lb
LIPIDa Hickory Smoked Bacon id to 10 Lb Sidibl Ste pet Lb.
Sliced Country Hem as god slots .ii•r Lb
'PLUS POSTAGE 1
WI SHIP COD OR SEND CHICK-GUARANYSED 600111 ROOS*
JIMMIE SIEMENS COUNTRY HAM MOTEL
Motel Phone, vi 2-0152 Business Phone, VI 2-5141
On Bypass 31.W Route. 251 1st St.. Bowling GI•411*, Ky
Residence Piton's, VI 2-0152
I i1
•
Lumumba accused U. N. Sec-
retary-General Dag Hammarsk-
Jold of deceiving the Congo and
all Africa by refusing the de-
mands of the central govern-
ment and treating with "the
mere head of a provincial gov-
ernment."
"Government members are
going to enter Katanga," he said
"The people of the five other
provinces will join us."
Lumumba was met by Ghana
cabinet ministers and other of-
ficials and taken to the luxury
Ambassador hotel for a dinner
in his honor.
BARRY CELEBRATES
HOLLYWOOD.-Donald Barry
has double cause to celebrate
this week.
Warner Bros. has given him
the sustaining role of Lieutenant
Snedigar, of the Miami Police
Department, in the studio's new
hour-long adventure series,
"SurfSide 6."
In "SurfSide 6" Barry will
join stars Troy Donahue, Van
NEW YORK - Plans to set
aside two buildings and prepare
24. apartments for a Golden Age
Court to house elderly indi-
viduals and couples at low rent
in Berkeley Heights, Waterbury.
Conn. were announced h y
Regional Director Herman Hill-
man of the Public Housing Ad-
ministration.
The PHA assumed custody
and management of the develop-
ment on May I with the appoint-
ment of Amleto M. Di Gisuto
as Administrator.
Hillman made public at '-ne
same time some preliminary ob-
servations concerning PlIA's
first three months of manage-
ment of Berkeley Heights In
which he noted an improved
trend in the rate of new appU-
cations for tenancy, progress in
the rehabilitatior of apartments
and grounds, better rent collet.-
Wins, a major reduction in van-
dalism, higher morale and bet
ter cart of apartments and
Williams, Lee Patterson, Diane grounds by the tenants, and
McBain and Margarita Sierra. stepped up social and recreation-
BUTTEMWILK
Shadows
(Contirued From Page 1)
the Negroes of Memphis and
Shelby County to become "po-
litical realists." In the first
place it dawned on a lot of them
that in politics "deals" are the
order of the day. It was a ' deal"
that made the Democrats name
Lyndon Johnson as vice presi-
dential candate on the Ken-
nedy ticket.
WAS A DEAL
It was a "deal" that made the
Nixon forces accept the Rocke-
feller idea of a platform for the
Republican campaign for this
year. It was a "deal" that made
Abraham Lincoln the first Re-
publican President ... and a po-
litical "deal" that made Presi-
dent Rutherford B. Hayes end
Southern Reconstruction politi-
cally in 1879.
In short, compromises, adjust.'
ments, "deals" are the warp
and woof of political life. It's a
running story of getting together.
It's based on the old sociological
principle of "Adapt or die." Or
in the language of the boys in
the street, political survival and
effectiveness stem from the
principle of "If you can't beat
'em . . . get with 'em." It is a
truth that "Politics make
strange bedfellows." And since
it's later than most folk think,
there's no telling how soon who
will be kissing whom. The po-
litical realist knows this too.
TAYLOR PROVED
Political realism is teaching
local white politicians that the
race issue . . or the practice
of lampooning ur ignoring Ne-
groes ... is just about dead too..
Many Negroes in West Tennes-
see noted with deep resentment
that Candidate "Tip" Taylor,
rarely if ever throughout his
campaign addressed a respectful
word to the Negro constitivency
of the state. He proved himself
not to be a "political realist."
It was political realism that
made so many local Negroes go
down the line for Senator Estes
Kefauver, The political Negro of
1960 is realist enough to have
a growing appreciation for his
avowed friends.
Of course, the big question re-
mains ... Is the Negro political
realist enough to take the Dem-
ocratic and Republican platform
of 1960 with the gain of salt
they deserve? Hunh?
BUY U. S.
SAVING
BONDS
al programs for children, teen-
agers, and adults.
Memphis
(Continued From Page 1)
organization. The organization
will replace the Tri-State Fair, a
Negro exhibition which had been
scheduled to stage its 47th an-
nual event in October following
the Mid-South Fair Sept. 23-Oct.
1.
• * •
ON COMMITTEE
Jesse Turner, one of three Ne-
groes seeking election to the
Shelby County Democratic Ex-
ecutive Committee won over two
white opponents. Mrs. C. D.
Boartfield and Robert Owen
Dawkins.
ovt.
(Continued From Page 1)
Jean Arnold Lee of 767 Saxon
and Priscilla Laverne Turner
of 2237 Eldridge.
Starting salary for these
teaching posts is $4.040. It in-
creases to $4,900 the second
year.
Two of LeMoyne's 1959 grad-
uates already have completedl
one year of teaching on an 1
Indian reservation in New
Mexico. They are Misses CU-
resia Washington and Faye
Coleman They were in Mem-
phis recently for a brief vaca-
tion.
LLOYD PRICE, the big band
leader, owns the music pub-
lishing firm which published
"Irresistible You," the V-Tone
label hit made popular by Bob.
by Peterson.
WANTED TO RENT AT ONCE
oe • rm. apartment or share Mom* with Neel Indirldeel
prefesseea ally employed lack ange ref areellell.
TILIPPIONE
IA. 6-8397
CONGOLESE YOUNGSTERS
down milk distributed by the
United Nations relief force in
Leopoldville. The UN Security
Council was expected to meet
in emergency session Sunday
to study developments in the
Congo's Katanga province.
Gardner Taylor
Wages Campaign
BROOKLYN, N. Y. - With
the Eightieth Annual Session of
National Baptist Convention in
Philadelphia less than a month
away, Dr. Gardner C. Taylor is
waging a vigorous campaign for
the presidency. His compaigni
chairman reports that since his!
acceptance of a draft by minis-j
ters of the denomination less
than a month ago, he has filled
speaking engagements in many
key stater, with enthusiastic re-
sponse.
The pastor of Concord Baptist
Church of Brooklyn, New York
in a statement for the press said
that in accepting the commit-
ment to be candidate his "great
ambition is to see the denomi-
nation united and moving in a
sense of purpose and direction."
The minister cited an ex-
perience he had at his campaign
rally in Philadelphia that has
given him added zeal and im-
petos. He said that Reverend
Frank Mitchell, pastor of Pinn
Memorial Baptist Church. who
had just spent 51 days in a
hospital costing him $1900, came
to the meeting. 'To every body's
surprise," Dr. Taylor recounted,
the veteran preacher laid $200
on the table for the campaign
announcing that he was tired of
his officers asking him why their
church continues to deal with a
body of loose and disorganized
as the National Baptist Conven-
tion of today. He said he was
'giving for a new day in the
denomination'."
Also at his Jackson, Missis-
sippi rally, he said a venerable
member of the denomination told
him-"You're just like your old
daddy, 'W. M.' was when he
led the drive to save our pub-
lishing house in 1915."
Dr. Sandy F. Ray, President
of the Empire Missionary Bap
tist Convention, is National
Chairman of the 'Taylor Team';
Dr. C. V. Johnson of Illinois, Co-
Chairman; and M. L. King, sr..
of Georgia, Treasurer. Area
Chairman and co-chairmen are:
Far West - Rev. B. W. Wade.
California, and Rev. M. C. Wil-
hams, Colorado.
South-Rev, Ralph D. Aber.
nathy, Alabama; Rev. Charles
Hamilton, Georgia and Rev.
Benjamin Hooks,
South-Central-Rev. A. R Las.
ley, Kentucky, and Rev. H.
Beecher Hicks. Ohio.
South and North East-Rev.
Cornell Talley, Penns: Rev.
Matthew E. Neil, New Jersey,
and Rev. C. S. Stamps, New
York,
Midwest-Rev. Alfred Wilson.
Illinois, and Rev. Charles Butler.
Michigan and Rev. Robert Penn.
Indiana, chairman.
Among State Convention and
Association leaders who have
joined the Taylor Team are:
Rev. Woodrow Taylor, Chica-
go; Rev. It. A. Cromwell, Penn.:
Dr. Fred Guy, Arkansas: Dr
U. J. Robinson. Alabama: Dr.
L. S. Sorrell, Mississippi: Rev.
Logan Kearse, Baltimore; Dr.
W. K. Jackson, Oklahoma;
heverends Edward Graham and
J. K. Bryant, Florida also Rev.
T. S. Powell, Pensacola; Rev.
Charles Hamilton, Georgia; Rev.
S. H. James, Texas; Rev. Mat.
thew McGarry and Rev. D. T.
Smith, Louisiana: Rev. H. B.
Charles and Rev. Marvin Robin.
son, California.
END YOUR
CONSTIPATION
WORRIES
Now you can end your constipation
worries once and Joe all. Put aside
chemical laxatises, oils or bran-like
roughage that may upset your sys-
tem. Instead, take SESUTAN in a
glass of water every day.
SERUTAN is an all-vegetable laxa-
tive aid that prosides the proper
moisture, bulk and peristaltic stimu-
lation you may need as you grow
older-to promote daily regularity.
This is entirely different from chem-
ical laxatises. Prove it to yourself.
Take SfitursN as directed for at
least one week. You must be well
on the road to daily regularity or
your money back from the mast.
Klondike Food Center
1287 Vollentine BR.6-9509
t'rices Good Thursday, Friday, Saturday
August 11, 12, 13
Pineapple Juice Do!e . . . . 48-oz. 29c
Bell Pepper  ea, 3c
Onions  lb. 5c
Okra. Fresh  171/2c
Lettuce • Firm Heads  ea. 10c
Butterbeans - Fresh Shell . lb. 49c
Cribbs Country Souse  lb, 29c
Peaches Miss Georgia 2's SizeFree Stone can 25c
Apples For Pies  2 'Is: 25c
Bacon  Silver Shield h nirTray Packed IFIr
Pork Chops - End Cuts  lb. 39c
Ground Beef • Freshly Ground lb. 39c
Oleo Miss Pickford  2 'bill&
Olive Oil
Antipasto - ABD  4-oz. 39c
Round Steaks Sirloin and 
 
Toodiknie lb. it
Neck Bones  10 'bs. 9t
STEAKS OF REINDEER
Toasted With Port Wine 121/2 Size
$249
FISH • LAMB AND VEAL
Imported .4 $11!
Super Fine I
TOO HOT TO COOK? THEN -
DRIVE OUT TO
ALLEN & ANNA'S DRIVE INN
2180 SOUTH 1111LUEVUE (Si Hi-Way South(
Delicious Barbecue - Melt - Milk Shekes
Curb Semi** of, Tek• Hem* Peck
Gates Radio And TV Service
RADIO AND TV REPAIR
All Work Guaranteed
PICK UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE
384 MANASSAS JA. 6-3376
•
1
4Try Ex-Cop In
Deputy Slaying
MERIDAN. Miss — (UPI) —
Former sheriff Lawrence King
went on trial Monday charged
•
with hiring two Negroes to kill
his deputy for the love of the
deputy's pretty young wife.
Ex-convict. Alex Morris, 50,
and Pink Earl Townsend, 25,
admitted killing the popular
deputy, William Kelly, in return
for $1,000 promised them by,
King.
The state planned to demand
the death penalty for the 52-year
old defendant, a highly-respect-
ed Mis§issippi lawman, church
layman and gospel singer a year
ago.
Most of the day was expected
to be devoted to selection of a
jury.
ty sheriff is accused of arrang-
ing. the murder of Kelly, after
carrying on a .ove affair with
Kelly's wife. Authorities said
Mrs. Kelly admiqed the affair
with King.
Kelly, al, was stabbed 27 times
and his skull was crushed by re-
peated blows from a hammer in
the sheriff's office at Winona
last Jan. 3.
District Attorney Chat win
Jackson said Morris and Town-
send who are also charged with
murder, would testify against
King. King's chief defense at-
torney is former Gov. J. P. Cole-
man.
The trial was moved here
from Winona on a motion by
Coleman who claimed King had
political enemies in the Winona
The tormer Montgomery Coun-h area.
•
Belgian Aide Calls
(*Congo Chief A Liar
•
• 0500fr 
21444 ee0
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
A Belgian government spoke-- I
man says Premier Patrice .1
Lumumba of the Congo is a I
liar for denying anti-white
atrocities during recent riot-
ing in the young African re-
public.
Fr ans Taelamans, press
chief of the Belgian Foreign
Ministry, accused the Con-
golese of committing "the
most unimaginable bestial-
ities" during the post-lade-
DURHAM
STEEL FOLDING
CHAIRS
Modern Design
Handsome Appear-
ance. Rugged Con-
struction. V is
Durable
$,S0
am and up
CONTACT US
FOR VOLUME PRICES
BERNATSKY BROS.
wo is. Maim St — JA. 5-4843
allemPhials, Tema.
4w.kildir/o/
HEADACHE
For faster, Mora templets relief of
headache, neuralgia, neuritis pains,
take STANBACK Tablets or Powders.
STANBACK's S. A. (Synergistic Action)
— the combined action of several
redically-approved ingret.Itnts in
one easy-to-take dose—eases anxiety
and tension, starts bringing relief
right away.
Test
STANBACK
against any
preparation
you've ever
used
NOTICE!
All Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.
Mail In Your News
Stories To The
Tri-State
Defender
236 South Wellington
Post Office Box 311
We will be happy to
publish it for you
"Free" of Any
Charges
pendence siolence.
He told a news conference
that 291 white women were
raped in the disorders.
A reporter noted that Lu-
mumba denied this.
Taelamans replied, "You
can quote me, I say he lies."
The press chief said the Con-
go let Belgium down after
his nation gave the colony
its independence. But he ad-
mitted that the Belgian pro-
gram of educating the Con-
golese for self-government
had been "slow."
Taelamans said Belgium,
after riots last year, was
pushed too quickly into grant-
ing independence to the ,Afri-
can territory it had ruled
since 1908.
Charge Bus
Arm With Bias
NEW YORK — Protest
against the Greyhound Bus
Company's "refusal to offer
service to Negroes and the
further refusal to pick up Ne-
groes in Somerville, Tenn."
was made to the Interstate
Commerce Commission by
CORE executive secretary
James R. Robinson.
CORE field secretary Robert
Boyd was denied service by
Greyhound on July 9. Boyd had
traveled to Fayette County
from Louisville by bus to work
with the farmers facing eco-
nomic strangulation for daring
to register to vote. When he ap-
proached the bus station in the
It nut only gives a short bio-automobile of John McFerren,
gchairman of the Fayette Coun- raphy or profile of each Ne-
ty Civic and Welfare League, gro member of the law mak-
the ticket agent said, "Get ofOn$ bodies of the United States,but gives a picture and some
of the background of the times
of each It goes right to the
point in discussing the politi-
cal activities, private lives and
inclinations of each without the
use of a lot of superfluous
words.
It begins with the advent of
Senator Hiram R. Revels of
Mississippi and Congressman
Jeffersor F. Long of Georgia
in the 41st Congress in 1870
The nation and the civilized
world were startiled to see the
seat formerly occupied by Jef-
ferson Davis, who left the sen-
ate to become president of the
Confederacy, occupied by a
_Negro (Revels.)
The book goes on until 1901
when Congressman George
White said. "Good bye, we will
be back. It of course skips the
period from 1901 to 1928 when
there were no Negroes in Con-
gress. It then starts with 1929
when Congressman Oscar Dc'
Priest said, "Hello we are
back." It goes on into the pres
ent.
In the appendix one will find
a table showing the number of
Negro members by states and
a list of all Negro members
with the states they represent-
ed, the house in (vhich he serv-
ed the Congress from 41st to
OLYMPICS BOUND — (left
to right) First row, sitting:
Willie B. White broad jump,
Chicago; Barbara Brown,
high jump, New York;
Martha Hudso ii, sprinter,
Tennessee State University;
Doris Severtson. '2-m ii e,
California; second row (kneel-
ing) Ernestine Follards,
sprinter, Chicago; Shirley
Crowder, hurdles, Tennessee
State University; Lucinda
Williams, sprints, Tennessee
State University; Pam Kur-
cell, discus, Calif.; Peggy
Scholler, javelin, New York;
Rose Lovelace, half • mile,
Cleveland: Karen Mendyka,
Javelin, Calif.; Sandra Smith,
broad jump, Chicago. Third
Row (kneeling) Neomi Rog-
ers, high jump, Tuskegee In-
stitute; Barbara Jones,
sprints, Tennessee State Uni-
versity Fourth row (stand-
ing) inner Bellew, acting
manager, Calif.; Irene Rob-
ertson, hurdles, Calif.- Wilma
Rudolph, sprints. Tennessee
State University; Cel Rut-
ledge, shot put, Texas; Pat
Daniels, half • mile, Calif.;
Jean Gaertner high jump,
Calif; Sharron Shepherd, shot
put, Oregon; Earlene Brown,
shot put and discus, Calif.;
Anne Terry, hurdles, Tennes-
see State University; Anna
Lois Smith, broad jump;
Tennessee State University;
and United States Women's
Olympic track coach Edward
S. Temple, Tennessee State
University. T h e following
have not met 10C standards:
B. Prown, Severtson, Schol-
ler, Lovelace, Mendyka S.
Rutledge, Gaertner, Shep-
herd,
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Id-City
NEWS
We have waited and waited!
for news and none have beenl
turned in. If you don't see it'
we are sorry.
Just looking over the area we
I
find visitors in the home of
Mrs. Adeline Exum are Mr.
and Mrs. Percy Tansil of Rock-
ford, Illinois. Guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Samuel Phillips this
week have been Mr. R. P.
Edwards of Muncie, Ind. Mr.
Edwards formerly lived in
Dyer and many old friends
were glad to see him. He was
entertained by Mr. and Mrs.
Eddie Ball, while here.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Book-
er of Cordele, Ga., are visiting
his mother, Mrs. Florence
Booker. Mrs. Farrah Ivie is at-
tending a State meeting of the
Eastern Star Lodge in Chat-
tanooga this week. Mrs Mar-
gery Ellis and daughter, She-
lia, and Mrs. Fannie Corley
were recent visitors in Jack-
son.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Overall,
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Jamison
and daughter, John Etta, ac-
companied by Mrs. Virginia
O'Daniel, were weekend visi-
tors in St. Louis last week.
Mrs. O'Daniel visited her son,
Herbert, and the others were
birthday dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Lonnie L. Hopper and
NACWC Calls For Economic Aid Plan Mass For
To Underdeveloped Countries John H. Kerry,
NEW YORK, N. Y. — Civil
rights in America and econo-
mic aid for underdeveloped
counties, particularly those in
Africa, were called for last
week as the National Associat-
ion of Colored Women's Club
convened for its 32nd biennial
convention at the Park Shera-
ton hotel. Action in both of
these areas was deemed im-
perative if the United States is
to maintain its position as lead-
er of the free world. of Detroit, NACWC president.
The appeals came from two Dr. Johnson, who retired last
prominent Negroes who de-
livered the principal addresses
os the first day of the 100,000-
member NACWC'S week-long
meeting. Some 1,500 delegates
from 41 states and the District
of Columbia are in attendance.
Monday's speakers were Dr.
Mordecai W. Johnson, presi-
dent-emeritus of Howard Uni-
June following 34 years as
head of the nation's largest
Negro school, took both major
political parties to task for
what he called their failure to
include strong, clear pledges
for fair employment in their
recent party platforms.
Declaring that the positions
of both the Democrats and Re-
versity, and Dr. Rosa L. Gragg publicans are "ambiguous.
BODIc
REVIEWS
my property before I shoot
your damned tires off." They
left quietly and peacefully.
Boyd and McFerren then
moved up the road approximate-
ly a mile and waited for the
bus. The driver did not stop for
them. Ultimately, Boyd was
forced to travel to Memphis by
private automobile.
5 Red Chinese To
Open Ghana Embassy
ACCRA. Ghana — (UPI) —
Two diplomats and five offi-
cials from Communist China
have arrived here to establish
a Chinese Communist embassy.
The diplomats were Wang Yi
Mu, charge D'Affaires, and Li-
chen Ho, second secretary.
Chinese ambassador Hwang
Hua was expected in the mid-
dle of the month, a Chinese
spokesman said.
Straight From The Horse's Mouth!
THERE'S
CONSIDERABLE
BUY
MIXED CASES
at
CASE PRICES!
SAVING 
RUTSKY'S 2380
LIQU-O- R STORE PARK
PLENTY FREE PARKING
"60
out")
It is fitting and proper that
this fascinating little book
should come out at this time.
Years In Congress; 28
Name Korger, Sears
Scholarship Winners
Dr. Jesse A. Morris, director
of the Division of Agriculture,
has announced the names of the
winners of scholarships to
study Agriculture at Alcorn
A di M college. These scholar-
ships were provided by the
Sears, Roebuck Foundation and
the Kroger Company. Each of
the Sears, Roebuck Scholar-
ship carries a stipend of $150
whil, the Kroger Scholarships
carries a stipend of $250.
Listed are the names of the
Sears, Roebuck Scholarship
winners- James Clark, Eugene
Elks Propose
National Camp
NEW YORK — A proposal for
an Elk national camp for under-
privileged Negro children h a s
been outlined by a leading
Mount Vernon, New York busi-
nessman and civic leader, Har-
vey L. Harris.
Harris, grand esteemed loyal
knight of t e Independent
Benevolent Protective Order of
Elks of the World, will present
details of his proposal at the an-
nual Elks convention this month
in Chicago.
He is a candidate for the office
of Grand Exalted Ruler of the
Elks, and if elected, will donate
his salary to the establishment
of the .camp.
the 85th. the number of years
and the number of terms
The book reviewed is "Sixty
In Congress and Twenty-eight
Out." by J. H. Noseley. Price
$2.95 — Vantage Press, Inc
120 W. 31 Street New York
1, N. Y
DARK EYES
*43t1
Memphis' largest selling
VODKA
14ht.48
Avoilakkl• In ell sire".
Inclooding VI gallons.
100.v 110 PROOF
DISTILLED FROM 100% GRAIN
NEUTRAL SPIRITS PRODUCT OF U5. A. CLEAR SPRING
1 DISTILLING .,D N JAMES B. BEAM DISTIU.INSC8,, CLEMSON T KY
CYC's•
w4-10
M. Ashford. Ackerman; John
Round, Belzoni; Harrison D.
Hart, Lexington Albert Hall,
Meridian; La r r y Houston,
Charleston; and Freddie Giv-
ens, Jr., Drew. The Kroger
Scholarship was won by John
Melvin Smith of Carthage.
All of these young men were
granted scholarship aid on the
bases of their high school
gracies, their interest in agricul-
ture, and their capacity for
leadership which was evidenc-
ed by their participation in
Filch organizations as the New
Farmers of America and the 4-
H Club. The factor of need was
also taken into consideration in
the selection of these scholar-
ship winers.
1
ties face up to the
ployment, there is
ical party that we
ity can trust."
The 70-year old educator said
that both parties had made
significant progress in civil
rights at their conventions,
however.
"The Democrats for the
first time disassociated them-
selves from the dominance of
the South. while the Republi-
cans threw off the yoke of the
extreme right wing," ''he said.
"Only in the area of employ-
ment did the parties resort to
their evasivenes of the past."
Dr. Johnson called upon
NACWC delegates to demand
of their elected representatives
legislation for fair employment.
He described such legislation
as the most basic need of
America's minority groups.
On economic aid, the former
Howard president said that the
West, and particularly the
United States, must come to
the aid of underdeveloped coun-
tries or risk their falling into
the Communist bloc. He said
that Russia has embarked on
onslaught designed to win over
the underdeveloped countries of
the world, and that this will be
accomplished unless drastic
changes are made in our pre-
sent aid program.
equivocal and unclear," 'Dr
Johnson said, "until both par- I
issue of em-
not a polit-
as a minor-,
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• TOWN KASTLE
FLORIDA AT TRIGG
• •
• DRIVE IN!
•
• HAMBURGERS — HOT
• BARBECUE 25c — C
▪ JUMBO SHAKES 25c —
•
They branded her with
the mark of the track Hand '
•
DOGS 2 for 25c
HEESEBURGERS 2 for 35c
ROOT BEER FLOAT 25c
COLD DRINKS
ROOT BEER - COKE - ORANGE - GRAPE
• WITH THIS COUPON -
HAMBURGERS OR HOT DOGS 9 for $1.00
TAKE OUT! •
•
•
•
•
•
•••••••••••••••••
••••
SAVE NOW
AT
MUTUAL
FEDERAL
588 VANCE
Big 4% Dividend
Each Account Insured To $10,000
Railway Clerk
Mass for John H. C. Kerry,
69, of 9123 S. LaSalle st., rail-
way express clerk and husband
of the late Mrs. Helen Kerry, a
member of the Royalites Social
and Charity club will be held
at 9 a.m. Monday at Holy Name
of Mary church, 1425 W. 112th
St.
The mass for the dead will be
read by Father Falin, priest
of Holy Name of Mary, follow-
ed by interment in Holy Sep-
ulchre cemetery.
A rosary will be said Sunday
at 9 p m. in the Metropolitan
Funeral Home, 4455 S. Parkway.
Ken-y died suddenly August
4 at St. George hospital after
suffering a stroke.
A resident of Chicago for a
number of years Kerry was born
in Poplar Bluff, Mo. His parents
were Charles and Lucinda Ker-
ry.
Survivors include two broth-
ers, Augustus, Andrew Nance,
and a sister, Mrs. Lucille Byrd.
of chicago.
Steak Stealers
Dine On Greens
And Bread In Jail
JACKSON, Miss., — (UPI)
— Three men employed at
a local ice house were charg-
ed with stealing 715 pounds
of choice steak, worth a dol-
lar a pound, last Thursday
night.
REGISTRATION OWENS
COLLEGE
Registration for the 1960 fall
semester will be held Septem-
ber 7, for new students and
September 12-13 for advanced
students classes will begin
September 14.
other relatives.
Mrs. Dovie Buchanan recent-
ly returned from a visit with
her son and daughter-in-la .v.
Mr. and Mrs. Odell Socha a
in Detroit. Accompanying or
home for an extended N . it
was the granddaugoi..r,
Michele. Mrs. Elmarie Skin-
ner has returned from Jack-
son, Mich., where she spent an
extended vacation.
This is Revival season and
many have started. Be sure
and attend the Church of your
choice when it is near you.
Dorsey West was weekend
visitor of his mother Mrs. R. J.
Dennis and Mr. Dennis. Ace
companying him was Mrs.
Dora Wyatt, mother of Mrs.
Dennis. Robert McDearmon of
Chicago is "at home" with his
wife Mrs. McDearrnop, who has
recently remodeled their home
on Coolidge st. Mrs. Erma
Wynn is spending a few days in
Memphis.
HOME AND
INVESTMENT
6 Room house with store
building plus 3 pieces of
rental property in re-
spectable neighborhood.
Owner will finance part
of mortgage. Write Tri-
State Defender Box 311.
;hrinks Hemorrhoids
Without Surgery
stops Itch—Relieves Pain
For the first time science has found
new healing substance with the as-
tonishing ability to shrink hemor-
rhoids and to relieve pain — without
surgery. In case after case, while
gently relieving pain, actual teduc-
tion (shrinkage) took place. Most
amazing of all — results were so thor-
ough that sufferers made astonish
ing
statements like "Piles have ceased ts
)0 a problem!" The secret is a nee
iealing substance (Bio-Dyne2)—d1e
!ovary of a world-famous researct
.nstitute.This substance is now avaik
able in suppository or ointment fore
called Preparation R. At all drui
saunters — money back guarantee.
EGYPTIAN POMADE
SAY GOOD BYE to ItniS
hair, with now fragrant
pomade with lanolin. Apply
simply as you would your
regular hair dressing. Gray
LOOK 10 YEARS
YOUNGER
hairs disappear gradual.
Leaves hair beautifully soft
and lustrous. Will not streak
or rub off.
SPECIAL OFFER
Return this Ad with 12.00
for full results jar.
EGYPTIAN PRODUCTS
8163 N.E. 2nd Ave.
Miami 38, Florida
Starts SATURDAY!
ONE BIG WEEK!
TIM THREAT...AND THE PICTURE
...YOU'LL NEVER FORGE!'!
FEARSOME!
FACTUAL!
.. The story
of the man
who fought the
Mafia. . with
its enforcers .
its assassins
... its violence
vice and
vengeance!
DOME eaaroma*a Palma.
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CHICAGO — Failure will be
the only result of -san unethi-
cal and un-Christian" move•
ment by a group of "spine•
less and double • tonngued"
clergymen who are pushing
to unseat Dr. J. H. Jackson
(foreground with Mrs. Jack-
son) as president of the 5.000-
000-member National Baptist
Convention, U. S. A., Inc.
Dr. Gardner Taylor Will Seek
Post At Baptist Convention
CHICAGO, Ill. — So said the
Rev. Alexander James, pastor
of Chicago's huge Bethesda
Baptist church, and former na-
tional secretary or the New
York-based •uoa and Gardner
Committee' — an anti-Jackson
group which will seek to re-
place him with Dr. Gardner
Taylor when the NBC meets in
Philadelphia in September.
Dr. Taylor is pastor of Con-
cord Baptist church in Brook-
lyn.
Rev. James spoke to 150 Bap-
tist pastors from key U. S.
cities who met here last week
in Dr. Jackson's Olivet Bap-
tist church.
The pastors, all Jackson sup-
porters, came from areas as
widely separated as California,
Michigan, Texas and Ohio.
Most were from the Chicago
metropolitan area.
Explaining why he recently
defected from the Gardner
group and decided to work for
the re-election of the incumbent
NBC president, Rev. James
said:
"I have washed my hands of
this unethical and tin-Christian
movement against Dr. Jacksos
because I have found out that
the whole thing is being per-
petrated by a group of men
whose spineless attitudes, dou-
ble-tongue talking, and evil
motives, are not only injurious
to the National Baptist Con-
vention, but to the world status
of the Negro race, and to Dr.
Taylor personally."
Admitting that Dr. Taylor
would be "an excellent repre-
sentative of Negro Baptists,"
Rev. Mr. James said "certain
members" of the 'God and
Gardner Committee' seek only
to offer the Brooklyn pastor as ,
"a sacrifice . . . and unneces-
sary sacrifice."
Said Rev. James: "The eyes
of the whole world are on the
Negro in America and in Atli-
ca. If ever there were a time
!for soldiarity among us, it is
now. There cannot be, there
must not be friction and fac-
tionalism among us, especially
in our convention."
Continuing, he said: "I love
and respect Dr. Taylor, and I
have written to him explaining
my position. I explained that I
will have no part of men whose
motives are evil and selfish.
And I hope that Dr. Taylor will
not tally himself with such
men."
He said he has decided to
support Dr. Jackson "100 per
cent" because, he said, Dr.
Jackson is a man of significant
ability and a religious leader
of particular significance dur-
ing world crises involving white
persons and the darker races.
Rev. James' new position was
applauded by the 150 pastors
attending the meeting, each of
whom pledged his support to
Dr. Jackson, who has headed
the NBC since 1953.
REV. C. THOMAS PAIGE
"Then Jesus said unto them,
'But whom do you say that I
am?"
Never before in the history
has the demand upon man to
speak for himself been so great.
We live in a day when people in
all walks of life are quoting
someone else. Quoting someone
else is not a sin but when peo-
ple resort to quoting someone
all the time they lose their
effectiveness.
Today as never before the
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world wants to know where
you stand. It is not a matter
of where you stand in the group
but where you stand as an in-
dividual. We today must speak
as individuals ands not as
groups Oftimes the thinking of
the group is not correct but
popular. The trend of popular
thinking is what has brought us
to the delima in which we find
ourselves.
Today we are confronted on
every hand by issues. We must
face up to these issues with
the moral and spiritual fortitude
needed for such occasions.
Nothing short of this will ever
do.
Day after ca.; we see people
who strive to do that which is
popular only to be thwarted
somewhere down the line.
Somewhere down the line each
of us must declare our real
selves down the line. History
has revealed to us time and
time again that the man who
really declares himself is the
man who makes a real contri-
bution.
Jesus—beIng concerned about
Himself asked the apostles
what do men say about Me? The
apostle came up with all kinds
, of answers and then Jesus ask-
ed them who do you say that
I am and we got the classic
answer of Peter, "Thou art the
Christ." At this point there was
no question. Today if we are
going to make ourselves felt
in any area of action we must
speak for ourselves.
The most challenging aspect
of anyone's life is that part of
his life when he speaks that
which he knows. Many people
in our day and time spend all
of their lives talking about
what they have read in some
book. Reading in a book is a
good thing — I have no question
about it but somewhere we
must speak that which we
know.
One of the great classical
individual thinkers of his day
or any day was Paul, the
apostle. Time and time again
as one reads his works he runs
across the word 'but this I
know.' At this point his stock
goes up. He is speaking for
himself People admire the
man or woman who has the
courage to stand up and speak
for him or herself. There is
something that adds stature to
the person who has the nerve
to stand up and speak that
which has personal meaning for
himself.
When the apostles spoke the
sentiments of other people they
had some weight but this weight
paled into insignificance when
they started speaking for them-
selves. °filmes when we speak
the sentiments of someone else
we are not speaking our own
sentiments anyhow. We speak
with vertain reservations. We
can not afford to speak with
reservations — we must speak
the truth for ourselves. The
only way that we can catch the
real truth of the situation is to
be exposed to it ourselves.
Peter might have been telling
a part of the truth as he saw
it but when Jesus directed the
question to him personally he
gave Him an answer that only
Peter could have given, Him.
In a like token of thinking the
world is asking questions of
us. These questions will have
meaniiig only to the proportion
that we will be able to speak
out of a well-founded experi-
ence to make our answers valid.
When Peter spoke out of his
experience his thinking was
valid. When we in a like
manner speak out of our experi-
ences we put meaning into our
lives and our answers. This is
what our world needs today!
DISTINGUISHED SERVER
DERBY, Colo. — (UPI) 7
St. Catherine's Roman Catholic
church here has a distinguish-
ed altar boy.
Any more, piirlithinners are
not surprised to see Col. Wil-
liam James Allen, Jr., serving
early mass for the Rev. Domi-
nic Albino Allen, 53, is com-
mander of the sprawling Rocky
Mountain Arsenal run by the
Army northeast of Denver.
(RA C. ROBINSON, a senior,
pharmacy major at Florida A'
& M university, was chosen by
the office of the Southern
Project of the U. S. Na-
tional Student Association to
participate in the Third South-
ern Hyman Relations Seminar
at the University of Minnesota
to Minneapolis and the National
Student Congress.
MT. NEBO BAPTIST church
conducted ita vacation Bible
school recently at the church
using the theme, "I Will Bless
The Lord At All Times." His
Praise Shall Continually Be
In My Mouth." More than
100 beginners, primaries,
juniors and intermediates
work on arts and crafts and
Biblical scriptures. Workers
were Mrs. Eppa Mickie, Mrs.
Willie Standifer, Debris Mc-
Ghee, all beginners. Primaries
we re Mrs. F. Fisher,
Mrs. M. Milan, Mrs. Char-
lene Parker. Juniors, Miss
A & I State To Host
Farm-Home Institute
NASHVILLLE —M odern
dairying trends will be lecture-
demonstrated by Tennessee
State university associate pro-
fessor of animal science, Dr.
Rupert Seals during the Univer-
sity's Third Annual Farm and
Home Institute August 11-12.
The dairy manufacturing
demonstration is only one of
20 such exhibits planned by
Tennessee State's Agriculture
and Home Economics Faculty
for the 2000 farmers and home-
makers expected at the two-
day Institute. Chief topics for
Dr. Seals' demonstration will
be "Using Creamery Methods
in Making Farm Butter," ''The
Babcock Method of Measuring
Butterfat," and "The Role of
Pasterization in the Keeping
Quality of Milk."
Phelps-Stokes Fund project
director, Dr. Raphael O'Hara
Lanier will keynote the Insti-
tute August 11 at 1 p. m. in
Kean Hall. After registration
between 8 and 11 a. m. opening
day, W F. Moss, Commissioner
of Agriculture for the State of
Tennessee, will mak ethe inital
address to the farmers.
Dr. Miles D. Davis, sr., is I
the final assembly's main
speaker. He is sending a live
exhibit Jt his celebrated import-
ed hog breed for showing at the
two-day Institute.
With modern trends in farm
and home living as the guiding
catch words, the rural home-
makers will get the latest in
selecting economical clothing
and the time and labor savings
of small electrical appliances
Plan Aid
For Congo
Hospitals
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The
National Council of Churches
has announced the launching of
a major Protestant medical re-
lief program for the Congo.
The Rev. Dr. Roland G.
Metzger, who left the Congo
as a result of the recent up-
risings there, was named in-
terim liaison officer for Co ozo
relief to obtain drugs. medi-
cines and other stirolios for
hospitals and recruit doctors
for short periols of service until
the crisis is over.
"The response from several
U.S. drug companies has al-
ready been very gratifying,"
he said.
Dr. Metzger said the Ameri-
can Medical Association had of-
fered cooperation in recruiting'
doctors.
Before the uprising, there
were more than 400 European
doctors and 80 protestant medi-
cal missionaries in Congo. All
but about 40 left, leaving manyl
hospitals with no doctor.
Dr. Metzger said trained Con-
goese can handle routine work
in Congo hospitals but doctors
are a vital necessity. In one
hospital, he said, as .many as.
1,500 Births are recorded in a
month.
Jordan To Aid
Arab Aim In U. S.
AMMAN, Jordan — (UPI) —
The Jordian government has
instructed its ambassador in
Washington to comply with an
Arab League memorandum set-
ting up an Arab cultural com-
mittee there to present t h e
Arab viewpoint to Americans
and "correct zionlst false al-
legations." 
.
The committee will he made
up of cultural attaches in
Washington from the various
Arab embassies. It also will
icoordinate the activities ofArab exchange students in theU. S.
from the university's home
e- anomie department.
For the first time at the
university's Institute, visiting
farmers will get a close-hand
lecture - demonstration from
farm equipment manufactures.
At least two farm equipment
firms will show their latest lines
of farm machinery.
ing practices for the job were
discriminatory.
However, the director of the
East St. Louis Housing Author-
ity, Frank Rukavina, said no
such conditions exist and that
prime contractors for the $7,-
288,443 job were complying with
Martha Milan, Mrs. Mary
Moore, James Alexander. In-
termediates were Miss Row-
ena Stephens, Mrs. Lillian
Barnett, Mrs. Ethel Wynn and
Mrs. Ruby Rowell. In charge
were Mrs. Florence Williams,
Mrs. Nannie Purdy, Mrs. Wil-
lie Knighten, Mrs. Maude
Broadnax, Mrs. Mary Dennis
and Ed Evans. Mrs. Thelma
ishamael, secretary and Mrs.
Berniece Sims, principal.
Mrs. Jessie Perino is director
of youth activities and Rev.
Roy Love is minister.
150 Picket East St. Louis Housing Unit
EAST ST. LOUIS, Ill.—(UPI)
—A public housing project un-
der construction in East St.
Louis, Ill., was picketed by ap-
proximately 150 Negroes Mon-
day
all regulations in regard to the
issue.
A federal order requires that both
15 per cent of the unskilled, Jone
s and Richard Younge, 
and 5 per cent of the skilled lawyers.
labor force must be Negro.. The
pickets were headed by Billy
The pickets charged that hir- Arcaro Makes Canadian Debut
FORT ERIE, Ont.—(UPI)
Eddie Arcaro, one of the old
pros of thoroughbred racing,
will make his debut at this Ca-
nadian border track Thursday
by riding in four races, the Fort
Erie Jockey Club announced.
The 44 year-old Arcaro, who
has booted home nearly 4,600
winners during his 29-year
jockey career, has accepted an
invitation for a one-day stand
at the Fort Erie oval.
ETRYONE'S DOING IT!
WHAT? COOKING OUT!
IT'S FUN AND FOOD'S TASTIER!
Check Your Quality
Stamp Book and
Your Catalogue. This
Wonderful `Bar-B-Q'
May Be Within Your
Reach. See It Today at
Your Convenient Quality
Stamp Redemption Center
JANA PORTER
Yes Madam,
Dad and the small fry love outdoor
living and eating. Why not plan serv
ing
as many meals as possible under b
lue
skies with your favorite Garden nook
for background. Remember all out-door
eating need not be barbecue style.
What could be more enticing than
piping hot chicken with Juicy fluff
dumplings made with Jack Sprat whole
wheat flour.
A crisp vegetable salad — saltines
Tall glasses of minute ice tea
Iced mellon and cantaloupe — your
preference
But whatever you do, have the hot
foods hot and cold foods cold.
Chicken with Jack Sprat Fluff
Dumplings
4-5 lbs. stewing chicken — water to
cover
2 eggs slightly beaten
2 tablespoons of milk
one fourth tsp pepper
one half chopped celery
2 this chopped parsley
2 onions chopped
one fourth tsp salt
two & i, c. Jack Sprat enriched
wheat flour
Cook chicken in water with salt,
pepper, and celery covered. Add more
water if necessary. When tender, re-
move chicken from bones. Return to
broth with onions, cook for ten minutes.
combine eggs, milk and salt and Jack
Sprat Flour. Kneed with hands. Dough
should be dry not sticky — Roll dough
(half at a time) on lightly floured board
until very thin. Cut in three inch
squares.
Add parsley to broth, drop squares
one by one over chicken. Spoon liquid
over each square, cover, cook for 20
minutes. If desired, thicken broth
slightly with Jack Sprat flour diluted
with cold water.
Dad and the small fry will love this
dish.
Bye for now,
Jana Porter
STANDOUTS — These four youthful stars shone bright-
ly on a recent Big Star Food Stores of Memphis and the
Mid-South Talent show heard each Saturday on 50,000
Watt powerful WDIA. As usual, Big Star was happy and
proud to offer this opportunity for youngsters of the
Mid-South to participate in a program that will air their
talents arid let them be heard throughout the vast audi-
ence of popular WDIA. Got a talent? Write in for an audi-
tion. Above are, from left, Percy Wiggins, Beverly Plum-
mer, Lenora Thomas and Robert Byes.
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Johnny Mathis Begins
Rehearsals For Solid
One-Man Show In Fall
By VINCENT TUBBS
HOLLYWOOD —Johnny
Mathis, the young balladeer
*
lose voice has thrilled a mil-
fans and earned him a
million dollars, began rehear-
sals this week for a 1-man,
singing and dancing show
scheduled to have its World
Premiere on September 5 in
the toney atmosphere of Holly-
wood's famed Greek Theatre.
Preceded on the Greek Thea-
tre summer season schedule by
such attractions as the Japan-
ese Kabuki Dancers, the New
York Ballet and the George
Burns Show featuring Bobby
Darin, young Mathis has his
work cut out for him in the
tricky business of putting on a
1-man show.
Tough Task Ahead
While the youthful San Fran-
ciscan has won indisputable
giLl Dors a m o n g the nation's!
Wog touted performers, only
stage wise Harry Belafonte,
versatile Sammy Davis, jr., the
perennial Nat Cole, talented
Eartha Kitt and the incompar-
able Ella Fitzgerald have had
any noteworthy success as the
sole star of a stage spectacular.
Belafonte set an attendance
record at the Greek Theatre
last summer. Sammy Davis
raised nearly $25,000 for the
Chicago Urban League in a 1.
man benefit show two years
ago. Miss Kitt recently made
her Hollywood Bowl debut, and
world favorite Ella Fitzgerald
sang to a turnaway audience in
the Bowl last week.
Except for Belafonte, each of
the performances before critical
Hollywood audience was a one
night stand though all per- !
formers have done successful,l
Otage shows in theatres in vari-ous other cities. Thus Mathis
faces a full sized assignment
when he faces the not-easy-to-
please Greek Theatre clientele
for a full week.
But since he is a perfectionist
of the performing arts, the
handsome young singer is ex-
pected to have no more trouble,
winning acclaim for his 1-man
show than he experienced
winning a trophy case full of
accolades as an athlete of
Olympic calibre, and the dis-
tinction of setting house records
in night clubs wherever he has
appeared.
In the Old World setting of
the Greek Theatre, the modern
young balladeer will present a
reportoire of new and old songs
embroidered with the spine-
tingling Mathis magic, while a
chorus of four boys and four
shapely girls will support his
dancing efforts.
Dancer Also
First seen as an agile and
competent dancer on the Fran-
cis Langford TV spectacular
early this Spring, Mathis will
appear in several routines di-
rected by internationally famed
choreographer Hermes Pan. A.
male chorus, as yet unselected,
will back some cif the Mathis
songs.
Tentatively themed "Around
The World With Mathis." the
show's dancers have been in re-
hearsal for two weeks. An addi-
tional feature will be the
French import. Andre Tahon, a
celebrated puppeteer from
Paris.
, According to present plans,
the show will first be seen by
the public at the Russ Audi-
torium in San Diego where it is
set for unveiling on September
2 and 3. The World Premier
follows on Monday, September
5, at the Greek Theatre. On
Wednesday, September 7,
Mathis will feature a special
"Salute To Youth" benefit per-
formance for the YWCA.
At the conclusion of the week-
long Greek Theatre run, the
show will be booked into thea-
tres throughout the USA, states
Helen Noga, personal manager
for the Columbia recording star.,
Larry Steele's Show
Stars Billy Daniels
ATLANTIC CITY — Larry
Steel's internationally famous
"Smart Affairs" show, current-
ly featured at Club Harlem on
Kentucky avenue is one of the
gayest and most tuneful ever hit
the boardwalk.
Headlining the show is Billy
Ilkaniels, famed "Old Blackagic" exponent and first sepia
artist to have his own show
sponsored on television. Billy is
a natural for any show. His
presence on the Club Harlem
stage has helped make "Smart
Affairs" the smart production
that it is."
In addition to Daniels, Larry
Steele is featuring 'o t her
"names" who carry on magnifi-
cently on the three-shows a
night floorbill. Included are
Slappy White, Roz Croney, the
limbo sensation. The Bucca-
neers, Amanda, the Fouehee
Dancers, and those dancing
darlings the Beige Beauts. The
music is furnished by Tony
Lynch and band, one of the
finer night club aggregations.
The "1961 Smart Affairs"
show is one of Steele's finest.
It boasts of having everything
ceded to make it sockitational.
nd as result Club Harlem is
the spot visitors to Atlantic City
spent their evenings. And many
of them remain over for the
Celebrity Breakfast Show at
which Billy Daniels is featured.
Yes, Larry Steele boasts one of
his greatest shows ever in the
current "Smart Affairs of 1931"
as you'll discover when it comes
your way on national tour that
follows the season here.
Carter Makes
TV Series
'ANN ARBOR. Mich. —
NAACP General Counsel Rob-
ert L. Carter will appear on
the University of Michigan tele-
vision series this fall entitled.
"The Blessings of Liberty."
The ten-part series will be
hosted by Professor George
Peek of the University's Politi-
cal Science Department with
Carter appearing as commenta-
tor of a dramatic segment en-
titled "Equal Protection of the
Laws."
Video-tapes of the programs
are in production this month
under the direction of Hazen
Schumacher, jr., the Univer
city's associate director of tele-
vision. and are scheduled for
release in early fall to 26 tele-
vision stations.
Crowd Awed By Big
Parade Of Toppers
On Al/star Program
There nave been festivals and House, Dorothy Donegan from
!shows but never anything, to starring stint at Club Embers
!equal the colossal spectacular isi New York; Timmie Rogers,
! put on by,Bud Billiken in Wash- Ray Bryant and Ephriam, also
! ington Park last Saturday as, from Ro!,ert's; Little Faith lay-
part of the annual Billiken Pic- tor, the latest rock'n roll find;
i nic and Parade.
 !Wendy Williams. sensational
There have been crowds at vocalist; Jo Sanders and combo
festivals and other outdoor from Rush street; The John
, -ipectacular, but never one to Coltrane Quintet from Suther-1'
equal the 5c.000 to watch Bud's land; Gene Ammons, king of
annual show emceed by radio
! personality Daddy-0 Daylie
staged on Picnic Hill at end
of last Saturday's parade.
Young and old they assembled,
sang, whistled and applauded
! is the stars from loop and
southside performed their
chores or. the temporary stage
, before the baton wielding and
music dishing of Floyd Camp-
bell and his orchestra.
There were stars from radio,
television, the theatre and films,
all performing their best for
the multitude of fans assem-
`iled—Dinah Washington. queen
of blues who is appearing at
Robert's Show Lounge; Oscar
Peterson from the London
sax players and many, many
more appeared on the five hour
long program.
With music, song and comeds
as the theme the show rattled
off the very latest in everything
theatre There was never a dull
moment, no waits between acts
and no "just ordinary" per-
formers. Every performer on
the bill was a star in his or her
own right and all prepared to
give with the latest in ultra
hit parade style entertainment.
Yes, Old Bud Billiken gave
out with his greatest show Sat-
urday, you will only have to in-
ouire of the 50,000 fans assem-
bled near the bandstand on Pic-
nic Hill for confismation.
SO  tTëysa
By AL MONROE 1
WITH BUD BILLLKEN,
Parade and accompaning show
over attention is now being
focused on Chicago Urban
League's Festival starring
Sammy Davis and featuring a
host of other stars including
Dakota Staton, DIZZY GILLE-
SPIE, AHMAD JAMAL and
many more. — DAVIS, CUR-
RENTLY APPEARING in
Canada will come to Chicago
a few days early to direct
planning for the annual music
colossal. — JEWEL B 0 X
REVUE return date at Tivoli
theatre is definately set for
September 9. — 'TWILL BE A
SOMEWHAT different produc-
tion with the original cast of
two seasons ago.
• • •
THE ONE MAN SHOW
starring Johnny Mathis at
Greek Theatre in Hollywood will
run for one week. — THIS IS
A BIT DIFFERENT from the
Harry Belafonte, Eartha Kitt
and Ella Fitzgerald shows that
were one-nighters. PRoMO-
TION BRASS says 'twill be no
gamble with Johnny Mathis as
the "one-man-er." THE AT-
TRACTIVE stole Dinah Wash-
ington wore while riding in the
Billiken parade was a cool two-
grand-five hundreder. — EVEN
OLD BUD AROSE to remark
about its look and class. — THE
CURRENT LARRY STEELE
! show on Atlantic City broad-
walk is fastest and most tune-
ful he has presented in the long
series of annual engagements
at The Club Harlem. — Now IT
at The Club Harlem. — NOW
Critic On
Ann Henry
Bandwagon
• •
NEW YORK — Frank Quinn
N. Y. Mirror night club colum-
nist "dug" Chicago's Ann Hen-
ry's performance at Bon Soir
club 'tother night and here are
his impressions of the artist.
Watching a star gather bright
ond luminous qualities is a fas-
cinating sight. Ann Henry is the
budding star whose work at the
Bon Soir guarantees her name
will be more familiar
This singer-comedienne is no
novice, having been one of the
"New Faces" and recently
scored on London TV. She has
eluded us as a performer but
can count us among fans.
The patrons wouldn't let this
entertaining gal get off the
stage. She kept repeating, "I
Love You," and continuing with
encores.
TO DFFINE the performance
is not easy. One has to witness
he style and ease of her efforts
to appreciate her vibrant quali-
ties. She sings, dances, mimes
and mugs. But that hardly es-
tablishes the pleasure she stirs
up.
New song or old, Ann Henry
makes it sound different. And
she has a dramatic quality
which abets her comedy. Oge
minor fault is her impressionie&
though good of Eartha KitW
Pearl Bailey and Satchmo
!hay are not necessary for this
gal who has so much neive
talent.
If APPEARS that Harry Bela-
fonte, Nat King Cole, Pearl
Bailey and Sammy Davis will
all be seen on television in
their own spectaculars this sea-
son.
• • • 
-1
SIDNEY POITIER'S last five
pictures have netted the star
more than $4,000,000 according
to Hollywood reports. — TIM-
MIE RODGERS WHO won
fame as "funny-man" with
Ellington, Basle and numerous
other shows is vowing patrons
of Roberts Show Lounge, cur-
rently. — TIMMIE IS THE
FASTEST and most modern
mic along fhe•ralto todaz.—
A. S. DOC YoUNG is in the
city publicizing the latest Sid-
ney Poitier picture, "All The
Young Men." —AS IF YOU
DIDN'T KNOW Doc Young is
Coast publicist.
HEAR TELL DETROIT'S
Joe "Ziggy" Johnson visited
the city rather briefly past week
"enroute to Idlewild." Like
Christopher Columbus, it seems
ZiggY decided to travel west
to reach another part of the
east. —OR WAS THERE A
romantic reason for the "de-
tour" Zigg y? — DOROTHY
DONEGAN who is in town for
a briefer leaves soon for New
York where she's scheduled for
night club date. — IVORY JOE
HUNTER, "resting up a bit
in his hometown, Monroe, La.,
is preparing for annual tour
of the one-nighter stem. —
1VoRY JOE WILL feature his
recent recordings on next tour.
—DISCS WERE RECORDED in
New York session three weeks
ago.
EARTH KITT'S latest album,
"Earth Kitt Revisited" are
mostly "repeats" such as Santa
Baby," "I Want To Be Evil"
(and she is) on this one. —
"Uska Dara," and "C'est Si
Bon."
ANN HENRY
RIG MAYBELLE
ow, What Else!
OSCAR PETERSON DIN (B WASHINGTON DOROTHY 
DON EGAN
Jazz Festival, East West
Lineup Greatest In Music
Spectaculars on the jazz kick,
east and west form the main
topic for musical conversation
as mid-August approaches.
The major 'festivals" this
month are the Chicago Urban
League's annual affair at White
Sox Park Aug. 27 and the Ran-
dall Island (New York) promo-
tion to be staged three days,
Aug. 19 through 21. Both affairs
will present the very best in
jazz talent with comfort of the
patrons as important as the
enterainment itself. White Sox
Park, a huge place will be
especially arranged and suited
for the Urgan League festi-
val while management of the
New York festival plans mak-
ing Randall Island's emporium
something to rave about.
Speaking of plans for the
Randall Island festival and sta-
dium Franklin Geltman says:
To fit these needs, we have
increased seating to 17,000 a
night.
Special new sway-back chairs
have been purchased. Refresh- Sammy
ment.stands have been increas-Igalaxy
ed to six, spotted throughout
the stadium area serving 50
additional types of refresh-
ments. Seating has been re-
aligned to provide better sight
lines. The sound system has
been raised and spread out to
give an even stereophonic ef-
fect, and last but most import-
ant of all, Mr. Geltman announ-
ed, there will be FOURTEEN
bathrooms strategically placed
to be most convenient to anx-
ious fans And, it may well be
'Shuffle Along' Again
Story Broadway Hears
By DOLORES CALVIN must come Returning to the
NEW YORK—They are start-
ing to bring back "Shuffle
Along" again—and this time the
producer is a Riverdale, N. Y.,
man—Harvey Glick—who is ad-
vertising for Negro dancers to
do "strut and tap" and singers.
He hopes to open this Fall in
an off-Broadway theatre . . .
But his main mistake is the
same mistake all the other
hopeful producers made who
tried to bring back "Shuffle
Along." It was a very good
musical, we understand, back
in the twenties, but the world
has progressed so far — the
people are so far away from it—
their tastes and their entertain-
ment needs are no longer on the
"strut and tap" kick. . .They
want keen entertainment, the
kind you stop and look at when
you're turning the TV dial
searching for something. . .
They want new faces—new and
interesting talents — different
approaches — new songs and
above all music of today: mod-
ern jazz. . . .
To keep trying to bring back
a ghost is not a very good
compliment to a famous musi-
cal which had its day. Its day
is now gone and new musicals
past-reaching back a couple of
decades is not box office . .
Why these smart producers
keep wasting their money when
they could better put it into
"New Talent" is beyond us . .
Hcnvevei, if they have a sinking
fund from which money does
not return, then this is the
hole to put it in. . .
We have the utmost respest
for both Eubie Blake, a grey-
ed Brooklyn musician who'll
play excerpts from his "Shuffle
Along" at a moment's notice...
and for Noble Sissle, another
grey-haired musician who cer-
tainly has a fabulous record
in the music field. . .But surely
they too will agree—the revivals
which succeed are few and far
between so there's no sense liv-
ing in the past. . .
To bring back moments of
greatness for one evening—for
a charity affair or something
like that deserves praise . • .
But to try to revive a whole dif-
ferent era of which these mod-
ern adults and teenagers know
nothing—is almost a hopeless
cause. . . And surely someone
should tell Mr. Glick before he
loses his shirt.
The Wide, Wild
orM Of Jazz
A columnist in a weekly pub-
lication has shocked jazz cir-
cles by giving credit to the
late Django Rienhart as the big-
gest and most infuential sound
in bringing the guitar to mod-
ern jazz greatness. To this cor-
ner there seems to be nothing
solid on record to back such a
claim.
It is out of contention that to
give Django Rienhart credit
for something here is no record
of his having done is unjust to
bonified claimants for the cred-
it.
Rienhart never touched jazz
in any embraceable manner,
except when he came to Ameri-
ca after the second world war
to play with his beloved Duke
Ellington. Up W this point
Django was playing gypsy love
songs in the cafes of Paris.
Rienhart did play an important
part in the shaping of the guitar
to modern jazz appeal. How-
ever, there has been but one
really big sound and influence
,he modern jazz school for
guitars and that was the late
Charlie Christian.
Christian preilented the instu.
meat ,and nursed it through
the portils of & changing era
In jazz, the. move from swift
to bop Thisi' tett:010/y be de-
noted in' the 'early recordings
of Parker, Gillespie, Monk,
Navarro and other giants in
their struggle to change the
musical face of jazz. In those
recordings we can easily hear
the passages and pushing drive
that was so greatly Charlie
Christian.
Before the first big jazz, mod-
ern jazz, recording by- Charlie
Parker, it would be simple to
find this same type of jazz be-
ing served by Charlie Christian
on many of his cuts with the
Benny Goodman groups.
Trus, the modern and pro-
found sound of jazz as we hear
it today, wasn't the type of
phrasing and finger-popping
swing that belonged to jazz be-
fore the way-out school was de-
veloped, without a doubt holds
no medals for Django Rienhart
as an influence to the jazz gui-
,tar.
There may he some of you
who doubt that Christian held
such a strong hand in the shap-
ing of modern jazz, if so, lis-
ten to some old Goodman cuts
like "Royal Garden Blues,"
"Breakfast Feud,' "G o o d
Enough to Keep," 'Solo Flight'
and other such tunes by the
group.
After doing this take an ear-
full of Django Rienhart and see
if you don't agree that Christ-
iii was 'the big sound and in-
fluence in the present actionl of
the jazz guitar. Maybe this col-
umnist should also give a listen
to recotcling by the late Charlie
Christian ... H. P.
said here that Urban League's
setup will be equally as fan-
tastic.
Headlining the Chicago Ur-
ban League festival will be
"Mr. Wonderful" himself, who
of course is Sammy Davis. Jr.
will be backed by a
of stars like Dizzie
Gillespie, Dakota Staton, Ah•
mad Jamal, Phyllis Branch
and many others. Thus it can
be said that during August
New York's Randall Island
and Chicago's Urban League
will present two of the most
colossal musical fiestas to hit
the scene in years.
CAM1LfA YARBROUGH
Kathrine Dunham Ace
On 'Salute' Program
Camille Yarbrough, recently
returned from Paris, France and
for five years a dancer with the
Kathrine Dunham Dancers will
be featured with her brother
Martin, on the "Salute To Haiti-
Jamaica" Travel Festival to be
presented at the Blue Angel, 624
S. Michigan Avenue Sunday
afternoon at 5:00 p. m. Festival
is being produced under
auspices of Mathilde Ernestine
in affiliation with Hon. Antoine
Herard, Director of the Haiti
Government Tourist Board.
Mr.
Mayor
Prince
major
Herard is the former
of the city of Port au
in Haiti. He owns the
radio station i n Haiti,
and he will present Mrs. Gerry
Ehrenreich, representative o
th! "Haiti Herald" to speak on
"Haitian Hospitality." Mr.
Herard will also present color
travel films on "Haiti-Star of
the Caribbean."
"Salute To Jamaica" will also
be a part of this same program.
Talbot Ferguson, head of the
Jamaica Tourist Board will
speak on "Jamaica—Gay Calyps
so Country" and will then pre.
sent trafel films on "Jamaica—
Tropical Paradise."
"The Mighty Panther," Ja•
maica Slim Henry and King
George, drummer will present
the entertainment for Jamaica.
Jazz Stars To Invade
Prison For 'Festival'
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
"It's great to be hack."
This is a musican talking—
about going back to prison.
"le isn't going because he
committed a crime. He is
going for joy it gives him in
performing for the 1,700 con-
victs at Dorton Reformatory,
District Of Columbia prison at
Lorton, Va., jlist a trombone
slide from here.
The '"Ireturn'"this time, as
in years past, is the Annual
Lo.ton Jazz Festival, probably
the nation's most unusual Jazz
gatltering. It. is held for the
innirates exclusively and by
"invitatide only."
The fifth such show is
scheduled for next Thursday.
Stass biled include Count Basle,
with vr.calist Joe Williams;
Louis Armstrong, with singer
Vein's Middleton- and the na-
tion's hottest new jazz group,
Lamber, Hendricks and Ross,
with the Ike Isaac Trio.
These jazz greats, who make
more money weekly than the
average American earns in a
year, have again donated their
services. Working only for the
applause—and gratitude of tho
men behind the bars.
The festival was originated
five years ago by the prison's
Chief Catholic Chaplain, The
Rev. Carl J. Breitfeller, when
lit asked vocalist Sarah Vaug•
han to perform.
Since the original festival. in-
mates at Lotion have been en-
tertained by Armstrong, trom-
bonist Jack Teagarden, Art
Blakey and his jazz Messen-
gers, the Hi-Lo's, guitarist
Charlie Byrd. and trombonist
Kai Winding's Septet.
Sing,!r Ella Fitzgerald and
the Oscar Peterson Trio were
a smash hit at last year's
shoe.
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Our Opinions 
Republican Campaign Burdens
Back in 1952 when the then Gen.
Eisenhower launched his campaign for
the Presidency, he faced some difficul-
ty. But, today Vice President Richard M.
Nixon and Ambassador Henry Cabot
Lodge are confronted with a vastly dif-
ferent problem in their 1960 campaign.
The Republicans have elected Nixon
and Lodge to office as members of that
party. They have almost solid support
from the party for the nation's two top
offices.
This was not true with Mr. Eisen-
hower in 1952. He was a great war hero.
The GOP nominated him despite the fact
he had NOT BEEN CLOSELY LINKED
with the Republican party.
Nixon and Lodge, to a significant de-
gree, will more than likely be held re-
sponsible for the Party's commitments
and action ori major issues more so than
Mr. Eisenhower during the 1952 political
drive. The GOP shrewdly saw Mr. Eisen-
hower as a winner in 1952 and supported
him on that basis.
For that reason we state that if Nix-
on wins he will be the first REPUBLI-
CAN to be elected president since Her-
bert Hoover triumphed over Al Smith in
1928.
The Republicans, in a realistic man-
ner, must cope with this burden: They
do not have an array sif impressive per-
sonalities who can bring in the votes.
Nixon and Lodge must try to carry state
tickets rather than ride to glory on the
re-election campaigns of recognized and
well-liked state officials.
Other problems faced by Nixon and
Lodge include the mounting gripes from
farmers, the stock market's downward
skid, still lingering questions about the
GOP civil rights posture, and the appre-
hension about the nation's economy.
What about the Democrats? They
have problems of no minor magnitude
also. It appears that quite a number of
people are not at all pleased with the
union of North and South in their ticket,
Senator Kennedy's youthfulness, the
vexing old religious issue, and the Demo-
crats' failures in the congress they have
controlled.
It is quite obvious why the Republi-
cans have chosen foreign policy and com-
munism as their campaign issues this
year. The many domestic problems com-
prise an area of quicksand into which
only the hardy of heart would venture.
Hence, it can be clearly understood
why Vice President Nixon has made em-
phatically clear to Republicans that it
will be a difficult fight if they are to
achieve victory.
Katanga: A House Divided
What is going to happen to Katanga?
That is the major question currently.
Diplomatically, at least, Katanga is not
recognized by any nation as a sovereign
independent state and still is technically
part of the Congo.
Premier Moise Tshombe is doing his
utmost to convince the world that his
province will remain an independent
state. No one with a reasonable quantity
of knowledge about the sittation—in-
eluding Belgian supporters and advisers
—believes it.
The surface view of the problem ap-
pears to be deceptive. ElisabethIille and
the mining centers in the vicinity of Ka-
tanga give the appearance of returning
to normal following the Congo army re-
volt a fortnight ago, which sent many
Belgian settlers fleeing for their lives to
Northern Rhodesia.
Now, about half the white population
of 12,000 has returned to Elisabethville.
Meanwhile, the Union Miniere, the huge
mining corporation which practically
keeps the economic life blood flowing in
Katanga, states that about 80 percent of
its staff is back on the job.
But that's not the full picture. Elisa-
bethville is a world of men. Most settlers
who returned sent their wives and chil-
dren off to Belgium or to Rhodesia and
South Africa.
An important point is this: The Bel-
gians feel insecure. That's true also of
the ruling Congolese. Recently Premier
Tshombe said that the elite Africans
would join the Belgians if they left the
province.
Last week Tshombe said that United
Nations troops would have to fight their
way into Katanga. However, it is a quite
well understood fact that the Premier
would be helpless to halt UN soldiers if
Belgium refuses to back him up.
It appears quite clear that Tshombe
is "Belgium's black puppet," in simpler
terms — "Uncle Tom." His government
does run Katanga. But, Belgium and the
Union Miniere crack the whip for him to
jig.
It is not beyond the realm of possi-
bility, regardless of how offensive the
impact of the thought, but Tshombe can
emerge as a strong man in the Congo.
At last report he was putting forth
greater effort than a beaver to obtain
support from all kinds of groups in the
Congo for a federation of states.
We feel that his future will be decid-
ed during the next few weeks. And it is
our hope that the decision will lead to
greater harmony in the Congo. A divided
state, like a divided house, cannot long
stand.
Trial Of The U-2 Pilot
The circumstances of the procedure
already appear stacked against Francis
(;. Powers, the U-2 pilot in the Soviet es-
pionage trial, which is set for August 14.
The military division of the Soviet
Supreme Court, the same body which
heard the purge trials of the Stalin re-
gime in the middle 1930s, will conduct
the pilot's trial.
This appears to be important since
it has been the reputation of the court to
handle trials on the basis of state policy
rather than on bona fide evidence. It was
Leon Trotsky who condemned the trials
as a farce. He was not alone in this.
Many others have done the same thing.
Defendants appeared, it in reported, be-
fore the court in a manner which indi-
cated they were doped, brainwashed, or
hypnotized. This alone should persuade
disgruntled Americans to be grateful for
our judicia) system, despite its weak-
nesses.
It is not likely either that the master
propagandists of the Soviet Union will
miss one trick in trying to attain the
"big show" effect at the Powers trial.
Harsh, but a fact is this: Under So-
viet law there cannot be appeal from the
decision by the trio of judges. Two of
them will be lay members of the court
with no formal legal training.
Powers will have a defense attorney
— appointed by the court. At this stage
it is doubtful the lawyer will be an Amer-
ican. We feel quite certain that our State
Department will insist on an American
attorney as well as a Soviet lawyer.
From all walks of life Powers will
have the sympathies and prayers of our
citizens; for, he was on a mission whose
purpose was to help extend the life of
civilization, to further delay world dev-
astation by atomic war' are brought
about by sneak missile attack.
Being Frank
AlreeM Pawls. Plows
A ast Prot:4*am
By FRANK L STANLEY
LOUISVILLE — H. L. Men-
cken once wrote: "There is
something about a national con.
vention that makes it as fasci-
nating as a revival or a hang-
ing It is vulgar, it is ugly, it is
stupid, it is tedious, it is hard
upon both the higher cerebral
renters and the gluteus mixi-
nius, yet it is somehow charm-
ing. One sits through long ses-
sions wishing heartily that all
the delegates a n d alternates
were dead and in hell—and then
suddenly there comes a show so
gaudy and hilarious, so melo-
dramatic and obscene, so un-
imaginably exhilarating a n d
preposterous that one lives a
gorgeous year in an hour."
The gorgeousness of this ma-
jestic convention hour is not the
naming of party standard bear-
ers nor the staggering mass
demonstrations, hospitality and
skillful maneuvering. Rather it
is for me the long overdue pass-
ing of the dying old order in
the Democratic Party — the
dwindling of the ranks of die
bards and the decline of vocal
anti-civil rights states.
Conspicuously absent from
the nine protesting, minority
report-making states were
Tennessee and Texas. Of course
Texas was not too surprising in
holding for Civil Rights—it sent
three Negroes and one Mexican
as delegates to the convention,
b u t Tennessee's acquiesence
was an achievement.
The ridiculousness of the pro-
test was evident in the words
of Senator Spessard Holland of
Florida who said, "You can
put into it what you want in
generalities — but don't be RO
specific." This cynical remark
was met by jeers and catcalls
from an audience that had been
loudly applauding a long suc-
cession of civil rights propo-
nents.
Although we know the planks
in party platforms do not stand
up to the metaphor and they
are rarely stood upon by a
victorious new President, t h e
1960 Civil Rights plank seems
to have been given birth in
what may turn out to be a
great platform-building year
particularly since voters gen-
erally are. vitally concerned
about the world's oldest and
greatest problem.
The mere fact that the plat-
form writers, led by Chester
Hoe les, decided to meet the test
boldly and come forth with a
meaningful Civil Rights plank
and the very method by which it
was adopted—voice vote over
the groans of die herds — all
attest. I think, to the political
decline of the resistant South
A Southerner himself, gov-
ernor Leroy Collins of Flolicla
who presided over the Conven-
tion and probably the most
moderate of all deep Southern
Governors, was a cooperating
member of the liberal hierarchy
controlling the destiny of the
Convention Cigil Rights pro-
posals. He rightly turned deaf
ears to all attempts of objec-
tors on the floor seeking chair
recognition as the original plat-
form was approved.
The real significance
of all of this is that this conven-
tion approved a platform as
written by an old New Dealer
and containing all of the im-
plications of Federal Controls
—one which was not even possi-
ble during the days of Franklin
D. Roosevelt and which was
a complete triumph of Demo-
cratic liberals over all conser-
vative elements.
And what is more important
is that they have nailed nomi-
nee Jack Kennedy to it. Negro
delegates 'Went a step further
in private conference and nail-
ed Lyndon Johnson to it also.
Driving the biggest nails into
the hands of Kennedy was
Chester Bowles who admonish-
ed: "It's easy—adoption by the
Convention will be viewed with
historicat amazement — b u t
whether its proposals will be-
come the law of the land de-
pends upon the leadership in
the White House—and that lead-
er must be tuned to the fact
that it is time to put these
recommendations into prae-
tice."
CORE Men Eat In
3 Miami Stores
MIAMI, Fla. — Three teams
of two CORE members were
served at the Miami lunch
counters of the F. W. Wool-
worth, W. T. Grant, and S. 4.
Kress stores Aug. 1.
Miami was the first city in
Florida to integrate iti lunch
counters since the wave of sit.
ins began Feb. 1. Lunch count-
ers have been opened in 30
communities of eight states
since then.
A. D. Moore, chairman of
Miami CORE, summarized
"The bacon and eggs — excel-
lent, the service — good, the
customer reaction — negligible.
CORE staged the first sit-in at
these stores in April, 1959. We
thought then that Miami was
ready for a Democratic serving
policy. We have been proven
correct."
Moore was accompanied on
his test of the Grant store by
Blanche Calloway. Dr. John 0.
Brown, CORE project director,
tested the Woolworth store and
Dr. Simpson tested Kress.
"This opening is but a first
step in our quest for dignity.
Other stores in the community
—McCrory's and Burdine's can
and should open. We in CORE
will help them to make this
change in every way we can"
pledged Moore.
CORE began sit-ins at the
stores in April, 1959. Negotia-
tions before, during, and after
the sit-ins had involved repre-
sentatives of the Chamber of
Commerce, the Mayor's Com-
mittee, Ministerial groups and
others.
National CORE has schedul-
ed an Interracial Action Insti-
tute in Miami from Aug. 14 to
Sept. 5, On the agenda of the
Institute is restaurant dis-
crimination, as well as employ-
ment. theatres, beaches and
voters registration.
Richmond Names
Roc:. Study Group
RICHMOND, Va. — (UPI)
Mayor Claude Woodward has
appointed a committee of six
whites and six Negroes to study
ways of easing racial tension in
Richmond. The bi-racial com-
mittee met to discuss sporadic
sit-down protests at segregated
lunch counters.
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SO WHAT?
.. IT'S JUST LIKE A EMPTY WHISKEY BOTTLE...
YA CAN'T TELL WHAT WAS IN IT."
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LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week
"Sometime I wish I was some-
body else," said Simple, "I wish
I was somebody else, not me."
"Somebody else?" I asked
"Like who?"
"Ralph Bunche, for instant,"
said Simple, "so I could go
around the world inteferring in
everybody's business not my
own —Israel to the Congo.
Man, I wish I was Ralph Bun-
che."
"In other words, you would
like to he a diplomat," I said.
"A hip-to-mat," said Simple,
"hip on everybody's jive, know-
ing all about what every nation
is putting down. If I was in
the Congo right now, I would
say, 'White folks, give back all
that uranium to the black peo-
ple. Let me make some atom
bombs, too. Don't nobody and
their African stooges withdraw
from the Republic of the Congo
and keep my uranium mines.
Right here in this Congo earth
is enough uranium to blow up
the world. The white folks has
already took a plenty of black
uranium. The rest of it belongs
to me.' "
"How long do you think you
would last making such a state-
ment as that? Why do you think
there is all this fuss about the.
Congo from the United Nations
to Russia? Uranium, that's why!
Nobody cares about the River
Congo, or the people of the
Congo, or the bananas of the
Congo. What the civilized world
is excited about is that uranium
in the Congo, that stuff in the
earth from which atom and hy-
drogen bombs are made — that
fortune in explosives in the Con
go."
"Nobody is interested in
peace, I guess," said Simple.
"Everybody is interested in
blowing each other up. I wonder
why did the Lord set them
black peoples on top of an
itom pile? And why did they
:=end Ralph Bunche, who is
colored, there to try to straight-
en things out?"
"You know why, as well as
1 do," I said. "The Congolese
right now are running white
folk., ragged. It would not be
too wise to send a white man
there to straighten things out."
"Ralph Bunche is not black,"
said Simple "They have picked
out a very light colored man
to straighten things out in a
black country. They should have
picked out me, else Jackie
Robinson—somebody Africans
can look at and tell we are one
ing to do the chestnut grabbing.
• Then the Africans could say,
'Brother, what's your story?'
Don't get me wrong — I love
Ralph Bunche, but I do not
want him put in the middle."
"In the middle of what?"
"In the middle between
Belgiums and the blacks," sta.
Simple.
"Somebody has to help
straighten things out there," I
said. "The Congolese cannot
eat uranium—so their problem
is one of economics. They have
to sell their products to the
rest of the world, including
America. to live. America buys
most of their uranium. The
folks of the Congo have to eat
"What did they eat before?"
asked Simple, "They got all
kinds of wild animals, cocoa-
nut trees. bananas, and fish.
How come they have to have
Ralph Bunche or anybody else
help them eat? Me, I believe
them Congo people could
of the brothers. Dig? straighten out their own affairs
"You are drawing a very fine if they was just let alone."
color line," I said, "of which "You don't know any mo
1 do not approve. Ralph Bunche about the Congo than I do," I
is an Afro-American." said "In any case, they are
"I do not 'think them people young at democracy. The Con-
in the Congo care anything go needs help in becoming a
?bout the American part of it," democracy "
said Simple. "And I do not "So does Mississippi," said
think white folks should send Simple. "Why don't the UN
eolore folks to get their chest- send Ralph Bunche to Missis-
nuts out of the fire. If they sippi?"
knew what they was doing, "I suggest the UN send you
they would send some colored there," I said.
folks the color of African col- "Then I would need a whole
"red folks, so at least the Afri- lot of uranium to take with
cans would know who was corn- me," said Simple. "Boom!"
LOUIS MARTIN
Dope And Data
SAVANNAH, Ga. — The raf-
ters of the First African Baptist
Church here in Savannah liter-
ally shook last night as John
Bolt Culbertson, a white South
Carolina lawyer, castigated the
racists of Dixie.
It was the most forthright,
rip-snorting civil rights speech
I have ever heard from the lips
of a white American irrespec-
tive of geography. With warmth
and good humor, Atty. Culbert-
son tore into all the racist
myths upon which he was nur-
tured in his native Carolina and
called for political action
against Jim Crow.
He declared: "Every time a
'Negro votes it makes it better
for every other Negro in the
United States."
Atty Culbertson was the fea-
tured speaker of a mass meet-
ing called by the Chatham
County Crusade For Voters.
He is a former member of the
South Carolina legislature from
nis native Greenville, and was
"nee a special agent for the
FBI. What intrieued me most.
however, was that be was at
one period in his life a member
of he Ku Klux Klan.
The mass meeting was of
special interest also because
Mayor Mingledorf, who has
clashed with the local NAACP
over a boycott and the picket-
ing of downtown merchants
was supposed to appear on the
program At the last minute
It was reported that the NAACP
threatened to demonstrate
against him and the invitation
to the Mayor was withdrawn.
When Atty. Culbertson got up
to speak two whites in the
audience walked out of the
church The action was noted
hy the speaker who added that
he was sorry they left because
he wanted the whole world to
know how he stood on the race
issue.
In urging the Negro citizens
to register and vote, he made
it clear that he was a Democrat
and a supporter of Senator Jack
Kennedy but he praised the
platform of both major parties.
The fact that both parties had
endorsea the sit-in demonstra-
tions was hailed as a tremen-
dous victory for democracy.
This action, however, was as-
cribed to the ever increasig
voting strength of the Negro
and not to any "change of
heart" on the part of the poli-
ticians.
The mass meeting was called
on the heels of a demonstra-
:ion by the Ku Klux Klan in
which hundreds of Klansmen
paraded down the main busi-
ness street. That evening follow-
ing the parade, bricks were
hurled into the front windows of
the new homes of Dr. S. M. Mc-
Dew and Dr. Wilmette Wilson
Notes tied to the bricks carried
warnings from the KKK. The
incidents were reported to the
police and brought to the at-
tention it the Mayor. They ,were
not reported in the daily press
according to my information.
Atty. Culbertson made refer-
ences to the Klan in his speech
and said the Klansmen of the
South wil' soon realize that "Ne-
groes aren't scared anymore."
The major attack on the ra-
cial situation must come
through the ballot box accord-
ing to the speaker. He drew
laughter and applause from the
vast aiglience when he said that
once the white ezsliticians in
Georgk mey need the Ne-
gro vote they would change
their tune and tell Negro amen
tercel, W. lover' 7"" all the
time."
Atty Culbertson took up the
sex issue and spoke of the
frequent charges of the racists
that the NAACP was out to
mongrelize and mix the races
in the South. He said he did
not see how the NAACP could
mix up the races in Georgia
and South Carolina any more
than had already been done
by the whites themselves.
The speaker lambasted the
white Southerners who frequent-
ly travel to New York and the
North and mingle freely with
Negroes in hotels and dining
rooms and then return home
declaring that they would die
before they would sit down to
eat with a Negro.
Ralph Bunche came in for
special praise by Atty. Culbe
son who said he did not knO
what America would do without
such statesmen who are -.hams
pioning the cause of the United
States in the emerging coun-
tries of Africa.
He spoke with some bitters
neas about the fact that erst-
while war enemies of the United
States could move about freely
in the South and enjoy many
privileges of citizenship which
are denied the Negro veterans
who fought these same enemies
on behalf at their country.
Citingvariouspersonal
threats from the Klan, Atty.
Culbertson said the hit and run
tactics of the Klanienen proved
their cowardice and any man
who would put on a mask was
a cowarr. anyway. It was this
realization that led him to think
geriouely about the race issue
and finally brought him to th
truth At the close of his hou
long speech. the audience gave
the South Carolinian a stand-
ing ovation.
fl
• Secession-minded Katanga,
Southernmost of the Congo's six
provinces, produces 60 per cent
of the infant republic's wealth.
Most of the province is rich
in copper, but tin, cobalt,
manganese, zinc, platinum and
uranium are also found in
abundance. It manufactures ex-
plosives and chemicals and is
one of the major bread baskets
of the Congo, producing cattle,
citrus fruits and African food
staples such as yams, maloc,
pulse and plantains.
Without the Kantanga, the
Congo would face a cut of more
than half its revenue and near-
ly two-thirds of its electric
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Katanga Has 60%
Of Congo Wealth
power.
Provincial Premier Moise
Tshombe, who proclaimed Ka-
tanga independent July 11, and
he said he would fight if Unit-
ed Nations troops enter his
province, heads the Conakat
party in direct opposition to
Congolese Premier Patrice
Lumumba.
Tshombe, a well-to-do busi-
nessman, w a s trained by
European, and particularly
Belgian, standards.
While Lumumba has stood
for a strong central govern-
ment for the Congo, Tshombe
believes the Congo should be
a loose federation of states.
*Elect Floridan
To Chaplain Post
OCALA, Fla. — (UPI) — Al-
bert Lee Cunningham, 34, promi-
nent young civic, religious and
business executive, here, was
elected chaplain of the Florida
Morticians Association, Inc., at
its 36th annual convention, re.
cently in Miami, Fla.
He was elected chairman of
the executive committee of the
Association at its post-conven-
tion meeting, after returning
from Nassau, Bahamas, British
West Indies, where the 35th an-
o
nual convention w a a held in
1959, Oscar I. Hillman of Hill-
man-Pratt Funeral Home of
Jacksonville, was president.
Cunningham, a native of Oca-
la, is co-owner with his brother,
James Charles Cunningham, of
the Cunningham Funeral Home.
He is a trustee a n d Sunday
School teacher at Mount Moriah
African Rejects
Flow—Says Woman
Cheaper, No Parts
LONDON — (UPI) — Sir
John Russell, expert on world
food problems, told a confer-
ence about the practical dif-
ficulties of Increasing food
production.
"We heard of one African
who ohfrected to a plow on
the grounds that a woman
was cheaper and did not need
any spare parts," be said.
NOW YOU KNOW
Per capita consumption of
fluid whole milk in the United
States in 1959 was 138 quarts, 15
quarts more than the year pre-
ceding World War H. Per capita
consumption of buttermilk i n
1959 was 15.9 quarts.—(UPI).
Baptist church, of which the
the Rev. A. N. Anderson is
pastor.
The young business man is
also executive secretary of the
Marion County Memorial Cham-
ber of Commerce and a member
of the Masonic fraternity.
After graduating from Howard
Academy he continued his edu-
cation at Atlanta College of
Mortuary Science, Atlanta, Ga.;
Brooks Army Medical Center,
San Antonio, Texas and Texas
Institute of Technology, Fort
Worth, Texas.
He completed his apprentice-
ship with Miss Deiia Joan Brown
of D. J. Brown Funeral Home.
Cunningham joined the Florida
Morticians Association, Inc. in
1953 and is a member of the
fourth regional district of the
Association. 
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Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
Jamaican young man who wish-
es to correspond with an Amer-
ican young lady. I am 20, dark
brown skin. and I like dancing
and swimming.
Lloyd Wilson, 18 Galloway rd.,
Whitfield Town, P. 0., Kings-
ton, Jamaica, B. W. I.
• • •
Dear Mme, Chante: I would
like very much to hear from
sincere and honest ladies —
someone who is interested in
the better things in life. I am
40 years of age, 3 feet 101,4 in.
tall light brown skin, brown
eyes, black h a i r, mustache,
keen features, 18.0 pounds, Wll-
Ham (Bill) Green, 118 E. 46th
St., Chicago 53. Illinois.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
Jamaican. Would like to write
to young ladies in the States.
I am 21, 5 feet, 11 inches tall,
weigh 160 pounds and not bad
looking.
Donald Thomas, 29 3-4 Gallo-
way rd., Kingston 13, Jamaica.
• • •
Dear Mme, Chante; I hope
you can help me find a true
mate as you have for many oth-
ers. The gentleman must be in
good heelth, have a clean past,
between the ages of 44 and 55.
I am 43, 150 pounds, brown
skin, like the finer thinks in life.
If not sincere, please do not
write. Send photo in first letter.
Mrs. M McQueen, General
Delivery, Tulsa, Okla.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
young man who would like very
much to meet a nice young lady
who is interested in marriage
;..nd the better things in life. I
am 36, weigh 160 pounds, dark
brown skin, 5 feet, 11 inches
tall, have a good job. Would
like to meet a nice lady between
30 and 40.
Ernest Dicks c-o Dawkins, 103
W. 138th St.. New York, N. Y.
• • •
Dear Mm. Chante: I would
like to correspond with a young
lady between the ages of 27
and 33 with a good education
background Would prefer one
with a E.S degree, fairly nice
looking, neat, and looking for
the better things in life. Would
like for her to write me and
send picture of herself. I am
35. brownskin, 5 feet, 9 inches
tall, nice looking with pleasant
personality.
Ira E. Alexander, United Con-
tractors 5: Sales. 318 E. 16th st.,
Chicago, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mine. Chante: Please
publish this for me. I am a
gentleman. 36 years old. 5 feet,
11 inche, tall, weigh 189 pounds,
light tan complexion black
straight hair, keen features.
good dresser, love all sports and
travel. Would like very much to
correspond with young ladies
between the ages of 18 and 25,
light complexion, nice looking
and nlc shape. weighing be-
tween 125 and 135 pounds, 5
feet, 4 inches tall to 3 feet, 7
inches, No children. Send photo
in first letter, will do likewise.
Toney Brocarto, 3865 Bewick,
Detroit 14, Mich.
• *
Dear Mme. Chante: I would
like to hear from gentlemen be-
tween 59 and 70 years old. I am
4 widow, 5 feet, 4 inches tall.
at the post-convention meeting
He will preside as chaplain urges Move To
of the Association in Bartow in ASeptember. David T. Larkins of
Clearwater is president.
ALBERT CUNNINGHAM
ssist Africa
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Mrs
Eleanor Roosevelt called on
American women last week tr
encourage young people to go
to Africa to help newly-in-
dependent nations set up stable
eovernments.
Mrs. Roosevelt said many
colonial powers are leaving
Africa without providing ade-
quate leaders and that young,
educated Westerners are need-
ed to help teach the infant
nations how to govern them-
selves.
The former first lady spoke
to the 32nd biennial convention
of the American Association of
Colored Women
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try's ambassador to France.
She will return to her native
land next year, after complet-
ing her internship as a dietitian
at Good Samaritan Hospital in
Cincinnati. Sae plans to con-
&me work as a foods and nutri-
ion specialist at a hospital in
her home town of. Kumasi,
Ghana.
"1 grew up in a Christian
home," she began, ''in an en-
ironment where education and
its importance was always em-
phasized. 1 saw the social and
political changes taking place
in my country . . . and realized
in order to contribute to these
changes, I needed to broaden
my educational outlook."
TAUGHT SCHOOL
Miss Jantuah completed high
school work in Ghana and
taught a number of subjects at
MISS ERNESTIIVE JANTU-
AR of 5210 Woodlawn, for-
eiga student from Ghana,
glances with pride at the di-
ploma she received July 29
from Mundelein College. She
came to the United States hi
1 9S II on a foreign study
weight 153 pounds, black long
hair, light brown complexion a
seamstress Wou/d like to hear
from one who is religious. I
belong to the Baptist church,
have a good education and live
with my daughter.
Bessie Green, 950 Cedar Ct.,
Louisville, Ky.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I enjoy
reading your wonderful column
and reading about you helping
so many lonely hearts. I am a
very lonely young lady of 29.
Weigh 198;1 pounds, brown eyes,
sandy hair, brown complexion
and considered an attractive, in-
telligent person. I am a hard
working woman with one child
to care for. My hobbies are
watching TV, reading, writing,
cooking and sewing. I care for
the sick and attend church. I
am interested in finding some-
one who doesn't mind working
and wants somethine out of life.
My husband was killed in an
auto accident in 1958. Will ans-
wer all letters and exchange
photos. Please send photo in
first letter.
Mrs. Hattie Lee Yarbrought,
316 So, Church St., Apt. 1,
Jackson, Tenn.
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Ghana Lass Finishes Study
Miss Ernestine Jantuah of 5210 Woodlawn, Chicago,
came to America four years ago "to broaden her edu-
cational outlook."
On July 29, she will have fulfilled her ambition when
she receives her diploma from Mundelein College, after
having studied at two American 
colleges and one state univer- St. Theresa's Boarding School
eity and traveled throughout 15
American states. there, which is comparable to
the junior high school in theMiss Jantuah is a foreign s.
student from Ghana and a sis- U
ter of J E. Jantuah, that coon, 'Shortly before Ghana became
an independent country in 1957,
19-year-old Ernestine set out
to achieve her goal. She was
one of 4,000 persons to apply
tor the Ghana Cocoa Marketing
Board Scholarships, established
by the government. She was
called in for an interview and
finally chosen as one of the 800
recipients. Of this number, 275
came to the U. S. to study,
including only 11 women.
"In preparing for its inde-
pendence," she explained,
''Ghana's go‘crninent took
stock at the country's future
needs, which would include
more engineers, lawyers, nurses
and nutritionists.
"It was decided to send pros-
pective nutritionists to study in
America, since the foods of
Ghana are more comparable
to those common in the south -
scholarship established by
the government of the new
Independent Ghana "to
broaden her educational out-
look." She studied foods and
nutrition and will return to
Ghana after a year's inter-
ship in Cinchtnati.
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ern states than to those of Their zest for education and
Europe." leadership was inspired in them
ARRIVES HERE by their father, who was a chief
When she arrived in the in Ghana, a country of 6,000,-
United States in 1956. Ernestine 000, until his death in 1946.
began study at St. Mary's Col- FIVE SISTERS
lege, Notre Dame, Ind. She In spite of the fact that Em 
transferredto Indiana State uni- estine has five sisters, all mar.
versity, Bloomington, and fin- ried and living in Ghana, Mrs.
ished her sophomore and junior rantuah had some reservations
years there, after which she about her daughter's going off
came to Mundelein in Chicago to study.
tor her senior work. "I am last born and my
Last May, she participated in mother didn't want me to leave
a home economics symposium for a strange land at first.
at Mundelein in which she But my brother encouraged
demonstrated the use of differ- her and now she feels fine
ent foods in her native land, about it. But she is quite anx-
'I am not the only one who bus for me to return."
will carry foreign study back Ernestine likes Chicago.
to Ghana," she said. "Two of "There is to much to do and
my brothers recently finished see — museums and concerts.
study in England—one was a But one must be careful at
iaw student at London Univer- night!"
some notions about
of Africa commonly
many Americans
MILD TEMPERATURE
"When I tell people I am
from African, someimes they
don't even believe me," she
exclaimed. "Actually, Ghana is
a very nice part of Africa—the
iemperature ranges from about
60 to 82 degrees. with little hu-
midity except during the rainy
season.
"It Was 90 degrees there once
when I was a little girl," she
continued, "and that's as hot
as it's ever been."
Furthermore Ghana really is
not over-run by large animals,
Ernestine explained. There are
"dyes, Dons 0111 other such
wildlife in the north, but most
common throughout the coun-
try is the snake, of which there
sity and the other an engineer- However, she likes Ghana are all kinds.
mg student in Manchester." She even better and began to dis- "In fact, the first elephant I
also has a niece who is study- cuss the advantages of her na• over saw was in a zoo in Eng-
ing nursing in England. tive land as well as to discredit land." elle laughed.
that part
held by
Third French African
Nation Gains Freedom
OUAGADOUCOU, Voltaic Re-
public — (UPI) — This West
African nation Friday became
the third member of the French
community to officially pro-
claim independence this week.
President Maurice Yameogo
declared his country a sovereign
state at one minute after mid-
night. Cannon boomed a n d
crowds in the streets of the
capital wildly cheered their new
republic.
The Voltaic republic, formerly
upper Volta, joined the Dahomey
and Niger republics as the new-
est African nations. It is half
the size of France and has a
population of 3.3 million.
Independence accords were
signed in Paris July 11 by
French Premier Michel Debre
and the premiers of the four new
Republics—all members of a
regional African grouping known
as the Council of the Entente.
REPRESENT FRANCE
French minister of state Louis
Jacquinot, minister of informa-
tion Louis Terrenoire and Jean
Foyer, secretary general of the
French community of nations.
were on hand to represent
France at Friday's independence
ceremonies.
The four new republics de-
mended independence earlier
this year after the French com-
munity's constitution was modi•
fled to permit its members to
become fully-independent and
yet remain associated with
France.
Prior to the constitutional
amendment, the four countries
opposed the granting of inde-
pendence to community mem-
bers on the ground that a tight-
ly-knit commonwealth led by
France would be a sounder po-
litical. social and economic in-
stitution for Africa than a series
of poor and struggling states
!eft to their own devices.
VOTED DOWN
However, the four were voted
down by the community Senate.
Then the:, hastily pressed for in-
dependence to keep on an equal
footing with other African states
that had already cut loose from
France.
The new republics are expect-
ed to sign accords with France
after they gain admission to the
United Nations in the coming
fall session.
Eleven of the 12 African mem-
ber states of the French com-
munity have been granted in-
dependence this year. The only
French community state re-
Parenthood Unit OKs
Contraceptive Pill
NEW YORK — (UPI) — An mended L that all the Planned
oral contraceptive has been ap- Perenthood clinics of fer the
proved by the Planned Parent- pills on a routine basis.
hood Federation of America for But a federation spokesman
distribution by its 100 affiliates said that use of the pills, for
in this country. the present, would probably be
The federation endorsed the limited "pretty much to the
oral contraceptive pills, whieh elite" beeause of their cost.
were certified as safe for birth The pill ,approved by the
control purposes by the Fed- government is steroid with the
Wit Plood and Drug Administra- trade name Enovid. Each pill
Hon last May. costs 50 cents, The pills. which
Dr. Alan F. Guttmacher, can be obtained only on a doe-
chairman of the Federation's tot's prescription or at a
medical committee and direc- Planned Parenthood. clini c,
toe of obstetrics and gynecology must be taken daily for 20 con -
at Mt. Sinai hospital, recoM- secutive days each month.
maining under French control IS
the Mauretainian republic,
which is scheduled to gain
complete freedom in 1962.
Other African countries which
have gained freedom are the
Malagasy republic (Madagas-
car); the Mali Federation of
Senegal and Sudan; the Congo.
Chad, Central African and Ga-
bon republics.
CORE Ends
Picket Of
Project
BOSTON, Mass. — Picketing
of Woodvale, a discriminatory
housing development north of
Boston, was temporarily dis-
continued when a prospective
Negro home buyer received a
bona fide application and was
ehown available homes by a
salesman. The previous week,
Negro CORE members receiv-
ed bogus applications.
The picketers, members of
the Congress of Racial Equal-
ity, began protest demonstra-
tions four weeks ago after a
formal charge of discrimina-
don in the housing development
was brought before the Massa-
chusetts Commission Against
Discrimination.
CORE chairman, Richard D.
Mann, states that prior to this
week-ena Negroes seeking to
ouy homes at the project were
ignored by salesmen and were
unable to receive an applica-
tion.
Continuing, Mann said: "An
application extended to a pros-
pective Negro buyer is the first
stage toward compliance with
the 1959 Massachusetts law
against discrimination in hous-
mg. We will, therefore continue
our negotiations to insure that
Negros desiring homes receive
he full courtesies extended
white customers at every stags
in the transaction."
44kotse-.$t•'•-•••:•1,.s.
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Bird's-Eye View
DRUM MAJORETTES (foreground and fancy
ping young ladies (top) are seen in this photo,
from atop truck as marchers enter Washington
for big picnic.
step.
mad.
Park
Mt. Etna Increases Activity
CATANIA, Sicily — (UPI) — Volcanic activity on Mt.
Etna has increased, defying predictions that its 11-day spree
of earth-shaking explosions, smoke and lava buildup would
soon be over, experts reported.
Scientists from the university of Catania recorded a rise
in the level of molten lava inside the volcano's main crater
and also noted that explosions had reached a rate of up to 12
an hour.
Farmers with homes on the trembling slopes of history's
famous man-killer have moved to safer territory until the
mountain quiets down.
Hold Memorial For Dead Sailors
LONG BEACH, Calif — (UPI) — An inquiry into the col-
lision of two navy destroyers was recessed briefly Wednesday
for memorial services honoring the 11 sailors killed in the
crash.
The brief ceremonies were held aboard the drydocked USS
Ammen. The once-proud warship's twisted superstructure was
mute testimony to the force of the impact with the USS Col-
lett eight days ago.
Swear In 22nd Italian Regime
ROME — (UPI) — Premier Amintore Fanfani's govern-
ment — Italy's 22nd since the end of World War U — was sworn
In Wednesday by President Giovanni Gronchi.
Fanfani, leader of the largest lettering faction of the Chris-
tian Democratic party, was formally named premier last night
when Gronchi signed a decree accepting the resignation of out-
going Premier Fernando Tambroni.
The coalition government, which appears to be Italy's
best hope in years for a stable regime, included four former
premiers. Fanfani, himself s erved as premier twice — in 19M
and again in 1958.
UAR Severs Relations With Iran
CARIO — (UPI) — The United Arab Republic severed dip-
lomatic relations with Iran in protest against that country's
recent recognition of Israel.
President Gamal Abdel Nasser preceded the move with a
bitter denunciation of the Shah of Iran for ::betraying" the
Arab cause and "selling himself cheaply to Imperialism and
Zionism."
Nasser, speaking before a mass youth rally in Alexandria,
openly declared his desire to see the Shah overthrown and his
pro-western regime replaced by a "people's government."
Lillian Roth, Husband Split
PALM SPRLNGS, Calif — (UPI) — Singer Lillian Roth, who
wrote the best-selling book about her own life "I'll Cry Tomor-
row," has separated from her husband of 15 years, friends,
of the couple said.
The friends of Miss Roth and Burt McGuire said the couple
bad a "family dispute" and Miss Roth flew to New York. Her
attorney, Harold Simon, said no legal action has been taken
by either Miss Roth or McGuire.
Korea In 8th Year Of Truce
SEOUL, Korea — (UPI) — A divided Korea Wednesday
entered the eighth year of an uneasy armistice with the goal of
reunification as remote as ever.
United Nations forces and Communist troops still face each
other across the 150-long "no man's land" along the 18th
paralled seperating Communist North Korea from the Republic
of South Korea.
Most of the more than 300 meetings of the joint Armstice
Commission and is secretariat have been devoted to an ex-
change of charges and counter-charges over violation of the
terms of the agreement that ended hostilities.
Red Scientist Cuts Throat
HELSINKI, Finland — (UPI) — A Soviet scientist asked
for political asylum at a police station and cut his throat while
talking with officers, it was reported here.
The scientist, whose name was withheld, was rushed to a
hospital and treated for a superficial throat wound, according
to press reports.
He later told doctors and police he wanted to return to
Moscow. the reports said. The scientist was taken to the
Soviet embassy after he was treated.
Ask U S. Oppose Dominican Regime
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Venezueian Ambassador Mar-
cos Falcon Briceno has urged Secretary of State Christian A.
Herter to give strong U. S. backing to Venezuela's demand
for speed in inter-American action against the Dominican
Republic dictatorship.
The envoy called on Herter at the State Department and
delivered Venezuela's request in a letter from Foreign Min-
ister Ignacio Arcaya.
An authoritative source said the letter urged that the
American foreign ministers give priority to strong action
against the Dominican regime.
3 Workers Killed By Crane Boom
BOSTON — (UPI) — Three workers were killed Saturday
by a falling crane boom in a vehicular tunnel being dug be-
neath Boston Harbor.
The victims were identified as Charles Frangos. Clinton
Elliot and John O'Flaherty. Their horn. addresses were not
immediately available.
The three construction workers were standing outside a
shed where—men dress for work when the boom passed too
far back and collapsed as a cable parted.
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A Big Strong Line
IN PERFECT CADENCE, the George L. Giles Post American Legion
"Yellow Jackets," swing along the parade route amid cheers and Parade.
applause of thousands. Always a favorite with the Billikens, the
Nudists Bare Things In Denmark
SOLBAKKEN, Denmar — (UPI) — A group of American
tourists Saturday took off iheir clothes and made themselves
at home.
The Americans are the official delegation to the 7th In-
ternational Nudist Congress here. Head of the delegation is
John Bach of the Lake, Como Club. Fla., a nudist since 1933.
Bach said he was marri-d 14 years ago in a New Jersey
nudist camp and considers himself "one of the veterans of
the American nudist movement."
He was saddened by the thought that there are no more
than 15,000 "organized nudists" in the United States.
But he added: "Far more Americans enjoy nudism in
private."
Spain Breaks Red Ring; Nab 1,000
MADRID — (UPI) — Generalissimo Francisco Franco's
government has announced it has broken up a Communist ring
operating in the south of the country which had aimed at
"disturbing public order."
The announcement followed reports earlier this week that
more than 1,000 persons had been rounded up in the Seville
and Cordoba areas. Government figures at that time were 287
detainees.
Official sources said the ring tried to set off explosions
at dams near industrial sites.
Cedric Gibbons Dies In Hollywood
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) — Cedric Gibbons, 65, former head
of the art department at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and winner of
11 academy awards for art direction, died at his home in
Westwood after a long illness.
Gibbons won his first Oscar in 1929 for "The Bridge Of
San Luis Rey." He also won the coveted award for "Pride and
Prejudice," "Blossoms in the Bust," "The Yearling" and
"Bad and the Beautiful."
Powers' Folks To See His Trial
NORTON, Va. — (UPI) — A spokesman for the parents
of U-2 pilot Francis Powers said they would be in Russia
when Powers' espionage trial starts Aug. 17.
Sol Curry, Norton businessman and close friend of Oliver
Powers, father of the pilot, said Mr. and Mrs. Powers, Dr.
Lewis Ingram and he would spend "a few days" in Washing-
ton before continuing.
Find Four Murdered In Okla. Home
OKLAHOMA CITY, — (UPI) — Four persons were found
murdered in a home here Sunday night. Three of them had
been shot to death and the fourth apparently died of strangula-
tion.
The four persons had been dead at least a day when
their bodies were found in a modest resident in southwest
Oklahoma City.
The victims were identified as Ted Albert, A 60-year-old
city bus driver, his wife, Virgie, about 58, their daughter,
Mrs. Richard Dare, about 25, and the Albert's grandson, Wil-
liam McCormick, about 16.
Pope Warns World of Danger Clouds
MUNICH, GERMANY, — (UPI) — Pope John XXIII, speak
ing by radio and television from Rome, said the human race
Is overhung with a cloud of dangers, and called on men
everywhere to pray that "the darkness of error is dispelled."
2 Bolivian Presidents Hail U. S.
LA PAZ, BOLIVIA, — (UPI) — Bolivia's new president
and his predecessor both praised the U.S., in inauguration
ceremonies over the weekend.
Demand Reds Print Belgium Story
MOSCOW, — (UPI) — Belgium has demanded that the
Soviet press publish the Belgian account of alleged Congolese
atrocities against Europeans.
Senate Probing Missing Security Men
WASHINGTON, — (UPI — The Senate Armed Services
committee has asked the Pentagon to provide a full report
on the mysterious disappearance of two employes of the
hush-hush national security agency.
French Playboy Dies On Guillotine
PARIS — (UPI) — Georges Rapin, 26, son of a wealthy
French industrialist, died on the guillotine at the first light of
dawn Tuesday for two sensational murders committed in 1958
and 1959.
Only a few officials were on hand in the courtyard of Sante
prison to witness the execution of the slightly-built playboy
who turned to gangsterism and the company of Pigalle-distlict
B-girls for kicks.
Rapin was convicted of slaying a Paris gas station atten-
dant in 1958 and his 24-year-old girl friend, Dominique Third,
one year later, by burning her alive.
Goldwater Ma? Run In GOP Race
Sen. Barry Goldwater of Arizona said Sunday he may allow
his name to be placed in nomination for top spot on the ticket
to test the strength of the conservative delegates at the GOP
national convention.
Goldwiter, the leader of the Senate s conservatiea wing,
said political developments in the next 24 hours will determine
whether he will allow his South Carolina supporters to present
his name before Ike delegates. He made it plain that any such
move would be only a gesture.
Goldwater. a king-time supporter of Vice President Richard
M. Nixon for the nomination, has assailed Nixon for participat-
ing in a "Munich" appeasement of GOP liberals in his plat-
form pact with Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller of New York.
McFarlane, Former Iowa Official Dies
Arch W. McFarlane, 75, a former Lieutenant Governor of
Iowa, died Sunday while visiting Iowa headquarters at the
Republican National Convention.
McFarlane, who was a candidate for the Iowa Senate, was
not a delegate to the convention, but was serving as an honor-
ary assistant sergeant-at-arms. He was a former Speaker of
the Iowa House of Representatives. He did not seek re-election
to the legislature in 1958.
Soviets Return 'Spy' Pilot's Body
MOSCOW — (UPI) — The Soviet Union Monday turned over
to U. S. officials the body of Capt. Willard A. Palm, pilot of
the RB-47 shot down by the Russians July 1.
Ten Soviet infantry soldiers carried a wooden box contain-
ing Palm's body out of a Moscow Morgue and put it in a
truck for the trip to the airport.
The Russians rejected a U. S. request to drape the casket
with an American flag and refused to let American officials
transport the body to the airport.
Arrest U.S. Nazi And 17 Followers
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Self-styled American Nazi party
leader George Lincoln Rockwell and 17 of his swastika-wearing
"storm troopers" were charged with disorderly conduct Sun-
day after a fight broke, out at a meeting they- were holding
near the U. S. District Court.
U. S. park police said Rockwell and his troopers were ar-
rested after they had "pushed people" and "struck a few
blows" to silence hecklers.
Doctor Stitches Hand To Arm
TURLN, Italy — (UPI) — An Italian surgeon successfully
stitched a virtually amputated hand back onto the forearm of a
young worker, it was announced Sunday.
Guido Maritano, 26. almost chopped off his right hand last
Sunday with an electric bandsaw. Prof. E. Abeatici of Turin's
"Molinette" hospital, noticed that a vein was still throbbing
through part of the flesh connecting the hand to the forearm,
and grafted the hand back in an emergency five-hour operation.
Maritand was able to move two of the fingers on the hand
and the hospital said he was expected to recover at least par-
tial use of it.
Shoots 9-Hour Bride OverEx-boyfriend
CULVER CITY, Calif. — (UPI) — A bride of less than
nine hours was shot to death by her husband during an argu-
ment over a former boyfriend, police reported Monday.
Boyt Mull, 27, a male nurse, admitted the fatal shooting
Saturday night, but later changed his story and claimed three
shots fired into the body of Betty Mull, 25, were by accident,
police said.
"I love her, I love her," Mull sobbed after originally con-
fessing the shooting, detective Al George said. Witnesses said
the couple was married at noon Saturday and began arguing
violently at their reception party.
Firemen Control Raging Calif. Blaze
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) — After a week, 8,000 firemen
managed Sunday to control the worst of a rash of Fires that
crackled over 125,000 acres of timber, brush and watershed
in southern California.
Three fires in Angeles National Forest along burned over
75.000 acres in the mountains separating Los Angeles from the
deserts. The largest of those fires, at San Dimas and San
Gabriel canyons and Magic Mountain, were contained by late
Sunday.
A huge 48,000-acre blaze near San Simeon that for a while
endangered the Hearst Castle was also pretty well in hand.
Unofficial estimates set the fire damage in excess of $20 mil-
lion.
Call Political Confabs 'Out Of Date'
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Robert W. Sarnoff, chairman of
the board of the National Broadcasting Company, said Sunday
political conventions are out of date and called for streamlined
procedures that would have greater impact on the millions of
voters who watch the sessions on television.
Sarnoff, in a letter to the nation's television and radio
editors released by NBC on the eve of the Republican National
convention, said the audience for parts of the recent Democra-
tic convention in Los Angeles set a new record despite old-
fashioned techniques.
Toss Raps Rocky For GOP Arms Stand
MOSCOW — (UPI) — The Soviet news agency Tess says
New York Gov. Rockefeller is responsible for a Republican
platform aimed at "increasing still further the arms race."
"Seeing that the party machine is controlled by the rival
monopoly groups of morgans and'mellons and will not permit
his own nomination, Rockefeller made an all-out effort to haste
his demands included in the election platform," Tess said
Monday.
Urges US Resume Underground Tests
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Atomic Energy Commission
chairman John A. McCone says the U. S. must go ahead with
Its plan to resume atomic testing underground even if Russia
rejects an invitation to take, part.
He said it is vital to improve underground blast detection,
which is not "absolute& adequate."
McCone said Semyon Tsarapkin. Soviet delegate to the
Geneva test ban talks, had rejected in a speech an American
offer to pool nuclear know-how and equipment with Russia
for tests designed to improve inspection techniques.
1
famous "Yellow Jackets"
•
appear each year in the Bud Billiken,
Papers Blast Macmillan's Choice
LONDON (UPI) — Two British newspaper hurled a bar.
rage of insults, epithets and demands at Prime Minister Harold
Macmillan Tuesday for his reported choice of the 14th Earl
of Home as new Foreign Secretary.
Macmillan was scheduled to present his candidates in a
reshuffled cabinet to Queen Elizabeth Tuesday and announce
the names today.
On its main newspage the Mirror told its readers that
Macmillan remains "Determined to stick to his ludicrous selec•
tion of the oh-so-dim-and-dismal Lord Home as Foreign Secre-
tary in succession to Selwyn Lloyd . . . he will be guilty of
the most reckless political appointment since the Roman
Emperor Caligula made his favorite horse a consul."
Kishi Recovering, Leaves Hospital
TOKYO (UPI) — Former Prime Minister Nobuske
Kishi was discharged Tuesday from the hospital where he
was treated for stab wounds inflicted July 18 by a 65-year-old
Japanese rightist.
Doctors at the hospital said Kishi made an excellent re-
covery and that he should be able to walk alone in two weeks.
He was stabbed in the thigh six times by his assailant.
Aramaki told police he wanted to "hurt" Kishi because of
his failure to control the riots against the controversial U. S.-
Japanese security treaty.
Promise States $2.9 Billion For Roads
1 last week at
' gates offered
view toward
ference.
They proposed that the dispute be taken to a world-wide
study commission. Action on the proposal was deferred until
Wednesday, when the theologians were scheduled to meet again.
Wild Election Riots Rock Korea
SEOUL — (UPI) — Wild election rioting broke out Aga.
Monday in Korea, where recent student-led revolts resulted in
the ousting of the government of president Syngman Rhee.
Anti-Rhee forces were winning the subsequent elections, but
the rioters protested the election methods and a balloting lead
run up by a member of the former president's party.
Police reported that one entire county was in a lawless
condition.
Truman Ex-Aide Found Dead In Home
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Philip B. Perlman, solicitor
general in the Truman administration was found dead Sunday
night in his apartment in the Shoreham hotel.
Perlman, 70, who carried the ball for Truman when the
former president seized the nation's steel mills in 1948, most
recently had served the Democratic party as co-chairman of
the platform committee at last month's convention in Los
Angeles.
Plane Crashed Into House; 5 Hurt
COMPTON, Calif. — (UPI) — A war surplus airplane
crashed into an apartment house Sunday night when its engine
failed on takeoff, injuring five persons.
Three of the injured — a man and his two small daughters
— were in the plane while two women were hit by flying deb
as they tried to run from the falling plane. Both women we
outside the six-family apartment house.
The injured were identified as pilot James Fees, 32,
Anaheim, Calif., his daughters Cherilyn, 12, and Sandra, 7,
Mrs. Frances L. Brown and Mrs. Mary Purifoy, 24.
Actor Plans $Million Country Club
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) — Actor Tony Curtis and his wife
Janet Leigh plan to build a country club in Palm Springs.
Curtis said he and his wife purchased the 38-unit Desert
Skies hotel for $600,000 and planned to spend $1.5 million to
remodel it. Their plans also call for leasing of 40 acres of land
next to the hotel, he said.
Comb Mountains For Moslem Rebels
ALGIERS — (UPI) — French military planes and infantry
units searched wild mountain country Monday for Moslem
guerrillas who attacked a holiday resort and killed 11 persons.
Truckloads of troops from Blida and Cherchell raced to
the Chenoua mountain range jutting up from the coast 45 to
50 miles west of Algiers, where the rebels were hiding out.
The Moslems — said to be members of the Algerian rebel
national army of liberation — cattle down from the craggy
Chenouas Sunday and machine-gunned a road and two beaches
packed with thousands of weekend bathers, many of the
children.
Ten European', including at least two women and a Mos. '.1
urn, died. Another eight were injured.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The states have been promise •
$2.9 billion in federal highway construction funds for the fis
year starting next July 1.
Commerce Secretary Frederick H. Mueller Monday appor-
tioned $2.2 billion for the interstate superhighway system —
now one-fifth complete — and $693.75 million for primary,
secondary and urban extension roads.
The federal government pays 90 per cent of the cost of
building the 41,000-mile interstate road network. It pays half
the cost of other federal-aid projects.
WIS., Mo. Lutherans Near Split
THIENSVILLE, Wis. — (UPI) — A dispute o ver spiritual
practices which through the years-has split the Wisconsin and
Missouri synods of the Lutheran church posed a threat to the
existence of the 88-year-old synodical conference.
During a 10-day conference of theologians which ended here
Wisconsin Lutheran Seminary, nine foreign dele-
a proposal aimed at initiating new studies with a
postponing the breach within the synodical con-
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_Spectacular' The Word For It
The Fashion Experts Speak On The 1960 Theme
N. Y. Couture Group Unveils
Fall-Winter Fashion Roundup
• "SPECTACULAR" was the word for it when the New york Cou-
ture Group presented its 35th National Press Week for fashion and
women's editors from all over the world and unveiled 1960's Roundup
of Fall-Winter Fashions. Said they:
• WATCH FOR . .. The long evening dress to resume its place in
the limelight, almost always accompanied by its own wrap. New Yorkdesigners favor the narrow or only mildly full evening silhouette—
very few big bouffant skirts are shown an unending blaze of jewel
and bead embroidery on evening clothes short or long.
• EVERY FEMININE wardrobe must have its glitter costume
whether a bead-flickering brocade or a whole scintillating column of
a dress solidly encrusted with beading, like Rudolfs ball gown(above) of pale blue silk satin, elaborately embroidered with crystalbeads and seed pearls, for Fall, 1960. The full skirt sweeps backwardsfrom a flat front.
41 WATCH FOR . . . Bias cut and unusual "direc.
tional" seaming, coupled with new pliable weaves
fabric to show off the figure under loosened lines . . .
shorter skirts. Not just clothes, but costumes .. vir-
tually every coat (or jacket) has its matching or corn
panionate dress ...
• LIKE THIS dress and jacket ensemble of mulber
ry and brown tweed mixture, collared with brown Per-
sian lamb, designed by Phillippe Tournaye for the Fall
1960 collection of Marquise. The short-sleeved dress
belted easily with a soft strip of brown calf.
• r-rt -•
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) WATCH FOR . . . Incredibly beautiful evening
_Abrics, like this gold roses pattern on an ivory silk
)rocaded dinner dress (left) from the Fall 1960 col-
lection of Nat Kaplan. The slightly longer bodice is
!raped at the midriff and semi-fitted. The skirt is
n od e r a te 1 y shaped for width.
• WATCH FOR . . . Fashions that make your per-
iovtality as well as your figure part of the picture . . .
that reflect your self-appraising, adventurous personal
tste rather than your meek submission to "fashion
iictates."
*
• WATCH FOR ... New types of soft fullness with
full skirts folded deeply in at the sides to look narrowbut move grandly . . . like this one-piece afternoondress (left) by Anne Klein. Note the new slightly long-
er waist achieved with a wide shaped-to-the hips belt..
• THE ONE-PIECE afternoon dress from the Jun-ior Sophisticates Fall 1960 collection is of beige rab-bit's hair . . . the bloused bodice tops a full, bias-cut
skirt. In brief, designers repeat. .. WATCH FOR .. Not just clothes, but costumes, fashions that makeyour personality as well as your figure part of the pic-ture. (Photos courtesy N.Y. Couture Group, Inc.)
•
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A NEW STAR HAS RISEN. , . interesting details of the eight
In the person of lovely Miss Al- week period when she returns
pha Brawner, who received her home.
masters degree from Juliard • • •
School of Music, specifically the Atty. A. A. Letting is back
operatic division of which she is home after accompanying Mrs.
a "first'' of our group. Now un- Letting and their daughters to
der management, her fall plans their summer home at Fox Lake
include appearances at Yale Un. where Mrs. Letting spends the
time with her father Mr. J. G.iversity, Vassar College and her
Town Hall Debut in November. Ish. Their cruiser, The Marietta
Then in January she Will em- provides much togetherness for
k on a European and African the group, and fine conviviality
cert tour, with their guests on week-ends.
• •he talented daughter of Mrs. •
4sixel Brawner and the late Dr. We visited with Mrs. Dollye
MBrawner of North Memphis, and ason Warlord, mother of Mrs.
John Whittaker, III, and theirsister of Dr. Clara Brawner, our
first feminine medic, is now on brand new son and grandchild,
vacation, visiting in eastern and little John Whittaker, IV. A
tMid-Western cities, before going extile artist of repute, Dollye
to the National Medical Conven- was busy creating three hand-
tion in Pittsburgh. some ceramic tile tops for
In New York this past year, tables in the Whittaker home on
SAlpha has appeared with some axon, which are bound to be
of the country's most famous
symphony orchestras, including
the New York Symphony orches-
tra, and has been guest soloist
in some of Gotham's most out-
standing churches.
All Memphis is justifiably
proud of this talented youngster
who has added new laurels to
the accomplishments of a most
illustrious family.
VACATIONERS ALL
The Summertime migration of
our friends has reached cresen-
do heights, and there's no end to
the folks -vho ere away or re-
turning home.
DR. AND MRS. JAMES S.
Elms have returned from their
6 week sojourn in Europe . . .
and with visiting with Mrs. By-
es' family in Montclair, New
Jersey, with whom the Byes
children, Mae Oliver and James
jr., stayed while their parents
were abroad.
We hope to have the Byes' pre-
pare a report of their trip for
ow, readers.
• • •
MR. AND MRS. THOMAS H.
HAYES and daughter Miss Tom-
my§ Kaye Hayes here returned
thellr extended trip to Los An-
ggs, where they visited their
daughter and son-in-law, Dr. and
Mn. Wesley Groves, and their
littlif grandson. The Hayes also New York City where Mr.
.:ver tinned in Mexico.
'RR. AND MRS. ROBERT S.
LEWIS, jr., are also back home
from their extended trip to Los
Angeles where they visited their
Daughter Sharon remained in
Los Angeles visiting with her
aunts and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Wilbur Pugh and Atty. and Mrs.
Willard Woods, being the form-
er Misses Marjorie and Eloise
Lewie.
• • *
MOTHER, MRS. FRANCES
LAWS, are in Detroit, Mich.,
visiting Mrs Bertha Reese and
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Russell,
Mrs. Laws' sister and brother
and sister-in-law, and Erma
was particulary looking for-
ward to seeing her friends who
attended the University of De-
troit with her some time back.
Erm• also looked forward to
seeing Mrs. Mary Agnes Davis
and her husband while there,
Mrs. Davis being the national
fo ader of Co-Ettes inc., who
has visited in Memphis at the
installation of the Memphis
chapter.
• • •
MRS. VIRGINIA GRINNER
has returned from Los Angeles
where she visited Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Griffin, both former
Memphians, Mrs. Griffin, the
former Miss Delia Brooks. En-
route she stopped in Kansas
City, Mo. While in L. A., she
ran into Miss Tommy Kaye
Hayes at The Pandora, a spot
that is noted for its music.
• • •
'Twas an interesting motor
trip too for Harold Jamison and
his daughter, Miss Carol Anita
Jamison, accompanied by Mrs.
Helen C. Shelby, who went to
SOCIETY
Merry
Go-Round
BY MARJORIE I. ULEN
.a
A college education is won-
t delta but evevrybody can't go
111'to college; either for one reas-
a on or the other. le view of that
• fact, Merry high school in
I Jackson, under the principal-
. ship of C. N. Berry, is keeping
in the stride with other educa-
tional institutions in preparing
for terminal education. A cour.
as in cosmetology is being add-
ed to the curriculum at Merry
high shoot this school year.
Designated to teach the course
is Mrs. Thelma Webb Comp-
ton, noted cosmetologist of the
city of Jackson who has ope-
rated Compton's School of
Beauty Culture for a number
of years. Other courses offered
considered as terminal edu-
cation courses are Auto Mehan-
ics, business and Industrial
Co-op.
East high school in Madison
County which opened its doors
this term with W. Beasley as
principal has wasted no time
with the organziation of a
Parent-Teacher Association.
The first meeting was held Fri-
day night with many interested
parents attending. The school
Is staffed by 21 teachers.
conversation pieces. Named as president was Mrs.
MISS ERMA LEE LAWS AND ,Marie Yarbough of the Salem
Community.
Theo  
by
Anna C. Cook
PAGEANT HELD
A Print Dress Pageant was
held last Friday night by two
church groups (no. 1 and 3 1
at Lane Tabernacle C. M. E.
Church on Halt Street, The
pageant was in the interest of
the on coming Woman's Day
to be had the second Sunday
in September. A most interest-
ing program was had and
Group no 1 came out victorious
by reporting the highest
amount of money. Chairman of
Group no. 1 is Mrs. Mary Per-
kins with Mrs. Mettle B. Dar-
nell serving as co-chairman
while group no. 2 is chaired by
Mrs. Dixie Rogers. Mrs.
Brown of New Hope Baptist
Church was crowned queen of
the Pageant by Mrs. Clara
Britton.
SOCIALLY
A very enjoyable bridge
was held in the lovely apart-
ment of Mrs. J. A. McAfee on
the campus of Lane college
last Wednesday night. There
was much chatter before
bridge began from vacationers;
especially Mrs. V. F. Walker
who had just returned from
Canada where she witnessed
the "Stampede." and Mrs.
Hughs who had vacationed in
French Lick, Ind. Other ladies
enjoying the game were Mes-
dames Stewart, Bigger, V.
Moloy, Epps, Jeans, and your
scribe. A delightful chicken
salad plate finished off with
apple pie eta mode was ser-
ved. Your scribe took first
prize for high score, receiving
a lovely covered bon bon dish
with Mrs. Walker taking second
which was a beautiful leather
bridge score pad. The travel-
ing prize, a most unique idea.
went to Dr. Bigger.
Away this week attending the
National Dental Association
meeting in St. Louis, Mo. are
Dr. and Mrs. W. E. McKissack
and Dr. and Mrs. W. R. Bell.
Both are local dentists in
Jackson.
Mrs. Essie M. Perry is busy
making plans to attend the
Nation meeting of Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority, inc. which will
be held in Chicago, Ill, at the
Palmer House, She will be the
official delegate of the Jack-
son Alumnae chapter. Many
other sorors vho had previous-
ly planned to attend will be
unable to due to the early
school opening date. The meet-
ing convenes August 14 to 20.
Lane college will close its
summer session on August 13.
The fall session will begin for
Freshman students on Sep-
tember 12, Registration for Up-
per classman will be held on
September 15 and 16. Classes
will begin on September 19.
Many new personalities have
been added to the faculty
which will be reported at a
later date.
Our congrads go out to Mr.
Aaron McKinney of Madison
County who was the Jackson
Sun Dollarwords puzzle which
amounted to $975. We're sure
the money will be most semi-
cable to Mr. and Mrs. McKin-
ney who are the parents of
seven children,
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A GUIDE TO GOOD
EATING
GRACE WILLIAMS
A11111111
"There are peaches a plenty,"
says the U.S.D.A. •nd local pro-
duce counters, bare them out.
There are peaches for break-
fast cereals; for luncheon sal-
ads; but best of all, there are
peaches to top frosty dishes of
ice cream.
Memphians, who resided in Peaches and ice cream make
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Whalum Englewood N. J Harold, Carol a delicious summer dessert
and their children are vacation- end Helen are singing the while giving mach nourishment
ing in Jersey City, New Jersey. praises of their bountiful hos- for summer activities. Just look,
where they are visiting Mrs.
Whalum's family.
• • •
When the National Convention
of Delta Sigma Theta sorority
convenes in Chicago this week,
the Memphis Alumnae chapter
will be represented by Miss Memphis' ambassador of good- flavin and the B-complex vita-
Maggie McDowell, and possibly will, who personally knows mins. It is high in vitamin A,
ply. Mrs. Vasco Smith, if she what Memphians are where, the fat-soluble vitamin which is
can overcome her inertia from and who extends his hospital- contained in the cream.
the rigors of the recent poilti- ity to everyone from his home-
cal campaign. town, wined and dined them in
. • • his own inimimitable manner.
Mr. and Mrs. James Smith Emil works at the fabulous
have returned from their Cali- Eastern Airlines Terminal down
fornia vacation — all the more the way from the UN, and be-
proof that land of sunshine has
attracted more than the usual
share of Memphians this sum -
in
Jamison attended the annual
convention of the United Glass
Workers of America, which con-
vened at the Manhattan hotel.
Especially delightful was the
superb Gotham hospitality ex-
tended hy Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Irons, Mrs. Shelby's aunt and
uncle at their lovely manse in
the upper Bronx. and at the
lovely home of Mr. and Mrs.
Zolgu_ Coleman. all former
pitality. the kind that only New at all the food value you get
York City affords, when bless- from a dish of ice cream and
peaches: Ice cream yields theed with Memphians steeped in
Southern hospitality, same high quality protein that
However, hospitality did not
end there — for genial Emil
Jones who best qualifies for
is found in its main ingredients,
milk. It is an excellent source
of calcuim, phosphorus, ribo-
Peaches are high in vitamin
A, also. They are in group three
of the basic seven food guide,
a group representing foods rich
in vitamins.
This food duo provides good
lieve me there is nothing and eating when served plain, but
no one of note that he does not
know there.
Enroute to and from N. Y..
Rev. and Mrs. Samuel D. Rud- they visited Rev. St. Julian and
der, Emmanuel Church's vicar. Adrienne Simpkins in Cincy.
left Monday to spend their va• • • •
cation in New York City and its There is much sadness in the
environs, family of Marion and Vivian
Ford who had to leave sudden-• • •
MRS. KATHRYN PERRY
THOMAS penned an interesting
letter telling of 'ter wonderful
iy a fortnight ago for Virginia,
where an aunt and uncle of
"Biddle" Nvere kilned in an
experiences while studying automobile accident. While
Spanish at liorstra College at die and just prior to their
Hempstead, Long Island on a planned return hnme, another
National Defense Education Act uncle died suddenly . . . and
scholarship. Living at the swank the Fords were thus faced with
Garden City Hotel at Garden triple tragedy. Our heartfelt
City, Long Island.
At the school everything is
spoken in Spanish, and even the
classes are taught in Spanish.
She is the only member of our
gimp in attendance, one of the
group is a Puerto Rican, and
the others mostly from New
Yerk and Massachusetts and one
Mississippian, with whom
Kathryn has become fast
friends.
The social program sounded
really interesting, including
cocktail parties, trips to New
York City to visit all the muse-
ums, the United Nations build-
ings, tickets for plays .. • one a
Shakespearean drama in Con-
necticut.
This week-end she plans a
fli.Mt down to Baltimore to visit
with her life-long friends, Lava-
da and Dick Hobeon. We can be
sure that she will be filled with
condolences are extended in this
tragic loss.
LOVELY MRS. MAXINE Mc-
CAIN LOWE has returned to
her home in Berkely, Calif., fol-
lowing a three week visit with
her parents. At the airport when
she left, she was the center of
much attention as she boarded
the plan for Dallas and from
there via jet flight to San Fran-
cisco. Bidding her adieu be-
side her parents were Miss
Patricia McCain, and Little
Carolyn McCain, sisters: and
friends Miss Mattie Daniels,
Miss Betty Davis, Mrs. Juanita
Daniels. H. R. Smith, Mrs. An-
Area Matthews and Mrs. Betty
Coldins.
• • •
Mrs. Nellie Humes has been
vacationing in Cleveland, Ohio
where she visited her niece,
Mrs. Camille Bowles Hill, and
assumes a new role in tasty
elegance when combined in a
pie. To make a peach ice cream
pie, spread vanilla or a nutty
ice cream into a layer over a
firm graham cracker or cookie
crumb crust. Add a layer of
fresh peach slices, being care-
ful not to overlay any slices.
Then add another thin layer of
ice cream, another layer of
peach slices, .nd another thin
layer of ice cream. Top off the
slices to form a wreath around
the edge of the pie. Chill about
an hour before serying.
To make the Graham cracker
pie shell, mix two of fine Gra-
ham cracker crumbs, 1-3 cup
melted butter, 1-3 cup sugar,
and 1-4 teaspoon each of cinna-
HAPPY BIRTHDAY — Mrs.
Attie Mae Owens of Oakland,
Tenn., was given a "Surprise
Birthday" party
morning at the home of her
daughter Mrs. Mildred 0.
Polk, 769 Bey St. Attending
Saturday the party were (1-r) Mr. and
Mrs. Welton Grandberry, Mrs.
Panic Partee, Mrs. Mabel
Grandberry, Rev. L. A. Thig•
pen, sr., Mrs. Owens, t h e
honoree, Mrs. Mildred
Mrs. A. E. Campbell,
Blanche Jackson, Mrs.
Terrell, and Mr. and
Oscar Baker.
Polk,
M rs.
Katie
Mrs.
Deltas To Honor Daisy Bates
And 'Sit-In' Denionstra tors
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority at
its Chicago convention will
honor on behalf of all sit - in
demonstrators at Southern
lunch counters. the North Caro-
lina A & T college student who
initiated the movement at the
F. W. Woolworth store in
Greensboro, N. C.
It will also honor Little Rock
integration leader Daisy Rates;
the yet un-announced "Delta
Woman of 1960" and its Savan-
nah State college chapter for
acaaemic excellence.
Mrs Bates, president of the
Arka,isas State Conference of
Branches ot the NAACP will
be the first annual recipient
of Delta's newly - established
"Mary Church Terrell Award"
for distinguished public service.
Revealing the award, Delta's
National President. Dr. Jeanne
L. Noble, announced that Mrs.
Bates in guiding the nine Little
Rock Negro high school stud-
ents through the violence-filled
ordeal of attending Arkansas'
first racially integrated school,
met all the requirements for the
award, which are:
"Distinguished contributions
to the cause of mankind — con-
,ributions rendered creatively
and humanely, establishing a
model o; leadership for emula-
tion by others, stimulating na-
tional a n d international in-
terest and response. enhancing
human dignity and respect and
strengthening intercultural and
Interracial relations."
I:rs. Bates is currently writ-
ing her book, "The Daisy Bates
Story."
MCNEIL TO RECEIVE
YCUTH AWARD
The 13 year-old student who
initiated the current wave of
sit-in 7 a, Southern lunch count
ers is Joseph Alfred McNeil of
Wilmington, N. C. who now
lives in New Yark City. Be will
receive on behalf of all sit-ins
the newly established "Delta
Youth Award."
This award is to be present-
ed ,.nnually to a youth for "out
standing achievemeht demon
strating creative leadership,
wisdom and courage."
To qualify for the award:
"The achievement is to stimul-
ate national and international
interest and response, is to en-
hance human dignity and re-
spect and is to strengthen in-
tercultural and interracial re-
lations."
Dr. Noble says tne award "is
designed to motivate youth for
distinguished services in the
public interest."
AWARDED DURING PLAY
These awards and two others
will be presented during the in-
termission of the Delta play, ,
"To Follow The Phoenix." bas-
ed un the life of Delta's late
honorary member, Mrs. Mary
Church Terrell who at 91 al-
most single-handedly desegre-
gated the Nation's Capital.
The play will be staged in
Chicago's Civic Opera House
Wednesday, August 17 at 8:30
pie with just enough peach mon, cloves and nutmeg. Turn
into a 9-inch piepan, pat into a
firm smooth shell and chill until
firm.
For other summertime and
freezer recipes send for our re-
cipe booklet "Prize Dairy Dish-
es," send a card or letter to
the Memphis Dairy Council, 135
North Pauline, Memphis, Tenn.
VISITS — Mr. and Mrs.
Oneall Curry at Detroit,
in Detroit, where she is present-
ly visiting a brother, whose
name escapes us at the moment.
• 6 •
And, as we go to press, Mrs.
Alma R. Booth and her wonder-1
ful group of physically handi-
capped children left Sunday aft-
ernoon to begin their two week
encampment at Fuller State
Park, sponsored by the Easteri
r;eal Drive Fund. It is refreshingl
to know that more than 30 teen-
agers were clamoring for volun-
teer jobs as counselors
interim, and to share in the joy
of helping and assisting these
alert youngsters who manage
to engaee in almost every kind
of out-door activity and handi-
craft work, plus the fun of a
daily session in the swimming
pool More details of the camp
program and staff are provided
elsewhere in this issue.
4 • •
Mrs. Charlesteen Miles and
her daughter. Miss Twyle Miles
have returned home from a visit
to Mrs. Miles' former home at
Greenville, Miss., where she
visited with members of her
family and old friends.
SLEEP 8 HOURS-
WAKE UP TIRED?
Discover the Wonderful Blood-Strengthening*
Action Of This Women's Iron Tonic!
After a good night's sleep, do you
Still feel tired out? Often this
run-down feeling is due to "Iron-
Hungry Blood' ('simple iron
deficiency anemia). Then It's
heedless for most women to suffer
such awful wearineo.
Take Lydia E. Pinkhatn Tab-
lets, only iron tonic made espe-
cially for women. Rich in iron,
Pinkham Tablets start to
strengthen your blood within on!
day, Thus quickly help build rich,
red blood ... to restore strength
and energy so you feel One again
fast! If your blood is so starved
for iron that you just drag
through the day, get wonderful
Lydia E. Pinkham Tablets from
any drug store today. Then Just
see it you don't soon feel like a
"new" woman again
FEMALE AILMENTS Famous Lydia E Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound (Liquid) also brings blessed relief from the miser-
able discomforts of change-of-life and monthly pain.
Michigan, first and second
from left, are in Memphis
visiting Mrs. Mary Curry of
261 Dixie Mall, Mrs. Curry is
the mother•In-law of photo-
grapher Ernest C. Withers.
Mr. and Mrs. Withers are pic-
tured fourth and fifth from
left.
THE MIXED MARRIAGE
THAT SHOCKED MISSIOPPI
They were born . .
They were reared .
They fell in love .
They were married
. in Mississippi
.. in Mississippi
.. in Mississippi
... in SECRECY!
What happened to them in Mississippi
when their secret got out
Is told by the couple for the first time!
• In exclusive PICTURES!
• In exclusive INTERVIEWS!
414.m. 
Get this JET now!
•
p.m.
The two additional awards to
be presented are the "Delta.
Woman of 1960 Award" for ex
emplary leadership and the
"Delta Scholarship Trophy"
tor academic excellence
Straighten your hair
at HOME in
one easy application!
•
Now you can have the longer looking, straight hair
you've admired The easy, Silky Strata home method
gives you professional-type results, leaves your hair
easy to manage, ready to style as you desire. Your
hair stays straight longer, won't go back even in hottest,
humid weather. Easy-to-follow directions, money-back
guarantee in every package.
GENTLE strength for women and
children's longer, finer hair.
REGULAR strength for nten's short-
s, coarser hair.
TWO °WKS JAR $123
vitt' N•litraii tat
Comet• *Wm Kit Mid pine Fad. tax
AT ALL COSMETIC COUNTERS •
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
RADIOS TOASTERS PERCULATORS FANS
— /11 4
if. 10;-N11\ V wIt II!, t
Bowls Boo tors
and Parts
Open
Nit*:
Free
Parking
760 Union Ave. -JA 7-2631-2268 Park Ave.-FA 3-8507
Radio and TV Tubes Checked Fr**
Are-
Cords
end Parts
Vacuum Bags, Hose
and Parts
On sale everywhere today!
Got tat from
your favorite NEWSSTAND
Get JET from your favorite NEWSBOY
Serving
You
Since '32
MANUFACTURER'S SALE
SPECIAL!
3 TRACK STORM
DOORS
• Self Storing
• 2 Bar Frames
• Weather Strip, ea
3
MATCHING
TRACK STORM
$1 395WINDOWS
F. N. A. TERMS
First Payment 60 Days After Installed
ALUMINUM SIDING
10 Years Bonded Guarantee $pa 50
8x20 Carport 41010Installed
Free Estimates — Contractors
Write — Call Or Come By
RAY'S PRODUCTS
3662 Summer Avenue GL. 8-6687
Our Display Is As Near As Your Phone
41
•
r,
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SOUTHLAND RACING OPENS K-9 CLUB]
ENTRANCE TO the new,
modernistic K-9 club leads
to joys and comforts that
patrons of the Southland
only know by passing through
Its portals. Look further on
this page to find out what is
in store for the racing fan.
Greyhound Racing camp can
'All Around Towne
By Gloria Haley
and
Betty Cunigan
Hi, swinging in the latest blouse Shirley Shannon Geor-
hapenings and jive from the
teenager's beehive.
THINK IT OVER
How many of these qualities
do you possess? Dysendability,
punctuality, will power, truth-
fulness, and cleanliness.
WE CALL ON
Memphis own and the well
known Joe Johnson, 18 year old
graduate of Washington who
resides at 370 Butler and is
spending the summer jazzing
all around the gay spots. Joe
has chosen S. A. Owens College
for the continuance of his ac-
ademic pursuit. When confront-
ed with the question of his
ideal girl, he started, "All that
I ask is for a woman, a lover
and a friend. (Could that be
Evelyn Love?) We are declar-
ing this as "Be Kind To Joe
Week". Joe Johnson (Dig).ASHION REVIEW
Of all the things that are
compulsory to the gang of to-
day, being well dressed is cer-
tainly one of them. And what
could be jazzier than smart
banlons, well tailored trousers
with matching shoes and
straws and Robert Jackson,
Junior Brown, Line11 Settles,
and Charles Lewis really sport
this combination. Girls, you cer-
tainl have the right idea for
that look of fashion magazine
gia Hebron, Genene Nelson,
would be good examples.
Charles Ray, Rudolph Will-
iams, Harrell Lewis, we love
•to see you in your Van Heusen
shirts, irredescents, thin ties,
Ann Nelson, Hymelia Walker,
Carol Spike how do you man-
age to look so sweet in your
bermudas, shorts jamicas and
capri pants? Now Doris Stout
I just know you have a remedy
for that answer (haven't you?)
QUESTIONS
What's between Isaac Young
and Marilyn Terry. John Gar-
ett all of his coolness? Say T.
Cobb what's so exciting about
Dorothy, Charles Smith, don't
you wish Bobbie Settles would
never let you go? What's so ex-
citing about James Bell's mo-
torcycle and girls? Does any-
one know the location of M. B.
Heart? Annie Laura is it true?
TOP TEN BOYS
Richard Settles, Pete Jones,
Floice McKnight, Joe Brown,
and Richard Taylor.
TOP TEN GIRLS
Sandra Peques, Paline Haley,
Doris Thompson, George E.
Thomas, and Lorraine Holmes.
DEDICATIONS
If I can't have you—Albert
Thomas and Doris Stout.
Do you ever think about me—
Charles Smith and Bobbie Sett-
models, wearing your pleated lea also for Marion Brown and
skirts, cool sandals, and jazzy C. H. So Long!
Ike Pays Tribute
To Ivory Coast
NEWPORT, R. I. — (UPI)
— President Eisenhower Sun-
day paid tribute to the new-
ly
-independent African Repub-
lic of the Ivory Coast as a
"source of deep satisfaction to
the United States, particularly
since .this freedom was achiev-
ed in friendly cooperation with
France."
In a message to Prime Min-
ister Felix Houphouet-Boigny,
the President said. "I extend in
my own name and on behalf
of the United States most
cordial greetings and felicita-
tions to you and the people of
the Ivory Coast."
Eiseahcrwer recalled Houp-
houet-Boigny's visit to this
country last year and praised
him for his "clear exposition.
of problems in Africa."
"We shall follow with keen
interest as the newly independ-
ent Ivory Coast takes its im-
portant place in the commun-
ity of nations," said the chief
executive.
Eisenhower hailed the inde
pendence of the republic as
"historic" and said the U. S.
looks forward to close and
friendly relations with the gov-
ernment and people.
This is the fourth congratulai
tory presidential message sent
to newly-independent African
nations this week. The others,
all formerly part of French
RECONDITIONED
MIMEOGRAPH
$25
GUARANTEED 90 DAYS
Phone JA 6-2271 or Write
S. C. TOOF & CO.
195 MADISON AVE. — MEMPHIS
Perk Free Across The Street While Shopping At TOOF'S
DINING area of the K-9 club
offers patrons • of the track
a full and uninhibited view in
well lighted and air•condition• nominal charge for entrance
ed surroundings. There is a to the table
Humboldt, Tenn.
Annual Men's Day was ob-
served at Lane Chapel CME
church, Sunday July 31. Theme
for the day was "Man's Re-
sponsibility In Na---Changing
World." At 11 o'clock Rev. N. S.
Curry, editor of "the Christian
Index," brought the message.
Rev. Curry, used as a sub-
lect "Is There a Man in The
House," He emphasized Mau's
responsibilities as Christian
leaders in society, Church and,
as parents. He pointed out that
we need men of good moral
standards. Music was furnish-
ed by the Men's chorus with
Mrs. Carolyn Garrett at the
piano.
For the evening Worship
Rev, W. H. Burell, pastor of
the St. James Baptist church,
brought the message. Rev.
Burrell's message was based
on the Theme.
Music was furnished by St.
James Men's chorus. D. H.
Tuggle acted as general chair-
man in the absense of J. C.
House. Rev. C. D. McKelvy, is
pastor of Lane Chapel.
Girl Scouts Troop 204 and 205
of Morning Star Baptist Church
and troops 206 and 207 of Lane
Chapel CME Church sponsored
a Scout picnic at Campbell's
Park Wednesday afternoon.
Some girls roasted weiners,
cooked hamburgers, others
carried picnic lunches. They
played games and had lots of
EDDIE the EDUCATOR
says
Iftiweis taw requires physical ax.
eminations of school children be-
fore eanerring the first, *Hi, and
ninth prod's. W. have our cars
checked meow offeevi
Edecorion Aesocon
West Africa, are Dahomey,
Upper Volta and Niger.
fun. Scout Leaders Mesdames
Rebecca Newhouse, Gerldine
Douglas, Emma J. Ragans and
Addie Roe supervised the ac-
tivities. The picnic closed with
the girls singing the Scout
Prayer, and a good time was
had by all.
CLUBS MEET:
The Gloxinia Art and Garden
Club held its regular meeting
Tuesday night on the lawn of
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Ridley
with Mesdames Lucy Lee and
Jewell Ridley hostesses. The
Pres. Mrs. Jennie Vance pres-
ident. Mrs. Ruth Farmer,
Chairman of the Flower Cul-
ture Committee gave an In-
teresting report on the care
of the Poinsetta when the leaves
;fall off.
The members then discussed
the Flower show and Tea. The
date for the Flower show was
changed from the fourth Sun-
day in August until the first
Sunday in September. Mes-
dame Ora C. Gentry, Lena
I Reid, Alberta Jamison a n d
your scribe received birthday
gifts. The members enjoyed a
Picnic plate of Barbecue Sand-
riches, potato chips and punch.
• The High Society Girls club
met with Birdie Faye Mathis
Wednesday night, , The vice-
Pres. Mary Jo Bonds conducted
the business. The chaplain
Dorothy Gentry conducted the
Devotion. The members dis-
cussed their plans for the year.
The hostess served Tuna Fish
sandwiches, potato chips a n d
punch.
The American Legion Aux-
iliary Post 134 met at Stigall
high school Wednesday after-
noon. Miss Charlie Mea Ruther-
ford gave an interesting report
of her activities at Girls State
that was held at A. & 1. State
university. The members are
well pleased at the report she
made. Mrs. Louise Cooper as
Well as the other Officers were
reelected for another year.
Miss Lucile Berry of Kan-
sas City and Miss Jewell
Lowery of New York w ere din-
ner guest of Mr. and Mrs.
George Cooper last Friday
evening.
Mr. and Mrs. George Donald
and children, of Joliet, Illinois,
Mrs. Emma J. Wynne and
children of Joliet, Mr. and Mrs.
William C. Donald, II and son
of Chicago are visiting their
parents and grand parents
Rev. and Mrs. William C.
Donald, Sr., and their brothers
and sisters.
Mrs. Betty Jane Burnett and
Mrs. Era Bonds are patients
at St. Mary's Hospital, we wish
for them a speedy recovery.
New
Park ,
Cemetery
The South's Most Beautiful Cemetery
10 Minutes from Downtown Memphis
4536 Horn Lake Rd.
EXpress 7-5811
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The
wife of a top Negro leader said
she would not press a com-
plaint against a St. Paul,
Minn., beauty shop owner who
she said treated her in a dis-
criminatory manner.
Mrs. Roy Wilkins. wife of the
executive secretary of the Na-
tional Association for the Ad-
vancement of Colored People,
said she had decided against
proceeding further with the
case against Viva Barnett,
owner-operator of the beauty
shop.
area.
CUSHION seats, 250 theatre
type, are in ready and wait-
ing for the racing fan. In
bringing the plush club to
Mid-South greyhound racing
fans, the park has spared all
expense.
PLUSH bar for the con-
venience of the racing fan
sits majestically in one cor-
ner of the club house. These
four scenes of the K-9 club
are by no means all there is
to the club. There are con-
venient windows located in
Mrs. Wilkins
the room for the patron to
make his selections. This
and other conveniences are
only steps away. Just as the
Southland Greyhound Racing
track is only minutes away
from the Memphis racing
fan, in West Memphis.
 •
Drops Complaint 
ForceCanadian .s'Soeutsth AfricaDate To End
lEmergency Low.
JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa — (UPI) — Premier
Hendrik Verwoere says South
Africa's state of emergency
probably will be lifted by the
end of August.
The emergency was imposed
last Spring after race riots
broke out over the Verwoerd
government's law requiring all
natives to carry identification
5
or congo
OTTAWA — (UPI) — Exter-
nal Affairs Minister Howard
Green has called "completely
groundless" Soviet objections
to Canadian participation in the
U. S. special force in the Con-
go.
Army headquarters announc-
ed that the first flight of Ca-
nadian troops to Leopoldville books.
left Trenton, Ont., Tuesday. It
included nine signalmen.
NOW OPEN!
TUESDAY
NIGHTS
7:00 P. M. — 9:00 P. M.
All Rides Sc For Kids Under 12 Yrs.
FAIRGROUNDS
AMUSEMENT
PARK
"America's Most Popular Priced
Mid
-Way"
MEN • WOMEN DAY
The New Salem Baptist
church, 682 Tillman St. is hay.'
ing their Men and Women's'
Day, Aug. 21. They are asking
all of their friends to come out
and help them make it a great
affair. Rev. L. A. Blake is the
pastor.
Meeting On Credit
John Kearney, director of
Friendship House, will address
the Young Adult Group ag
Friendship House, 4233 S.
ana this Sunday at 3:30
The topic will be "Fair Credit
—How Can We Get It?"
CHA-CHA-ANN
CREAM PRESS
A New Greaseless
and Smokeless
Pressing Cream
CONDITIONER ADDED
Leave* the Hair Soft and Silky
with A Sheen Finish
The Champion of
Pressing Creams
Formulated by
Charles Champion
- R. Ph. -
Pharmacist and
Cosmetic Chemist
Charnpron Prortnett rn
Dept 5-1
1541 Cuasco Road
Memphis. Tenn
Enclose $1.00 (Fed. Taw end
Postage Included)
Name
Address 
Cny 
 
Stat.
LAN-A-MINK
SCALP
TREATMENT
Many recent experi-
ments have produced
almost miraculous re-
sults by combining OIL
of MINK with LANO-
LIN.
The following is a summary of
results obtained from MINK OIL
during a two month survey In
a New Jersey hospital to deter-
mine its therapeutic value. When
MINK OIL was walled to over
100 cases of dermatiUs, excellent
results were obtained in cases
bath's, dry eating skin condi-
tions. In the treatment of severe
dandruff scalp conditions Oil of
MINE was found to alleviate
these conditions. LAN-A-MIRK
only by mail at special intro-
ductory prices.
Full 1 oz. Jor
1.49
Full 2 oz. Jar
2.49
SEND TODAY TO:
Champion Products Co
1541 Guasco Road
Memphis, Tom
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East,  West In Battle For Riches Of Congo
KatangaS Uranium
Is Coveted Prize
By FRANCES WALTERS
The situation in the Congo to-
day is a struggle between west-
ern capitalists, some of them
acting together and some
against each other, and a block
which may broadly be described
as "eastern."
It is necessary to briefly
sketch the difference between
western and eastern forms of
:capitalism. In the West, capi-
talism influences the govern-
ments: in the East, the govern-
ments are the capitalists.
Western capitalists, with head-
quarters in London, New York,
Brussells, Paris and Zurich,'
lisually work together in inter-
aational matters where the oh-
like to be financed is of mutual
ihterest—for example, uranium.
Uranium is useful only to
those powerc which possess the
means to transform it into
energy: Great Britain, the Unit-
ed States, France and Russia.
By agreement at the highest
level world supplies of uraniuii
have been apportioned between
the four western powers, with
the exception of supplies found
In Iron Curtain countries.
The largest supplies still un-
developed of uranium are be-
lieved to exist in the Kati.nga
district of the Congo. These sup-
plies were earmarked for the
West, but that was when Bel-
gium owned the Congo.
When the Belgians surrender-
ed the Congo to the republic it
was agreed by them that they
would evacuate the entire dis
trict and that, in paricular, na-
tive officers would replace Bel-
gian officers in the Congo mili-
tia. When the safety of Belgian
nationals seemed in doubt, Bel-
gium cancelled its orders for
the evacuation of its troops and
told the Belgian officers to re-
main in charge of the Congo
army. There was an instant re-
volt on the army, the Congo
soldiers mutinied, killed their
_officers and in some cases other
Belgians too.
. he situation soon got out of
hand because the Belgians, dur- 1
ing 50 years of misrule, hadl
omitted to train natives to be
officers or to take over any of
:the major posts in government.
Ir turninr the country over to
the republic, therefore, Belgium
counted on being asked to re-
main in the key positions for
the sake of keeping things run-
ning smoothly.
They were not so asked, be-
cause the hatred of the Belgian
was greater .,han common sense.
On the contrary, the Belgians
were asked to take their sol-
diers out, as quickly as possible.
,They not only refused, they
reinforced ther troops by air
Lift.
When this situation became
apparent world financiers saw
the loot of the Congo. richest
undeveloped country in t h e
world, getting away from them.
The copper and uranium mines
at present exploitee, by Belgian
companies (but internationally
financed), were in the southern
part of the Congo, on the bor-
der of Rhodesia. which is Brit-
ish governed but controlled by
the world cartel in copper.
se., A politician named Moise
•Tshombe saw his chance and
declared the Katanga district
had seceded from the Congo
and was an independent state.
Controling a hastily • orgaized
parliamene Tshombe had him-
self appointed premier and went
about the organization of the
nee state, supported on the one
hand by Belgian troops and on
the other by funds supplied by
the western capitalists who own-
ed the mines.
PATRICE LUMUMBA
However, there is strong rea-
son to believe that Tshombe is
playing a double game. He has
refused to permit United Na-
tions troops in Katanga and has
actually threatened to fire on
them if they cross the border.
The United Nations troops have
orders to occupy the whole of
the Congo, which includes Ka-
tanga.
A few days ago it was an-
nounced that a number of Rus-
sian officials had been arrested
at the airport of Elizabethville,
capital of Katanga, and we now
hear that these _Russians have
been released by order of Pre-
mier Tshombe and actually had
come ta Katanga at his invita-
tion.
What would seem to be hap-
pening is an undercover war for
the vast resources of the Congo
between western capitalists, aid-
ed by the Army of the United
Nations, which has instructions
to pacify the country, and east-
ern capitalism — which means
Russian and her allies — whose
Interest it is to increase unrest
in the Congo and to wrest from
the Congo government the rights
of exploitation now held by the
Belgian cartels.
Thus the presence in the Con-
go of United Nations troops is
operating in favor of the West
and against the interests of the
East, or the Russo-Asiatic-Arab
block, It may be thta the United
Nations — urged by Ralph
Bunche, who has been on the
scene from the first—acted just
in time.
What we witness today is the
first act in a vast drama, the
iirst phase in the Battle for
!Africa. It is no coincidence that
the Congo revolt las appeared
to coincide with another revolt
in southern Rhodesia and Nye:-
saland, nor that somber threats
are being made again by the
Mau-Mau of Kenya.
The organization of Africa for
the African would appear to be
on the "must" agenda of civili-
zation in the next decade. For
if it is not so organized, Africa
will become the next battle-
ground of the white man, and
in the end may very well be-
come his tomb.
Louisiana
COR DELE
Mrs. Willie May Lockett and
Mrs. Sophie Porter visited
their brother, Joseph Solomon
in Milledgeville last week.esd.
Mrs. Pearl Clark of Cincin-
nati is visiting her mother,
Mrs. Emma Harris.
Mrs. Sophie Porter and
grand daughter Donia Marie
have returned to their home
in Hamilton, Ohio after visit-
ing her sister. Mrs. Willie M.
Lockett.
Mrs, Josie Pryor and Mrs.
Lucy Poole attended services
at Wenona last Sunday.
The Shady Grove Baptist
church has closed a soul stir-
ring revival where the Rev.
Wessley Lowe was guest speak-
Er.
4-. Julia May Vance has return.
--4ed to Miami after visiting here
with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Grady Vance.
' Rev. Albert Matthews con-
tinues ill.
Mrs. Jessie Hammon is on
the sick list.
Revival meeting is in session
at Mt. Olive Baptist church
with the Rev. Cooks as guest
speaker.
Trim Porter of Cobbs, Ga.
was a visitor of The Rer. H.
C. Chambliss.
Mrs. Sammie Hamilton and
Mrs. Hazel Baldwin visited
Mrs. Rena Lockett last week.
Lone Surgeon
Nurses Congo
LEOPOLDVILLE, The Cone
—A former chief resident sur-
geon at Roosevelt hospital in
;New York is the only regular
doctor in the massive 1.000-bed
Leopoldville East hospital in
the Congo.
He is Dr. William Close, a
36 year-old surgeon who offered
hi_ services to the Congo when
Belgian physicians fled the
country three weeks ago after
Congolese troops mutinied. Dr.
Close is a member of a Moral
Re-Armament squad sent to the
Congo from Switzerland. He
has been working night and day
since his arrival.
ATA TRIUMVIRATE: George
W. Brooks, (c.), out • going
preside-it of t h e American
Teachers Association, draws
together the new team for the
organization, Dr. Lelia A.
Bradby (r.), of Aiken, S. C.,
president, and the Rev. L.
H. Pitts of Atlanta, vice pres-
ident. The two were elected
at the 57th annual meeting of
ATA at Tuskegee Institute re-
cently.
Tennessee
JACKSON
By C. A. AGNEW
Mrs. Ludie Atcherson of 331
First St., was a recent visitor
in Chicago, Ill., where she spent
a very extensive vacation period
with relatives and friends.
A Chartered Grey Hound Bus
loaded with Jacksonians, arrived
at the bus terminal last week-
end from Chattanooga. Tenn.,
where the group composed of
Shriners and Daughters of Isis.
attended the State Shriner Con-
vention at Chattanooga.
Funeral services for Mrs.
Lizzie Warren, 78, were held
Sunday at 1 p.m. July 31, 1960
at Mother Liberty C. M. E.
church with the Rev. C. F.
Odom officiating. Burial was in
Elmwood Cemetery with Stev-
enson & Shaw Funeral Home in
charge. Mrs. Warren was born
and reared at Bethel Springs,
Tenn., and moved to Jackson in
1910. She was a member. of
Stewardess Board No. 1 and
Sunday School class No. 3 at
Mother Liberty. Mr. J. H. Jor-
dan was her teacher. Survivors
Include three nephews, Mr.
Richard and Jerome Petties of
Jackson and Mr. Lewis Pet-
ties of Detroit, Mich.; a neice,
Mrs. Anna Lewis of St. Louis.
Mo.; two neices in Jackson;
Mrs. Louise Petties and Mrs.
Jerome Petties.
The Rev. J. W.• Williams,
pastor of Lane Avenue Baptist
church, Memphis, Tenn., was
guest speaker at Blairs Chapel
C.M.E. church, the Rev. N.
Davis, is pastor, on the eve of
July 31, at 8 p.m. The service
was largely attended because
Rev. Williams is truly a great
preacher.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Price of
Detroit, Michigan were recent
guests in the home of their mo-
ther and mother - in - law, Mrs.
Virginia Shell at 526 S. Cum-
berland. They also visited Mr.
Price's brothers and other rela-
tives and friends. They attend-
ed worship service at the First
Baptist church on Madison at.
of which the Rev. W. G. Terry
is pastor.
A Shoe Rally and also a
Talent program wig given at
Cedar Grove B. Church on last
Sunday even at 7:30. Each per-
son was requested to pay 5
cent for each number of his
or her shoe. It was lots of fun.
A plate lunch was the served
free.
The Church of Christ at Hen-
derson, Tenn., cordially invites
the public to attend their serv-
ices and hear Bro. Dethro in
their Gospel meeting from time
to time.
Revival meeting was held at
Ebenezer Baptist church, Toone,
Tenn. The Rev, L. S. Briggs of
Tenn. The Rev. L. S. Briggs
of Salem Baptist church of Jack-
son, conducted the meeting sev-
eral souls were saved. Rev. L.
W. Bowers, pastor.
Revival services were carried
on at Pearley Gates Baptist
church last week. The Rev. C.
H. Johnson was the evangelist.
Rev. M. J. Hunt, pastor. The
church is located on the old
Medina road.
The Dixie Land Singers along
with the Gospel Five, rendered
a musical Friday rite at the
Bemis Church of God in Christ.
The occasion was sponsored by
Mrs. Cobb and Mrs. Hardison,
Elder J. H. Hardison, pastor.
The Women of Salem Baptist
church sponsored a White Dress
Pageant last Frday eve. at 8
p.m. which was largely attend-
ed and thoroughly enjoyable.
The Rev. L. S. Briggs is pastor.
The first P.T.A. meeting of
the new East High school was
held Friday night, July
29, 1960, in the School cafeteria.
Many of the parents and pa-
trons attended and the PTA got
off to a good start with mutual
understanding and good will to-
ward each other. Refreshments
were served and the fellowship
was wonderful. S. W. Beasley
Is principal of the school.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Gilstrap
were in Mississippi last week-
end to attend the funeral of a
relative.
Mt. Moriah Baptist church
celebrated its Annual Matron's
Day, Sunday, July 31, 1960. The
guest speaker was (Miss) Lucy
Deberry of Cerro-Gordo Baptist
church. (Miss) Bernice Reid,
president: The Rev. Felix Jar-
man is pastor.
The Stewardess Board No. 1
of Mother Liberty C. M. E.
church sponsored a Mississippi
& Tennessee Rally on the after-
noon of July 31, 1960 at 4 p.m.
Mrs. Flacelia Dunlap was spon-
sor for Tenn., with Mrs. Daisy
Shaw as her speaker. Mrs. Tiny
Bennette was sponsor for Miss.
with Mrs. Carrie Wickham
Diggs as speaker Dr. McKie-
sack was toastmaster for the
entire affair. Tennessee won
out over Miss. from a stand-
point of attendance and fin-
anceltirs. Lola Bryant, presi-
dent. The Rev. C. F. Odom.
pastor.
Sunday, July 31, 1960 was Gen-
eral Missionary Day at Hurt
Chapel C.M.E. church, Rev.
Tommie Kaiser of New Holy
Springs church at Lexington,
Tenn., was the guest speaker
at 3 p.m. Mrs. Marjorie Ben-
son, president and Rev. F. L.
Green, pastor.
Choir Day was held at Home
Baptist church on Sunday after-
noon July 31, 1960. It was a
battle of music from the various
chiors of the city and was en-
joyed by all.
Vacation Bible school closed
at Liberty last weekend with an
approximately daily attendance
of 85 students. The next effort
will be "Forward with the
Church" in September.
Jazz Fight,
Erupts; 40
Injured
WINDSOR, Ont. — (UPI) —
A Detroit youth was critically
wounded and 40 others injured
during a brawl at a jazz show
and dance in the Windsor
arena Tuesday.
Police said the unidentified
Detroiter was stabbed when a
small group among the 4,300
persons in the audience started
throwing seats and fighting.
Many of the injured suffered
minor and superficial stab
wounds.
Seven persons, all Negroes
frem Detroit, were arrested for
starting the fracas, police said.
The 'm a n w h o reportedly
stabbed the critically injured
youth was also held.
Police closed the Arena at
1:30 a.m., nearly two hours be-
fore the event was scheduled
to end.
Alabama
BREWTON
By ALEX 1LITREY
Mrs. Daisy Coleman of New
York is here visiting her mother
and sister.
Mrs. Will Hardy's daughter-
in-law from Michigan is here
visiting.
Mrs. Leslie Philips sisters
left last Tuesday morning after
attending the funeral of their
Mr. sect Mrs. James Harris,
daughter- and son-in-law of Mrs.
Walter Brought are here visit-
in-g•
Mrs. Annie M. Owen and Mrs.
Jeff Jackson are on the sick
list.
Mr and Mrs. John Harris'
daughter from Philadelphia is
here visiting.
Mrs. Emma Lewis has re-
turned home after spending two
weeks in Mobile visiting with
her brother.
Rev John Smith of Chicago is
visiting here with his son and
family..
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Price's sonl
was married recently.
Funeral was held for Robert
DuBose at Cheatham Bros: Fu-
neral Home.
Mrs. Bertha Hillard of Prich-
erd visited Mrs. Maggie An-
drews recently.
Friends of Charlie Hall wish
him a speedy recovery. He was
injured in an auto accident.
7MER
Robert L. Hunter en
a very pleasant trip back
hicago with hig daughter
and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Sylvester Harris who vacation-
ed with he and his with. While
out of the city, Rev. Hunter
visited his daughter and sons.
Mrs. Mary L. Welch, Theo-
dore L. George and Robert
Sheppard of Cleveland. His
grand children, Carol and
Ralph returned to the city
with him to spend their vacs
tion here.
Miss Loretha Cotton is back
in the city after spending a
very enjoyable vacation with
her unc'e, and aunt, Dr. anti
Mrs. Joseph King Chandler of
Cincinnati.
Mrs. Lonnie Little of Sumarol
Is guest of her brother and
sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Cotton of Muscoda.
Mrs. Ethel Garner will vaca-
tion in Chicago. Mrs. Garner
is a member of the No. 1 choir
at St. John Ind. Methodist
church. Rev. R. G. Williams
is pastor.
Our getwell wishes are to
Frank England and Samuel
Barham patients at Lloyd
Rudolph who was recently re-
leased from the hospital and
Mrs. Johnnie Mae Cunningham
who is a patient at University
hospital.
On Sunday, July 31, 1960, St.
John's Independent Methodist
Sunday school along with
many other church school and
junior choirs shared in a pro-
gram sponsored by St. Paul
CME church's Sunday school.
Rev. E. H. Hicks is pastor
J. F. Glass is superintendent.
Arkansas
DAN VILLE
By HENLEY R. TORRENCE
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Otha Tate,
Mr. and Mrs. Abraham Tate
of Chicago, Misses Myrtle Lois
Roberta and Bobby Lee Tate
of Missouri visited Mr. and
Mrs. Jeremiah Thompson last
week.
After spending a few days in
Kansas City, Stella Louise and
Brenda Joyce Henry returned
to their home here.
After spending a few days
visiting her sister, Mrs. Mil-
dred Thompson Jeremiah and
family Mrs. Doris Sprawling
returned to her home in Brink-
ley. Loretha Thompson spent
the weekend in Brinkley.
Loretha Thompson accompani-
ed Jeremiah home.
Coy Adams and a friend
from Ft. Smith visited here
last Sunday.
Lawrence Adams spent the
weekend in Clarksdale.
The Rev. D. D. Hawkins of
'
Little Rock and the Rev. Lloyd
Smith of Dermott held services
at the Methodist church last
Sunday.
The Rev. and Mrs. Lloyd
Smith, Mesdames, Florence
Fountain, Josie Henry and
Inez Harry and Minerva Howell
visited Harris Chapel last Sun-
BATES VILLE
By MATTIE WATKINS
Johnnie Sherrill is very ill at
his home.
Kennard Kandrey of LaCross
visited his wife who is ill in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Carroll
Rucker, jr.
Mr. E. W. Kennard of Little
Rock visited his father and bro-
ther recently.
Mrs. Pearline Billingsley vis-
ited here last Thursday with
her parents, Rev. and Mrs. 0.
G. Watkins.
Rev. and Mrs. Albert St.
Clair attended services in La-
Cross last Sunday.
Mrs. Mittie Ford of Kansas
City visited wth her daughter
last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Hershel Finley,
Mrs. Roy Bacuum, Mrs. Yancy
and Mrs. Montgomery visited
in St. Louis.
Jabe Strong left for Chicago
to visit Mr. and Mrs. P. D.
Strong and family.
Mr. and Mrs. O'Neal Black
of San Antonio, Tex., is here
visiting her mother, Mrs. Mamie
Flemmy, Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie
Flemmy and Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
lie Barris.
Charles Strong visited in New
krk. last Sunday.
Rev. and Mrs. Albert St.
Clair attended services in La-
Cross last Sunday.
Charge Man In
Mate's Slaying
Ernest Patterson, of 1147 S.
Francisco. was charged with
murder Menaay in the slaying
of his common-law wife, Tatie
Nell Snipes, after he was given
a lie test.
Assistant State's Atty. Frank
Ferlie ruled that although Pat-
teison deniee he admitted the
fatal shoot:tie early Sunday,
lie test iesulte contradicting his
denial should be accepted.
Mots Snipes, 31, of the same
address, was shot twice in
front of the Love Nest tavern
Mississippi
RATE., VILLE
•By CLEY W. JOINER
Mr. Rodell Fondren is very
Ill. We all hope he will soon
recover
J. W. Mickey is very ill at
the home of his sister id
brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Jessie Hines.
The program at New Knott
and Bluff Spring M. B. churels
was fine. Jordan Wonderore
from Memphis sang. Rev. J. D.
Dunn of Memphis delivered the
message.
CORINTH
By REV. W. W. HAMILTON
Mrs. Fannie B. Edwards if
Chicago was a recent visitor
here.
Mrs. Janice Evans of Still
Louis visited her aunt Mrs.
Creasie Jones recently.
GOODMAN
By
PEARLEANE BILLINGSLEA
Mrs. Evia Callvia has return-
ed home from Durant hospital
and is doing fair.
Mrs. Mattie L. McGee, Leonia
Brooks, Lillian Drane a n d
Gracie Taylor attended t h e
Women's Society of Christian
Service Conference at Weir,
Miss. last Sunday.
Rev. and Mrs. M. C. attended
de Grand Chapter of the East-
ern Star in Jackson last week.
Mrs. Kate Gray visited her'
sisters, Mrs. Rosie Reed and
Octavia Jelks in Memphis.
Those visiting in the city are
Mrs. Ella Mae Scott and chil-
dren, Henry Smith of Waterlcx410
Iowa.
Peter Garland of Chicago.
Mrs. Mable Bradford and Ger-
trude Harrington of Waterloo.
Iowa spent several days hero
visiting their grandmother, Mrs.
Lillie Spraws and other rela-
tives.
ABE RDEEN
By HENRY E. CRUMP
Mrs. Bettie Lee Daniels ar-
rived home last Sunday . et'
spending her vacation with
daughter and son-in-law, Ilr.
and Mrs. Fred Chambers of
Tupelo. They accompanied her
home.
Members of First Baptist
choir helped Ebenezer Bapti
church last Sunday render
program for the benefit of th
choir.
Mrs. Miriam S. Hinley is vas
cationin,g in Tuskegee, Ala. with
her nephew and his wife.
James Woodruff is vacationing
In Grenada with his aunt and
uncle Mr. and Mrs. Earl Am-
mons.
LUMBERTON
Visiting in the home of Mrs.
Annie Lee Smith were Mr. ard
Mrs. W. Edwards and children
of Pittsburgh. Pa.
and Mrs. George Lee
Farmer are proud parents of
an 8 lb baby boy.
Called to the bedside of their
mother, Mrs. Louise Edwards
who is ill were- Joe, Hail and
Maths Ann.
en California ave. Patterson
first said the women wss kil,
during a struggle in which le
ate mpted to wrest a gun fise.s
her police $41Ca When ask '1
for more details Is ti he de-
nier the confessiee.
WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS tended the elementary school here rerettly at Flotida A & is and Dr M. 0. Alston were
— lids is the grosrp that at- improvement workshop held 11 University. Mrs. L. S. Dar- co-directors.
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Second '60 Honor
Liston Picked
• Month's Boxer
PROVIDENCE, R. I. --iguez. 2-Ferderico Thompson. 3-
(UPI) — For the second time !Ralph Dupes. 4-Florentino Fer-
.this year, big-fisted Sonny Lis- nandez. 5 Sugar Hart. 6-Char-
ton of Philadelphia was named ley Scott. 7-Denny Moyer. 8-
"Fighter of the Month" in the Emile Griffith. 9-Don Jordan.
National Boxing Association's 10-Virgil Akins.
ratings. Junior - Welterweights—cham-
Liston, the NBA's top con- pion Carlos Ortiz. 1-Duilio Lot.
tender for the heavyweight 2-Bert Somodio. 3-Kenny Lane
crown, was designated "Box. 4-Candy McFarland.
Cr Of The Month" this time Lightweights—champion Joe
because of his impressive Brown. 1-Carlos Ortiz. 2-Dave
knockout victory July 18 over Charnley. 3-Len Matthews. 4-
Zora Folley at Denver, Co. Eddie Perkins. 5-Paolo Roso.
orado. 6-Carlos Hernandez. 7-Cisco An-
In the June 1 rankings, Son- drade. 8-Battling Torres 9-Gene
ny had earned the designation Gresham. 10-Doug Vaillant.
by knocking out ex-challenger Junior-lightweights — cham-
Roy Harris in May. pion Flash Elorde. 1-raul Jor-
Is Here are the NBA's latest gensen. 2-Solomon Boysaw. 3-ratings: Eddie Garcia. 4-Ike Chestnut.
Heavyweights — champion 5-Giordano Campari.
Floyd Patterson. 1-Sormy Lis- Featherweiahts — champion
ton. 2-Ineemar Johansson. 3- Davey Moore. 3-Percy Lewis.
Eddie Machen. 4-Zora Folley. 2-Sergio Caprari. 3-H a rold
5-Henry Cooper. 6-Billy Hunter. Gomes. 4-Gracieux Lamperti.
7-Alex Miteff. 8-Mike DeJohn. 5-Rafiu King. 6-Palon Cer‘an-
9-Dick Richardson. 10-B o b tes. 7-Ricardo Gonzalez. 8-
Cleroux. Sugar Ramos, 9-Kazuo Takaya-
Light heavyweights — eessn. ma. 10-Raimondo Nobile.
pion Archie Moore. i-Harold Bantamweights — champion
Johnson. 2-Eric Schoeppner. 3- Jose Becerra. 1-Eder Jofre. 2-
Willie Pastrano. 4-Doug Jones, Alphonse Halimi. 3-Freddie Gil-
5-Chic Calderwood. 6-Bobo 01- roy. 4-Piero Rollo. 5-Jose Lo-
son. 7-Mile Holt. 8-Von Clay. 9- pez. 6-Kongi Yonekura. 7-Billy
Clarence Floyd. 10-Sonny Ray. Rafferty. 8-Ignacio Pina. 9-Her-
Middleweights — champion man Marques. 10-Leo Espinosa.
Gene Fullmer. 1-Gustav Scholz. Flyweights — champion Pone
2-Joey Giardello. 3-Henry Hank. Kingpetch. 1
-Pascual Perez. 24-Paul Pender. 5-Hank Casey. Sadao Yaoita. 3-Johnny Cald-
6-Ray Robinson. 7-Joey Giam- well. 4-Minum Ben All. 5-Mun-
bra. 8-Dick Tiger. 9-Terry Dow- do Esparza. 6-Hiram Bacallao
nes. 10-Marcel Pigou. 7-Risto Luukkonen. 8-Mitsunori
Welterweights — champion Saki. 9-Dommy (CQ) Ursua"Berm- Kid Paret, 1-Luis Rodri-110-Mario Deleon.
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About midseason the perform-
ance of most r A 'er boats be-
gins to drop off. Accessory
equipment has suffered from
use. Acceleration has become
sluggish; top speed is noticea-
bly lower. This is uneconomi-
cal, for tired engines burn the
same amount of fuel and get
less over-the-water milegage
per gallon at any speed. Worn
or damaged accessories may be
ur-afe.
ill Unless you have been a slaveo your equipment and spent
more time at maintenance
chores than underway boating,
the appearence of your outfit
will have become a bit shoddy,
too.
Apart of the fall off in per-
formance is due to warmer
weather reducing carburetion
efficiency. But much of the
slump is due to the engine and
underwater running gear re-
quiring a bit of attention. The
hull's bottom is dragging down
performance and should be rid
of free riding marine or-
ganisms, grass or accumula-
tions of grease and grime.
Now is the time for a syste-
matic checkup.
Let's look first to safety
items. Be sure that you still
have fire extinguishers, that
Ile), are fully charged and sup-orting brackets are secured.
Have any of your life jackets
or buoyant cushions been da-
maged, destroyed or lost?
These are your first line of
survival defense. Are your di-
stress signal and first aid kits
still fully equipped? Is there a
full complement of mooring
lines aboard? Are they frayed
or rotten? Do the ends need
whipping? Now is the time to
take care of those eye splices
you have been putting off. Is
yot r anchor still in good condi-
tion' Have you replaced that
lost boat hook? Do you have
any cracked navigation light
lens* J? Water can seep of your
caus i shorts. Do any of your
bulbs need renewing, and have
you replaced the spares you
used?
Your boat's bright work may
uire a good polish job. Rust
*
nd corrosion left too long can
cause permanent damage.
Is your windshield wiper
workinng? If the windshield is
made of a synthetic, it will be
improved by a treatment with
a Plexiglas cleaner. Why not
take care of those loose screws
any mooring hardware that has
worked loose? Inspect steering
and replace any frayed or worn
cable or components.
Better check over your tools,
spare parts and galley equip-
ment. Maybe you have put off
too long buying an adjustable
wrench to replace the one that
dropped overboard several
weeks ago. Do you still have
a spare propeller? Did you ever
get a new box of fuses? What
about new batteries for the tir-
ed flashlight?
Unquestionably your power
et can stand a tune-up. Oney way to inject a bit of
new vitality is to give it a treat-
ment with an engine carbon,
gum and varnish removal aolu-
tion. Use only a type that is
recommended for your own
power plant and follow the di-
rections carefully. Your marine
dealer will recommend a suit-
able product.
Remove and inspect spark
plugs. This is a good time to
treat your engine to new set;
of ignition points and sparkl
plugs. Clean and save the old
spark plugs for an emergency.
Your battery may need a
charge. Battery terminals
should be scrubbed with a bak-
ing soda solution, then coated
with petroleum jelly. Carefully
inspect the entire electrical wir-
ing harness of your boat. Look
for and replace frayed and
damaged insulation.
Often a loss in r.p.m. is trace,:
able to a faulty fuel pump. I'd
suggest having springs, relief
valve and diaphragm of fuel
pumps checked.
Why not pull off the propeller
and have the pitch checked?
Your marine dealer will carry a
set of pitch blocks and will be
able to restore most nicked and
bent propellers to perfect con-
dition.
. Galvanic action can destroy
underwiter metal components.
Inspect lower units, rudder,
struts, shaft and other fittings
for damaging effects of elec-
trolysis and corrosion. Exces-
sive damage may call for re-
placement part s. Measures
should be taken to prevent a
repetition of damage.
Besmanoff
Still Feuds
With Manager
BOISE Idaho — (UPI)—Ger-
man-born heavyweight Willy
Besmanoff does not want to
have anything to do with his
tormer manager, Eddie Metric
no matter what Metrie offers.
Besmanott, who is in Boise
tor a fight against Irish George
Logan. said "He could offer me
$100 000 for one fight and a
;rack at the championship and
I still wouldn't go back."
"We won't get along and there
is no point for people who don't
ge` along to work together,"
Basnanoff said.
Metric presently receives 40
per cen of each of Besman-
off's purse to "stay out of my
hair" as the fighter puts it.
"One of these days," Bes-
manoff says. "Maybe he'll let
me buy up my contract or may-
be someday it will go to court
and will get it free. The German
fighter said under present cir-
eumstances he would have to
keep paying the 40 per cent fee
tor ten years.
As for the fight against Lo-
gan, Besmanoff was confident.
"I am well prepared for it
and I think I'll come out all
right. I'll try my best."
NEW YORK — (UEI) — Egg
consumption is slipping. Econo-
mists had expected the average
Amtrican would eat about 350
eggs this year, about the same
U he did in 1959.
UNITED STATES WOMEN'S
OLYMPIC TEAM — (left to
right) First row, sitting: 'Wil-
lie B. White broad jump, Chi-
cago; Barbara Brown, high
jump, New York: Martha
Hudson, sprinter, Tennessee
State University; Doris Sev•
ertson, 12-mile. California;
second row (kneeling) Ernes.
lag) Ernestine Pollard e,
sprinter, Chicago; Shirley
Crowder, hurdles, Tennessee
State University; Lucinda
Williams, sprints, Tennessee
State University; Pam Kite
reit, discus, Calif.; Peggy
Scholler. javelin, New Vork:
Rose Lovelace. half-mile,
Cleveland: Karen Mendyka,
Javelin, Calif.; Sandra Smith.
broad jump, Chicago. Third
Didn't Consult Me --- Floyd
Row (kneeling) Neomi Rog-
ers, high lump. Tuskegee In-
stitute; Barbara Jane s,
sprints, Tennessee State Uni-
vprsity. Fourth row (steed•
ing) Juner Bellew, acting
manager, Calif.; Irene Rob-
ertson, hurdles, Calif.: Wits
ma Rudolnie sprints, Tennes-
see State University; Cel Rut-
ledge, shot put, Texas; Pat
Daniels, half-mile, Calif.;
Sharron Shepherd, shot put.
Oregon; Earlene Brown, shot
put and discus, Calif.; Jo •
knne Terry, hurdles, Tennes-
see State University; Anna
Lois Smith, broad jump; Ten.
nesse( State University; and
United States Women's Oly-
mpic track coach Edward S.
Temnle, Tennessee State Uni-
versity.
Patterson Clears Bout
'Misunderstanding'
Floyd Patterson announced
that his "misunderstanding"
with Bill Fugazy about the third
title fight with Ingemar Johans-
son "has been completely
straightened out."
Patterson blasted president
Fugazy of Feature Sports,
ALTHEA GIBSON
Althea In
ATA Meet
Exhibition
HAMPTON, Va. — Champion-
ship tennis competition will be
capped by exhibition matches
featuring two of the world's
top tennis professionals — Al-
thea Gibson and Pauline Betz
— in the 43rd annual Ameri-
can Tennis Association tourna-
ment, to be played August 15-
20 at Hampton (Va.) Institute.
Miss Gibson will play in a
mixed doubles exhibition, to-
gether with selected ATA stal-
warts, on the semi-final day of
the week-long tournament, Fri-
day August 19.
She will meet Pauline Betz,
former professional champion
from 1947-60, in a women's
singles exhibition on the final
day of the tournament. This
match will be one of the tour-
ney highlights, for Miss Miss
Betz was unbeaten on tours
and in professional tourna-
ments until she lost to Althea
Gibson this year in the World
Pro tournament in Cleveland.
World champion Gibson
won that critical match 7-5,
2-6, '1•5. She also is a : mem-
ber ,of this year's profession-
al world women's doubles
championship team.
Tournament play will begin
Monday, August 15. Intercolle-
giate championships are stal-
ed to be played Wedneslay,
with champions from six col-
lege athletic conferences en-
tered. Six new courts have re-
cently been completed on the
Hampton Institute campus and
ample accommodations will be
provided for about 1,500 ten-
nis fans.
In returning to the Americani
Tennis Association tourney for
exhibition play, Miss Gibson
will be on familiar ground, for
she held the ATA women's sin-
gles crown for ten consecutive
years until 1957.
Other major tournament vic-
tories she has won include:
Eastern Indoor, 1950; Interna-
tional, Dortmond, Germany,
1951; U. S. National Clay
Court, 1957; U. S. Women's
Inc., for failing to consult
with him before announcing
Nov. 1, as the date for the
"rubber match" with Johans-
son at the Los Angeles Coli-
seum.
Floyd said: "Bill explained
to me that he had been act-
ing in good faith when he failed emar and
to confer with me about the cused him
date and site. He proved to me
absolutely he had consulted
with persons he thought repre-
sented me. It was no fault of
his that they did not.
"Bill is completely in the
Fishing Roundup
The Fistting Roundup is bas-
ed on factual information ob-
tained from formal creel cen-
sus records and from creel cen-
closely associated with sport
fishing in Illinois.
NORTHERN ILLINOIS
Fishing is reported to be
good in the Fox Chain-O-Lakes
area. Anglers are taking large
numbers of us pound bluegill
along the northeast shoreline
of Grass Lake. Worms are the
best bait. In the same part
of Grass Lake bass fishermen
are having some luck with
nighteeawlers. Trot line fisher-
men at Grass Lake are taking
channel catfish with nightcraw.
lers and liver. In Fox Lake
fishermen are catching string-
ers of 50-60 stripers on a lead
head streamer called a "Pin-
kie."
CENTRAL ILLINOIS
Largemouth bass and channel
catfish are hitting at Spring
Lake southwest of Pekin. Early
morning and late evening are
best for bass which are being
taken next to the shoreline on
a Johnson Silver Minnow with
a frog pork chunk, artifice]
nightcrawlers, and jitterbugs.
Pole and line trot line fisher-
men are taking channel catfish
in the new flooded area on
cheese stink bait and turtle
liver.
SOUTHERN ILLNOIS
Bluegill are hiting good at
Horseshoe Lake near Cairo.
Fishermen are having best luck r
with crickets and cock roacheie
fished about 1 foot off the bot-
tom ' among the tupelo trees
Stringers of 30-50 are common
with the fish ranging from 1-4-
1/2
 pound.
Fishing has fatten off in
many of the lakes throughout
the state. Most of this is due
to the hot temperature which
cuts down on the feeding
Singles, 1957-38; Wimbledon
Women's Singles and Doubles,
1956-57-58; U. S. Olympic
games Women's Singles, 1959.
The Associated Press poll
gave her an award as the
most outstanding woman ath-
lete of the year in 1957-58.
She was honored with the
Babe Zaharias award as the 1
outstanding woman athlete in
the same year.
In 'private life, Pauline Betz
is the wife of Bob Addle, sports
! columnist for the Washington,
D. C., Post and baseball writer
for Sporting News. She is a
teaching professional at the
Edgemoor Club, Bethesda. Md.
Her major tennis tournament
victories include the Wimbledon
championship in 1948. Also, she
held the U. S. L. T. A. Nation-
al Women's crown four years
— just as she did the U. S. L.
T. A. National Clay Court
title and the National Indoor
activity of fish. The best sea-
sons for fishing in Illinois are
spring and fall; unfortunately
many people who take their
vacations in the mid summer
miss these good fishing seasons
and rarrely experience the type
of angling often read about in
outdoor magazines.
From now until fall, when
fishing gets better, this report
will be sporadic and will prob-
ably have only a few entries
Star Hurt,
U. S. Coach
'Worried
LONG BEACH, Calif. 
—(UPI)
— Coach Larry Snyder could
breath a sigh of relief that the
somewhat battered U. S. Men's
track and field team could look
forward to another practice
meet instead of the Olympic
Games in Rome.
Such American stars as sprint-
ers Ray Norton and Bill Wood-
house, pole Vaulter Don Bragg,
middle distance star Dryol Burl-
eson and shot putter Dave Dav-
is either were nursing injuries
as the result of their first warm-
up meet, or missed the competi-
tion entirely 'because of previous,
difficulties.
Snyder planned in advance to l
shorten some distances and pre-
vent u much as possible injuri-
es to his potential Olympic win-
ners. He told his squad to be
prepared, however, for an all-
out effort in another tuneup at
Mt. San Antonio College in Po-
mona. Calif.
Norton, the lithe sprinter from
San Jose, finished dead last in
the 100-meter dash when he re.
injured his back. Extent of the
injury was not immediately
known, but it did not appear
serious. Dave Sime, who failed
to make the team in 1956 be-
cause of injuries, was impres-
sive with a 10.5 clocking against
a strong wind.
Woodhouse, an alternate, pull-
ed up lame with a muscle strain
in the second lap of the 400-
meter relay.
Bragg didn't compete because
of the chilly night, deciding to
avoid the possibility of worsen-
ing a hamstring injury. Burleson
passed up the meet entirely
rather than invite trouble. and
Davis was well off form with a
56-foot, 61/2 inch shot put in an
event won by alternate Bill Nied-
er with a heave of 63 feet, 11
inches.T e
situation seemed so bad
that two events — the 200 meter
dash and the 400-meter hurdles
..._ were cancelled.
Gras, former Oregon star,
I'm sony that I ac-
of snubbing me. He's
a square-shooter and I like
him."
Neither Floyd nor Fugazy
would disclose the names of
the persons the Feature
Sports prexy had talked to.
Apparently the supposed Pat-
terson representatives had
been consulted because Fu-
gazy was unable to negotiate
with Cus D'Amato, Patter-
sons manager. D'Amato's
New York state license was
revoked last November be-
cause of alleged undercover
managing and matchmaking.
When ' the champion blasted
Fugazy he declared he "defini-
tely" would not defend on Nov.
1, and he wouldn't fight at Los
Angeles unless the California
tax commission returned to him
$15,000 it had been holding up
from the purse of Floyd's fight
with Roy Harris in 1958.
Now that Floyd and Fugazy
are working in Harmony, will
Floyd fight on Nov. 1?
"Let's put It this way,"
said the champion. "Bill an-
nounced that the fight would
be staged between Oct. 31,
and Nov. 15, I think we'll be
able to agree upon a date.
And besides, Bill has guaran-
teed I'll get that held up ,
$15,000 either from the Cali-
fornia tax commission or
from Feature Sports."
Manager D'Amato arrived at
Bremerhaven, Germany, today
on the liner Bremen. He told
reporters ',here that no date
has been set yet for the third
Patterson-Johansson fight.
D'Amato explained he had
come to Europe to complete de-
tails for Pattersop's exhibition
tour of 10 7.itieg in Sweden,
Starting at Stockholm on Aug.
10. He said there was a possi-
bility that the tour might be
extended to Italy and West Ger-
many.
Va. St., Smith
To Clash In
Classic Tilt
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Of-
ficials for the Annual Capital
,Classic announced this week that
the 19th Annual Capital Classic
will be played ir Griffith Stadi-
um on Saturday. November 5,
1960 with Virginia State College,
of Petersburg, Virginia, meeting
Johnson C. Smith University, of
Charlotte, North Carolina, start-
ing at 8 p. m.
The game this year will be
part of a three-day festival
starting on Friday. November 4
and continuing through Sunday,
November C, with an antictpat.
ad crowd of some 20,000 patrons.
Complete plans for the three-
day festival will he announced
later but the traditional colorful
street parade. thrilling pre-game
show, the always pleasantly en-
chantiro, halftime show, and the
grand ball will be included only
on a more elaborate plane.
bettered his own American re-
cord- of 2.57.7 in the 1320-yard,
middle-distance drill.
1.
Nation's
•tOth
The loth annual meeting of
ihe National Athletic Steering
Committee at Chicago's Wash-
ington Park YMCA Friday, Aug.
12 is elpected to advance still
further a steady and significant
movement toward cooperation
on the part of the nation's pre-
dominantly Negro athletic con-
lerences representing 88 mem-
ber institutions.
NASC Chairman, A. W.
Mumford of Southern Univer-
sity and Executive Secretary,
arles D. Henry of Gramb-
ling, announced an agenda
that calls for consideration of
a national letter of intent, in-
cr etseo participation by all
NASC colleges in tennis, golf,
wrestling, cross-country-track
anc field and baseball. NASC
Treasurer, C. I. Kincaide, of
Tennessee A & I sill give the
report of his office early In
the session.
Action to establish a plan to
create the first mythical cham-
pion of NASC football and a pro-
posal ti hold inter-conference
track and field meets before
the national championships are
expected to cause lively debate.
Chairman Mumford said
('harks A Ray, Director of the
CIAA News Bureau, would give
a progress report on a plan to
create d board of coaches to
select the mythical. NASC foot-
ball champion.
Clarence E. Gaines. ath-
letic director at Winston-Sal-
em Teachers College where
he also serves as track and
basketball coach, will discuss
the tentative plans for the
pre • national track and field
competitions.
NAIA Olympic basketball
playoffs will be the topic of a
special report by L. Moore. R.
H. Lee will talk on NAIA base-
ball.
Talmadge L. Hill of Morgan
qtate College. Baltimore. will
brief the group on coaching
and physical educational lec-
tureshir opportunities abroad
for qualified NASC personnel.
Hill has been active with con-
sultants from NEA and the U.S.
State Department in recom-
mending nersonnel for overseas
1158i13."TmentHarvey of Alahama
!State, Commissioner for the
S1AC Conference. will give the
group an interpretation from
the NASC viewpoint, of recent
alevelnweents in the new pro-
fessional leagues in baseball,
Mays Retains
NI. Hit Lead
Coaches
Confab
basketball, and football, togeth-
er with an nalysis of their im-
plications.
Mumford will give the an-
anal re-evalaation of NASC
objectives at the morning ses-
sion and will discuss after-
wards the net/peal letter of
Went
Conferences expected to be
represented at the session are:
Southern Intercollegiate ?AV
tette Conference: Florida A &Ilif
University, Morehouse College,
Bethune Cookman College,
Morris Brown College, Knox-
ville College, Clark College,
Alabama State College, Lane
College. South Carolina State
College, • Tuskegee Institute,
Benedict College, Xavier Col-
lege (La.), Fort Valley State
College, Allen University, Fisk
University. and Alabama
College,
Central Intercollegiate Ath-
letic Association: North Caro-
lina A&T College, Virginia Un-
ion University. Maryland StatO
College. Virginia State College,
Saint Augustine's College, Win-
ston Salem Teachers College,
Johnson C Smith University,
Hampton Institute, North Caro-
lina College. Saint Paul's Cot-
leg. Elizabeth City Teachers
College. Howard University,
Lincoln University (Ps.), Shave
University, Morgan State Col-
lege, Fayetteville State Teach-
ers College, Delaware State
College.
Midwestern Athletic Confer
ence: Tennessee State A&I Uni-
versity, Kentucky State Col.
lege Central State College,
Lincoln University (Mo.), Clef.
lin College, Albany State Col.
lege, Savannah State College,
Morris College, Paine College.
Gulf Coast Athletic Confer-
ence: Bishop College, Dillard
University, Philander Smith
College, Rust College, Tougaloo
College.
South Central Athletic Co..
enee: Mississippi Vocational
College, Mississippi Industrial
College, Paul Quinn College,
Alcorn AteM College, Jarvis
College Leland College.
Eastern Inercolleglate Con.
ierence: Norfolk State College,
Voorhees College, South Caro.
tins Area Trades, Livingstone
College. Kittrelt College, Mor-
ristown College. Friendship Col-
lege.
Southestern Athletic Confers
ante: Southern University,
Prairie View College, Texas
Southern University, Jackson
State College, Texas College,
Grambling College, Arkansas
AM&N College, Wiley College.
San Francisco's Willie Mays
retained the No. 1 spot among
the National League batters
with a mark of .346, statistics
compiled by the Howe News
Bureau reveal.
Richie .,shburn of Chicago
held second with .320. followed
by Bill White of St. Louis with
.316, Bob Clemen e of Pitts.
burgt with .315 and Pancho
Herrera of Philadelphia with
.314.
Mayt is still high in runs-
scored, 75: total bases 231. and
don iles, 25
Vada Pinson of Cincinnati,
who shares the leadership in
triples with White with eight
apiece, picked up two stolen
bases during the week to
boost his 'envie lead to 25.
Dick Groat of Pittheareh has
garnered the most hits. 130.
SIIMinet Ernie Banks of Chl-
-nee toot- over sole prows-
elon of the home ren denart-
ment with 30. and continues
to pace the loop in runs-batt-
ed-in with 87.
In burling, Billy O'Dell of
San Francisco mover' into first
place in the earned run cate-
lory with 2.35. Larry .Teekson
of St. Louis has 'oiled the
most innings. 190. while Don
Drvedale of Los Angeles fan-
ned si-- ,ters durine the week
to run hit league leading strike-
out total to 168. Vernon Law of
Pittsbureh has tallied the most
wins and has reeistered the
most came enmpletions with
14, reseectively..
S •
AltvFltiC AN' T,t,' AGUE
Al Selth of Chlca.n. who WAS
aecend last week, took over the
hafting lead in the American
League batting nagado with a
Percentage of .324, according
to fissures eompiled by the
The , News Bureau.
Bill Svowron of New 'York
last week's batting pace-setter
dropped to se-ond •vith .317
!lotyi,;rSei evweiross. 
316 
fofoll inede
teeiaimete Ulnole ‘V-Incr,
314 ger! Pete Runnels of Bos-
ton ed'h 310.
Nellie Fox Chicago's dimin-
utive second baseman took
over the sole leadership hi
triples with seven. His team-
mate. Luis Aparicio, has a
sebstantial lead in base thefts
an
Roger Met-Is, New York slue-
eel. Is still the frent-rnriner hi ,
four-plays, 32, and runs driv•
en across. U.
Smith is the sole leader In
We with 114.
Clowns Meet
K. C. Giants
The Indianapolis Clowns take
their hilarious baseball wares to
Municipal Stadium, Kansas Citst
Mo., on August 14 for a game
with the Kansas City Giants.
The game, which will benefit
the Knights of Pythagoras, is
expected to draw a record
crowd. There has been a great
deal of pre-game interest in the
coming tilt.
Past masters in the art of in-
jecting humor into a game, the
Clowns remain the number one
diamond attraction and draw-
ing card in Negro baseball to-
day. This is the same club that
produced the National League
stai, Hank Aaron, a champion
performer with the Milwaukee
Braves.
The Clowns will unveil other
performers who may shortly fol-
low in Aaron's footsteps. One is
Byron Purnell, a hard-hitting
young outfielder from Philadel-
phia who is playing his third
year in the outer garden. Purnall
has been scouted by a number
of major league teams.
The Clowns recently made
when they became the first
colored club in baseball
history to play at Doublet's,
Field Cooperstown, N. Y., in
honor of -the National Baseball
Hall of Fame and Museum.
Thru mid-June they rolled up
37 consecutive wins before a set-
back in Jersey City, N. J.
Roberts Signs
Pact With
Cleveland
CLEVELAND — (ANP) —Joe
Roberts, captain of Ohio State's
national collegiate championship
basketball team, will join the
Cleveland Pipers next season its
the National Industrial League.
Roberts, third draft choice of
the Syracuse Nationals of the.
National Basketball Association,
averaged 11.1 poin's per game
wit, a *1.4 shooting percentage.
A native of Columbus. the 6-6
Roberts was second in rebound-
ing for the Bucks. He was con-
sidered an all-around player and
will be used as a guard, center
and forward by the Pipers'
coach Johnny McLendon.
Ben Worley, whe played in the
last few games for the Pipers
this year, also has signed for a
full season. He played his col-
lege ball at Tennessee State.
where MeLenlon formerly
coached.•
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Stor k Stop
Born at E. It Crump Memorial
Hospital.
July 21, 1960
Daughter, Robin. to Mr. and
Mrs. Theodore Jamison of 1371
Eloise.
July 22
Son, Ronald, to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Lee Farmer of 531 Bos-
ton.
Daughter, Angela. to Mr. and
airs. George Irving of 339 Lucy.
Daughter, Vickye, to Mr and
Mrs. Robert Bowen of 21G9
Pennsylvania.
Daughter, Gwendolyn, to Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Parham of 770
Boston
July 23
Daughter, Tracy to Mr. and
Mrs. Elyone Lamondue of 1470
S. Barksdale.
Daughter, Delsey, to Mr. and
Mrs. James of 936 B. Porter.
Son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs.
Hugh J. Walker of 1479 Ragan.
July 24
Daughter, Veronica, to Mr.
and Mret Robert L. Patterson of
310 Elder rd.
July 25
Daughter, Toni, to Mr. and
Zemo Great for
Minor Bums, Cuts
Zerno, a doctor's formula, liquid
or ointment, soothes, helps heal
minor burns, cuts, bruises. Family
antiseptic, eases itch of surface
rashes, eczema, teen-age pimples,
athlete's foot Stops 'crate 
aids faster healing. For stubborn
eases, get Extra Strength Unto.
A DOUCHE
POWDER
that's refreshingly
Cleansing!
AT LAST science has
discovered a skillfully
blended vaginal douche
powder, tested and
found safe to use by
thoumands of well
Informed women. This
soothing
galled CERTANE. will not burn or
desensitise even the most delicate
tissue. yet is powerfully cleansing
and deodorising. Don't take chances.
et CERTANE today at drug stores.
Troubled? Love?
Money Problems?
I'll help. Solution
available, if instruc-
tions followed. Strictly
personal.
John Wamsteker
Dept. 16-x
Box 10, Ottery, Cape,
South Africa
Tell Us When . . .
You'll Get It Then
Hulbert's Printing Co.
358 Beale Street
Printing Of All Kind
iliimeographtng . Letterheads . . .
Stationery . . Bill Heads , And
Slany other forms of printing for the
Individual or industry.
Get Complete
Pictorial
Coverage
In The
TRI-STATE
DEFENDER
On
Weddings
Anniversaries
Churches
Club Events
Banquets
Call: JA. 6-8397
And Ask For
The Picture Editor
WORK SHOES
as. Is
(II.ew. Only)
zu.././. iy "
Mrs. Joe Blakemore of 403 N.
Dunlap.
Son, Don, to Mr. and Mrs.
Allen Brown of 896 Polk.
July 27
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Lemons of 358 Tillman.
Son, Marvin, to Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmie Hewett of 228 Turley,
apt. 1. Born at John Gaston Hos-
pital.
July 30
Daughter, Cynthia, to Mr. and
Mrs. Otis Ely of 1421 Horace.
Daughter, Odessa, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lewis Whitfield of 684
Wallace.
Daughter, Doretha, to Mr.
and Mrs. Lewis Jones of 506C
Holmes.
Daughter, Sharon, to Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Adair of 908 Wil-
loughby.
Son, Reginald, to Mr. and Mrs.
Milton Winston of 2978 Prince-
ton.
Son, John, to Mr. and Mrs.
John L. Mitchells of 1448 Lo-
cust.
Son, Barry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Sylvester Brooks of 1215 James.
Son, Roshelle, to Mr. and Mrs.
Grady Bryant of 210 N. Dunlap.
Son, Roderick, to Mr. and
Mrs. Rapheal M. Privot of 336
Dixie Mall.
Daughter, Mary, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lucious Jones of 1348
Breedlove.
Son, Odis, to Mr. and Mrs.
R. B. Green of 3726 Mart.
Son, Stanley, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Reese of 2352 Devoy.
Son, Davis, to Mr. and Mrs.
Melvin Amerson of 498 Lipford.
Son, Clifton, to Mr. and Mrs.
aarence Neal .of 2872 Douglas.
Daughter, Diane, to Mr. and
Mrs. Gaston Turner of 621 Ala-
bama.
July 31
Son, J. D., to Mr. and Mrs.
J. D. Williams of 1405 Hemlock.
Son, Willie, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Jefferson of 236 Lucy.
. Daughter, Tochaisky, to Mr.
and Mrs. Augusta Jenkins of
2148 Farmer.
Daughter. to Mr. and Mrs.
Dallas Butler of 820 N. Seventh.
Son, Wendell, to Mr. and Mrs.
A. J. Jones of 1525 Mallory.
Daughter, Avis, to Mr. and
Mrs. Wilbert White of 1170
Springdale.
Daughter, Coletha, to Mr. and
Mrs. Percy Ellezy of 196 Turley.
Twin daughters, Annette and
Janette, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Massey of 1436 Pillow.
Daughter, Patricia, to Mr.
and Mrs. Lamb H. Harris of
1590 Orr.
Son, Rochell, to Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Houston of 1196 Keel.
Son, Jerome, to Mr. and Mrs.
Luther Hall of 957 Melrose
Son, Arvee, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Campbell of 133 Beans
Alley.
August 1
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Sammie
Height of 803 N. Second.
Daughter, Rose, to Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Smith of 103 Vaal.
Daughter, Elaine. to Mr. and
Mrs. Ellis Stevenson of 1468
Minnie.
Son, Edward, to Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Hankins of 2962 Shannon.
Son, Frederick, to Mr. and
Mrs. Artis Wynn of 111 North
Manassas.
Daughter Mary to Mr and
ter.
Son, Samnel, to Mr. and Mrs.
Sammie Crout of 500 Tillman.
Daughter, Dorothy, to Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Gordon of 386 South
Wellington.
Son, Eaunice, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Justice of 4372 Ellendale
rd.
Son, John, to Mr. and Mrs.
John Buntyn of 1218 College.
Son, John, to Mr. and Mrs.
John Williams of 615- Driving
Park ct.
Daughter, Fredrica, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Carpenter of
040 Poplar.
Son, Leroy, to Mr. and
Leroy Guy of 3217 Ford.
August 3
Son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Simmons of 657 Mosby.
Daughter, Cassandra, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Liggins of 1217
Effie.
Daughter, Corine, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Edwards of 2400
Gentry ave.
Son, John, to Mr. and Mrs.
John Blair of 741 Tate.
Son, Jackie, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles McDowell of 3072 Crys-
tal.
Twins, Darrell and Wanda, to
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Taylor of
368 A. S. 4th st.
Son, Meshelle, to Mr. and Mrs.
Jesse Maclin of 862 Marianna.
Daughter, Dianne, to Mr. and
Mrs. Johnnie Brooks of 1375
Valse.
August 4
Daughter, Deborah, to Mr.
and Mrs. James Watson of 1648
Brookins.
Daughter, Dinzell, to Mr. and
Mrs. David Peete of 1074 North
Manassas.
Daughter, Rosalind, to Mr.
and Mrs. James Sesley of 2690
Spottswood, apt. 4.
Daughter, Stephanie, to Mr.
and Mrs. Archie Moore of 1328
Hyde park.
Son, David, to Mr. and Mrs.
L. C. Walker of 320 Baltic.
Son, Joe, to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Moore of 254 Jones.
Daughter, Cassandra, to Mr.
and Mrs. James Thomas of 1615
Sidney.
August 5
Daughter. Patricia, to Mr.
and Mrs. E. C. Echols of 306
Flynn. ,
Daughter, Shirley, to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie McKinney of 371 So.
Orleans.
Son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs.
Alonzo Mitchell of 1192 Florida.
Daughter, Diane, to Mr. and
Mrs. 0. Z. Vanzant of 1420
Hemlock.
Son, Terence, to Mr. and Mrs.
John Minion of 1674 Boxtown.
Son, Henry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Smith of 1476 Gill.
Daughter, Yvonne, to Mr. and
Mrs. Sammy Richardson of 1623
So. Main.
Son, Tommie, to Mr. and Mrs.
Lee A. Jones of 4738 Dodd.
Daughter, Clarice, to Mr. and
Mrs. Virgie Stevenson of 3047
Green.
Son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Dorsey of 1015 Eyres.
Son, Willie, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Robinson of 276 N. Ma-
nassas.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Craig of 224 Clayton.
Son, Antonio, to Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel Williams of 1586 Sunset.
Mrs.
Mrs. Nathaniel Conway of 1557 
M
Daughter, Donna, to Mr. and Nursing Schoolrs. John S. Gatson of 363 Till-McMillan.
man.
Daughter, LaTonyaa, to Mr.
and Thurman Jones of 959 So.
I
Wellington.
Daughter, Vivian, to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Burton of 1454 Ly-
ceum.
Son, Melvin, to Mr. and Mrs.,
Benjamin Whitelow of 1212'
Woodlawn.
Son, James, to Mr. and Mrs.
James Williams of 340 Calhoun.
August 2
Son, Desi, to Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Hibbs of 712 Tate.
Son. Warren, to Mr. and Mrs.
Warren Berg of 210G Curry.
Son, Rickey, to Mr. and Mrs.
Leonard Palmer of 276 So. Park-
way.
Son, Willie, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Hudson of 1665 Pennsyl-
vania.
Son. Clauzelle, to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Earl Fisher of 124
Wisconsin.
Daughter, Barbara, to Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Scruggs of 775 Por-
-- - — - —
ALL SIZES &WIDTHS
From SD, E, EE to size 14
BUY DIRECT & SAVE!
LOW PRICE Heavy, Cowhide Leather, One-Piece Beck,
only Reinforced Shank, Rawhide Laces, Cushioned
S
00 Insole, Heavy Cork & Rubber Outsole. Satisfac-
tion Guaranteed!8 PSIS
WORK SHOE KING. I. 0 Om 642, Casurals. S C
Please seed , as. of Work Shorts as t$ a De
Sin wreath rj Stowe
0 MO Ent Rush Prepaid 0 Send COO pies Omegas
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JESSE H. TURNER
Elect Memphian
To Demo Grou
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — (UPI) —
Jesse H. Turner, 49-year-old
banker ..nd a leader in the
NAACP was elected last week
to the 31-member Shelby Coun-
ty Democratic Executive com-
mittee—the first Negro to hold
such an office here since Re-
construction days.
Turner, a certified public ac-
countant, retired to his home at
2 a.m. last Friday, CST not
knowing that be had won.
At 6 a.m., United Press In-
ternational telephoned Turner
to tell him that unofficial re-
turns elected him over two
white candidates seeking the
four year term.
"That's good news," Turner
said.
"I'm indeed happy to know
that I have been elected, and I
wish to express my sincere ap-
preciation for many individuals
who worked in my behalf."
28,006 VOTES
The unofficial vote gave Tur-
ner 28,589, Mrs. C. D. Boart-
field, wife of a former presi-
dent of the Memphis AFL-CIO
Labor Council 24,756, and in-
surance man Robert Owen
Dawkins 18,945.
Turner said he felt that "this
election to the Shelby County
Democratic Executive commit-
tee is certainly the beginning
of the Negro entering the gov-
erning body of our Democratic
NASHVILLE—After 60 years
of existence, the School of Nurs-
ing of Meharry 'edical College
is being discontinued. Several
factors were involved in making
the decision to close the school.
Since Meharry Medical Col-
lege organized a School of Nurs-
ing, t h e requirements have
changed. Meharry is unique in
not having university affiliation,
but the current accreditation re-
quirements of the National Lea-
gue for Nursing involve, not
only questions related to uni-
versity affiliation, but also in-
structional matters, none of
which Meharry can find finan
cially feasible to implement at
this time.
lismaaraira ANN mumarodygoasseim apeme4
party, the city and county gov-
ernment."
As a member of the commit-
tee Turner said he will work
with other members to "build
a stronger Democratic party in
Shelby County."
GEORGE LEE
George Lee. a Negro busi
nessman, has been a long
standing member of the Re-
publican committee counter-
part.
"The Negro has been on the
outside in Shelby County,"
Turner said. "We have not
been an integral part of the
Democratic organization in the
county."
Turner was one of three
other Negroes seeking office
in Thursday's balloting, and
the only one to win.
This was the first time an
election was held for the com-
mittee posts. Heretofore politi-
cal leaders had selected a slate
for four year terms, and the se-
lection was tantamount to elec-
tion.
Turner, a native of Longview,
Miss., is the father of three
sons, Jesse, jr., 10, Ray, 9 and
Eric, 4. His wife is Alegre, 38.
Turner is a plaintiff in two
desegregation suits in Federal
District Court here. He seeks
to open all Memphis public li-
braries and the restaurant at
Municipal airport to Negroes.
Houston Schools
Must Integrate
By CARLTON WILSON 'picked out these schools for
HOUSTON, Tex. — (UPI) —1
Federal District Judge Ben Con-
nally last week ordered the
Houston school board to start
integrating the city's schools
in September, and criticized
Its area integration plan as a
"palpable sham and subter-
fuge."
"This court finds that said
plan does not constitute com-
pliance with the aforementioned
order of this court, nor does
it constitute a good faith at-
tempt at compliance.
"But it is a palpable sham
and subterfuge designed only to
accomplish further evasion and
delay," Judge Connally, son of
former U S. Sen. Torn Con-
nally, said in his order.
Houston is the largest seg-
regated school district in the
United States with 162,920 stu-
dents attending 177 schools.
Mere are 129 schools for
whites and 48 schools for Ne-
groes.
Judge Connally ordered the
school board to place the "stair-
step" plan of integration into
operation next month. This
means that first-grade students
will be integrated this year
with one successive grade in-
tegrated every year after that
until all 12 grades have been
integrated by 1972.
THE 'SHAM' PLAN
The school board's plan,
Judge Connally blasted, pro-
pcy,ed that one elementary, one
junior high and one high school
be integrated in the same area
—where a white or Negro child
in an elementary school would
graduate on to the junior and
senior high school designated
for integration. The plan was
to go into effect in September,
1961.
School Supt. John W. McFar-
land and his aides would have
which
integration. This was the latest
plan to be proposed since Hous-
ton schools were ordered to in-
tegrate "with all deliberate
speed" in 1957.
Neither Negroes ot whites
seemed pleased by Judge Con-
nally's ruling although McFar-
land said he will begin immedi-
ately to "work out the prob-
lems."
'TAKES TOO LONG'
Mrs. Charles E. White, the
only Negro member of the
school board, said the "stair-
step" plan would take too long.
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GO By Born..
• It's Convenient
• Fast
-VSafe
E- NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
=== MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO
•••nO
Katanga To
Mobilize Army
By GEORGE SIBERA
LEOPOLDVILLE The Congo
— (UPI) — Katanga Prime
Minister Moise Tshombe an-
nounced 'he general mobiliza-
tion of the "Katanga armed
forces" Wednesday, shortly
after he announced that Unit-
ed Nations units would have
to "fight their way" if they
enter his Congo province this
week.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — addresses of members living in
Louisiana has gone to the Su_ Louisiana. The NAACP 
filed and
won a counter suit challenging
both the 1924 law and a statute
enacted in 1958.
People to turn over its mem-
bership list just as the state re- 
The 1958 Louisiana law re-
of other organizations. 
quires all out-of-state organiza-
tions to swear that their of-
quiresficers and any association with
The 
to overturn the refusal of 
which they are affiliated are lotstate asked the high
members of any subversive
a special three-judge federal 
panel to require the NAACP to 
group. 
Louisiana Attorney General
obey a
originally was enacted to in-
Jack P. F. Gremillion, in urg- 1924 Louisiana law,
curb the Ku Klux Klan. The 
g the Supreme Court review,
contended that the lowor court
statute since has been applied 
to various fraternal and other 
misinterpreted t h e Supreme
Court ruling.
groups. 
The federal panel ruled Feb. 
The petition said: "In view of
29 at New Orleans that similar 
the fact that the state enacted
Supreme Court decisions affect- 
its membership filing require-
Alabama and Arkansas ap- 
ment in order to achieve a leg,i-
lied to the Louisiana case. The 
timate and substantial govern-
p
court ruled in those cases 
mental purpose, the mere fact
that disclosure of membership 
that there might be a slight in-
with the constitution- 
fringement on the right of asso-
al guarantee of freedom of as 
ciation does not and cannot void
the poser of the state to enact
NAACP WON 
these reasonable regulations."
The Supreme Court probably
The state first sought to re- will act on the cast Oct. 10, the
quire the NAACP to file an- first business day of the 1960-
nually a list of the names and 61 term
preme Court with its battle to
force the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored
Cop Marries
Negro: Fired!
GREENVILLE, Miss. —
(ANP) — A police officer who
eloped to Chicago with a Ne-
gro woman was fired here last
week by Police Chief W. C.
Burnley.
Burnley said the officer, De-
tective Sergeant B. G. Lester
left here with the woman,
whom he refused to identify,
when he went on vacation and
that the couple reportedly got
married in Chicago.
Upon his return to the city,
Lester was called in, confront
ed with the report and fired.
According to reports he has
left the city again and is pre-
sumably living in Chicago with
his bride.
Burnely. who gave every in-
dication he would rather not
discuss the matter any further,
nor give any more of the in-
formation he has, also had to
tire another veteran officer for
SHE'S 95 — Still in her prime
as she celebrates her 95th birth-
day is Mrs. Charity Fitzhugh,
of 4317 Calumet ave., mother
of 14 children of whom seven
are still living. An active mem-
ber of the Green Grove Baptist
church, Mrs. Fitzhugh has
never worn glasses and still
has most of her teeth. She attri-
butes her long life to clean
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 living. Defende: staff photo.
CALLING ALL
NEWSBOYS
Yon Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
Call cur Come In Today.
Hurry! Call SA. 6-8397 Now!
• a 
236 So. Wellington St.
71ilimounimillimitoomminnimmumillmiluam 4.1 
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Involvement with Negro wom-
en.
Walter Lindsey, a squad car
officer with five years' service,
was fired on complaint from
a 14-year-old Negro girl inmate
of the City Jail and another
inmate. They charged him with
"immoral conduct."
The chief refused to elabo-
rate, identify any of the wom-
en, or say just when the fir-
ings had taken place.
WORD FROM INSIDE
WINDSOR, Vt. —
mates of the state prison here
wrote in their monthly publica-
tion, the Green Mountain Gra-
phic:
"We are no different from the
guy next door. We eat, sleep,
dream and hope. Today, while
treatment is more humane and
the emphasis is on rehabilita-
tion, prison is still a formidable
and frightening place, especially
to the man who loves his free-
dom. No matter how tolerently
operated, prison finally boils
down to a place of high walls,
steel bars and watching guards."
BABY, WHAT A FIRE
WHITE RIVER JUNCTION,
Vt. — (UPI) — Nineteen fire-
men, one fire truck and a rescue
wagon answered a call at a
smoking house here and found
two steaming tapers that had
been put in a pan to boil. Fire
officials said the diapers were a
total loss.
SLEEPING CABBIES
CEBU CITY, Philippines —
(UPI) — Two bare-footed taxi
drivers complained to police
that their shoes were stolen
while they were sleeping id
their parked vehicles.
HELP WANTED
JOURNEYMAN
COMPOSITORS
, GOOD SALARY
HOLIDAYS WITH PAY
AND
PAID VACATION
WAITE TO
CHICAGO DAILY DEFENDER
2400 MICHIGAN AVE.
CHICAGO 16, ILL
Asks Top Court !Believe Racine.List Youth Drowns
For NAACP unidentified Negro boy was be-RACINE, WIS. — (UPI) —Anlieved to have drowned Tusday
in the Root River near down-
town Racine.
Other boys playing in the
area said they saw the boy tall
in the water and he failed
code up. The body had not be
recovered and police were un.
able to learn the identity of the
boy.
The accident occurred about
5:48 p.m. and dragging opera-
tions continued nearly four
hours latex
LIGHTING UP
NEW YORK — (UPI) —
Twelve per cent of women smok-
ers participating in a survey for
a cigarette maker said they
smoke to ease nervousness; four
per cent said they smoke "be-
cause men do."
More than 30 per cent of the
men interviewed said that wom-
en smoke to "show off."
"Is
KINGS lir LODGB
A VACATION FIT FOR A KING%
• Modena lIttel DeLime s
?rings sad brail-whata Bitns
• !racial' Modern Dining X0041
• Tiltrod Slimming Tool
• Nib House—Corktail Su and Snack P
Da Ting and [porta
a.lts se neat tat inforrootin sad Rett.,••
has Cagy
I. C. Owen, hop. V,7.?Wise 6 2.616
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YOU HAVE TO TRY IT
TO BELIEVE IT!
Gillette
Saps&
BLUE BLADE
10 for 694
PITS ALL GILLETTE RAZORS
WORLD'S LARGEST
FORD DEALERS
New And Used
Cars And Trucks
Hull - Dobbs
Third at Gayoso
Phone JA 6-8871
MAGI,
•
The LIGHT and BRIGHT
modern way to keep
your hair in style
Be Smart ... and thrifty, tool
$*4/ the
popvlef prPcat 35
AMERICA'S LARGEST SELLING
NAIR DRESSING
It's Wise To Be
Economical
Buy Liquor Wisely
We Sell Mixed Cases
at
There's Considerable Saving
Case Prices
If You Buy
at
PANAMA LIQUOR STORE
1028 MISSISSIPPI AT WALKER
Telephone WH. 2-3312
FREE PARKING •
1
(
Get In On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain In Town 1
Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or DeathNotice To Be Announced, Household Goods, Need Help In Your Home Or Business, Fur-
niture You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Business?
• 3 Lines For Two (2) Weeks .70
•
4
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PHONES lAckson 6-8397
Ackson 6-8398
YOU WILL GET RESULTS
INSURANCE AGENCIXS
•
•
AUTO LIABILITY
NOW AVAILABLE
Regardless To Past
Accident Record!
L 11 your urivUte License hes
been revoked
11. U sour isisuratie • nee amp
cancelled
• If your applicatleo Si.. been
re/looted
Call Adkins Insurance Agency-
JA 6-43$5. A Representatt•• viii
tall at your bomb with full detail.,
NOW AVAILABLE FOR
THE FIRST TIME!
RO6P1 TAL AND 11 195.NE101
SURANCII FOR PWPLE WHO
RAVE HAD CANCER, DIABET/4,
=ART DIAXASE AND OTNEIR
BMus musses.
FOR MORE DETILS CALL
aDEINS INSURANCE AOENCY
GENERAL AGENT - DISASIL-
ITY DIV - CONTINENTAL CAS,
1YALTY CO 734 VANCE AVE
kabLPHIS, TENN
PHONE - JA 6-53$3
Real Estate
CASH TALKS,
WILL PAY CASH ter ereeertr or
•acant lets If prised right
1111. 5-1240 EL 1-7736
I II 11100WIN A COMPANY1144 Moires *weave
MOICIELLANK01311 POP *ALB
'D COINS SOUORT"
Send owns. Will Send Check Net /1640ML
Return Chock
Sought
COMB Solo Serious no tarns&
Appraiser
PAVATA'S COIN 1CLCRANCA
43-401 ISA& et fluslitn• . N 5.
Meriber A.M.A.
lance. - 954
ROADIAASTER-RWIERA
Air Cond-power soul, Nee pa1kt-615
limns car Mr fractioe of coat
MOAN
K.L 11.111111-0R. MU 1-1127
services
BEIWTICIAN
WANTED
At Nancy's Beauty Salon
305 No. 12th West Memphis,
Ark. Call RE. 5-1111 or Come
by. Prefer girl in Memphis or
West Memphis.
BUY U. S.
SAVING
BONDS
Memphis Business
Service Directory
REMODELING, ADDITIONS
12x12 Rooms $995 - 12x20 Garage $435
E. Hunter Construction
Company
FA. 7-3966 Anytime Bank Terms
ELECTRO-
WARMTH
Bed Warmer For
Pains - Aches,
BLOMBERG
Burt Lake 1, Mich.
WRECKS
REBUILT
Automobile Issay
Work end Point's,
Dewey's Auto Service
475 Linden Ave. JA 7-0321
no YOU WANT TO RS SE AITTITUI
vial rsanoir BEAUTY SHOP 1-340
Thomas, Addle Grant May - 04asie
Lester. ofisrstar
ART LOVERS. NOW ing TOUR SEANCE
TO COLLECI UNUSUAL POWE*MoSt
rog, sire *TART YOUR PtNOW *INOUE CARD 22 OR P. 0.BoK .13. ANSONIA STATION N T VIP
N.
erruAxitilkl WANTS)
RELIABLE WOMAN =MEI PTINdays e week as maid In Masa °Moe.beauty shop, etc. Call - WE 1-1131.
ELROD AND SON
SERVICE STATION
1143 Miss. at Crump Blvd.
Day It Night Service
Experienced Mechanics
AUG. SALE - BIG REDUCTION
ON ALL ROYAL MASTER TIRES
Per • good tire sale ask for Elrod.
TELEPHONE JA. S-11462
Get Your Next Cer Here!!
Ctv irr j.
Ape.••••••■•
"THE TRUTH 15 THE LIGHT"
Frees Your Dear Friends
Bill Walker and
Pop Shelton
Censer 270 East S.
AT LINDEN
Tine Cars - Also Working
folks Cars. We'll Listen To
Any Prepeeltitan - GOOD,
PAD OR NO CREDIT.
BR. 54671
9100 DOWN AND $10 PER
WEEK ON ANY OF THESE
CARS
1955 CHEVROLET - Bel air,
Tudor. Extra Sharp, Radio,
Heater, White tires.
1936 FORD - Crown Victoria,
fully equipped-Like New
1955 PLYMOUTH - Hard top,
radio, heater, two-tone
paint, white tires.
1955 PONTIAC - Tudor, ready
to go anywhere. Must sell
this week.
Prom Your Dear Friend.
LOW CUNNINGHAM MOTORS
435 Monroe at Lauderdale
Phone JA 743131
Th• working mans friend We have help-
ed more people get their credit back
than anyone in the world Bankrupt -Wage Earners - Repossessed - mis-fortune - We are open tor propositionsat any kind
Gned - Bad - or-se - Credit!
• REDROOM ROUES flif NICE NEIGH-borhood Or will buy .as Coil Jnskaori1-1397.
CLASSIFIED
Want Ad
RATES
0 pt.
18 PT. SAME eon es 4Woes ordinary fella
_
24 PT. sAktil NATI ASI HOW erdAsery
In&
15c per agate line
5 words to a line
2 lines
3 lines 45c
4 lines ...... 00c
5 lines   75c
5% PT. SAME RATE as 1 line
ordinary type
SA211 RATE as 2
Moos ordinary typo
36 PT. SAMS*ATI AS/istilinant
nes
Cancellations of want-ads CAB
be given until 12 noon Satur-
day Copy cancelled after 12
noon Saturday will be lulled
at regular rates.
DEADLINES
12 NIDOR Monday
Miscellaneous
No guarantee can be given as
to position in column. T. F.
(Till Forbid) orders subject
to change in rata without
notice.
Tri-State Defender box num-
bers - the words comprising
the address - whether name
and street or telephone, or
The Tri-State Defender box
number - will be charged for
as part of the advertisement
The Tri -St a te De fen d eT will
forward to out of tows ad-
vertliera mail received ad
Greased to our address, but
the excess postage is to be
charged to '.:111 advertiser
Misc. For Sale
SHOP AT BOB'S
FOR THE BUT IN INFANT'S
- CHILDREN'S WEAR
SPECIALS
LAYETTES $7 95
DIAPERS ;1.57 Doz.
THIS AD WORTH 51 00
CASH FOR PURCHASE
OP $3 .00 OR MOPE
Bob's Juvenile
Shop
3206 W Roosevelt Road
SA. 2-9622
sae Stamps With Purchase
Ike RAKE I ADDR113111 LABELS 61.00
Peek's Rubber 1)Mtilw $1 ne
SRC gook Corn:tarty nos No 3333Nashville 3. Tenn
DEAR JANE. DID TOO KNOW TWAT
you can get I Summer dress for $1.15.
ehlidrtn's dresses for 75c and Men's matte
Is. $3 N. WEERET At the Junior I tutu*
Thrift Shop 4 North Front Hurry! )fur-
fl! Sartain* Oalorel
2-IWSINESS OPPORTIJNMES
111rAUTTOTILT POLISHED baroque mi.-
hire of tt . amethrst. obsidlunt.
agate other 1.3 Pi tiOund Postpaid V.Brubaker. 1311 W 1p1. Lancaster cant
A 1.1:ENADTI • 8 SA KEEN SHOP
gua Park Avenue
PA 4-9141
MARRIAGE
CERTIFICATE
Printers Perms, OU ARA STEED,
Mt? State Names Dates Omitted Used
as Cerl-teaste Duplicate. e0151•11 or gifts.
$1 each lthreer $5 Prompt Confidential
yoethatti leers ice
N AT")N AI, FORMS
P.O. Box 7072, MiamJ 55, Fla.
3-REMODEL REPAIR PAINT
ROO1Pusa root, repaired Sinn
'leak Carper sier work, floors leveled
otomtteTt, glitters cleaned repaired
Marco concrete, Orlaster do me own work
Tree est Reasonable price.
T Spencer SR A4443 SE 1-3920
4.-SPECIAL SERVICE
111.1TO LIARILITy NOW
AVAILASLI TO ALL
1/114 and up 1-3 down with I months
le Pay - Telephone.
JA. 11-11311
&MAURO. LISTED for life for rk Stem
raying OSA dimes* ott•rters. dollars err
One time listing Your name in our 44
should keep lour bog full of interesting
Wirt, free wool's. Mg mall. Me ter
Lite. Details for self-addressed stamped
envelope ansvc Troths. Post Route 3.T.
Ireton CRY ti C. 411)
- 
POW SALE. Jscss. £001.0.4ND O -n
odoif fwernorit to rya a garage.
rent buildiag re reliable Person JAM/fags8-0304
1.101711tTa WANTED REZA ruts ANDbarglar alarm system Efficient emel bb
expensive For home and business Shelter/
DIstribaliair Co 1190 Linden Office No SO
Floss BR 4-340
r,sqpiii,rortf
..piti,la,
,ii..,........
Sal Gebrielli YO. 9-4462
BET-R PRODUCTS CO.
'A World at Values-
• AUTO SCHG.
Lie PiRTISINO dPECIAL I sICS
• PRINTING IIINEKOGRAPHINO
• RUBBER ST AMPS 132. A i
* 00C4 La CALLE Ere Rs
790 Timbers Ave.
(Neer Gomel Iltre.t Yonkers, N. Y.
REPAIRS ON ALL MAKE,hensing Machines NO Ser. ice coarse
in tilti All Work Guaranteed Call
RAH Home Seri ice
1657 Lame, eenu•
BR 4-1050
13 Instructioe
ENROLL
NOW
COMPLETE
SECRETARIAL TRAINING
Night & Day Classes
Key Punch
Data Processing
Typing Si Filing
Shorthand
Accounting
HENDERSON
Business College, Inc.
In Linden Ave. JA it-4754
• Accounting
• Secretarial
• Office Machine
* Refresher Course
* Modern Equipment
Day & Evening
Classes
GRIGGS
Business Practical
Art College
492 Vance Ave. JA 7-4917
11 Special Services
11111111111111111111111111111111111111
USE
OUR
WANT
ADS
FOR
RESULTS
11111111111111111111111111111111111111
11
-SPECIAL SERVICES
PIANOS TUNED
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY fUNEH
Repairs Estimated Here ,
I u Years In tiano rusting I
and Rebuilding
IIREWYR JAcksoe 11-211.114
1000 Embossed Ousissess Cards
at $3.9Ds Itnessyl eotor /BMA or Slue.
Business Cards • AMR- Cards
Personal Cards
07.20 value at the new low Dries ornts per 1 000
Write no for sample cards and stvio
ober* REFUNESS CART) ?Mfrs tlIST
GEORGE PALINKUS
1577-TR1 tart 33rd et terrain. Otsfe
--
ItEltTCAN OTTORCI et morrows, wand.quick easy Details either owl $2.Box 606 Mane BC. Meek. salt
APIrRIATAL ADVTIVIR
STOP SUFFERING! I !post II 00 NOW Ettilly environs bringsPOSITIVE PROOPI Health Center. Ade-laide Road, Dublin. Ireland r7 hours Air-
mail)
TROUBLE.. LOVE, MONEY PROBLPMS7Solution available Don't give up Write
Diel• - P 0 Box IMO Ocala. Florida.
THE AMAE/790 "MAGIC
POWER" OF NUMBERS!
Inaluems Secret Itearber tioas. P Its
Number' and bays Comblnistion Codes.3 Dien elvers, etc Pyles. $3.60.
VICTORY
113$A Clyde Ave Chloate 111, 01
vitas Is. outurten a satevisits TO
Peas written test ter stetrere lieges* In
NEW YORK STATE 4.1%4 Ss tents le
einem mist M mailing and haftellIse -
plus 44.10 444,44•44 & seam/old Ion*.
Ilr T P PRO cams Co. sox 151111NOSN,A STATION. NEW YORE 1111.N. V.•
We will also include free se Charge Ilselaideinal Llama* Notdiss +Kb every syller
eve orv ed.
HOW TO WITT! LOU, MONEY ITO.
Send oirthd ice and dins, for informause
'caw. SImt3. *3104th &w... ChfearaHeights 111
Rev. C. W. F. Jefferson
Brings You I Am
•
MOSFQ vja. CHRIST
SINAI aw. ZION
FUR BLESSED AMULET. um, MONTY.UNC wOesED RUSH $2.00 DONATIONNOWt* JOY PEACE MY PEOPLE WELOVE SO MUcM CR1CA00 63, ILL.
309 E. 47th ST.
WA 4-2133
ELECTRONIC HYPNCYTIZER $14.110Transistor Radio 1110 ft Pocket ear ChiaGun - 1S95 - Extra 311 caliber shell's111 50 each Radio Walki• Talkie1119 15 - An, Rath° TV Tube $1.00 each.
Trensworld Elestrtnics - Poet Office Solt135 Indto cater:us
SPIRITUAL HELP
Are you worried over Money matters.Orono' unfit oral evil influences? 4. .0,10 I non write Illattop Baker Enclose$1.00 ore offering There is bey ror yourtroubled MUI You COI I. mooMetaL Write
BISHOP BAKER
3972 Prospect Ase.Suite 100Cleveland, Ohio
For Sale Misc.
THE LAW OF AVERAGES
"BE JAMMED"
Tees any e0111 nese or toile as youcanelef -Any rein! Anytime! Any Placed
-A startima statement, s no less start-ling performance rhis
 easily masteredimanigue in • eopyrighted manual seatyew irnmethately fee 111
CRAFT. Boy 114116.0. Bridgeport 1. Conn.
SPECIAL SERMONS
4 tot Si 00 - 10 tor 12.00
Easter S^ries - 9 for S2.1110
National Sermon Supply
104 N. Dalrymple
Albion. Michigan
"BY THE NUMBERS"
NUMBER RATINGS Through The
Weise. Of Numerology, RESULTS
Will AMAZE Trim With OUt week.
iy NUMBER Cord. Doily V.brotions
Per Any Event - CUBA RACE
MUTUELS, STOCKS 5 PONDS
Solite, Its. Stet. YOut Choice.
Send S2.00 With Birth Date, Tull
Nam• And Your Fav•rite Method
Of Play ihi• Checks Meese/.
VICTORY SERVICE
7726T So. Clyde Ass.
Chicago 49 III.
BUSINESS SERVICE
MEN, AT LAST IT'S MERE
rake New RUMTOREE And DIM Life Adietary preparation RUSET'OREE takes up
where nature twos off A PHYSICIAN'SPORMULA only $100 for a 2-week sup-
ply Money-back it not satisfed after 3
bottle Send 000 Cheek or wooer
Order nowt
THE RUMTOREX CO.
239 I. 1 1 5th St. - les 17
NEW YORK 29. N. Y.
THE BARGAIN Center. 1334
Smith St., Charleston, Nest Vs
Be Wise, wind 25 cent for catalog
of 1000 books, 33 cent up today.
APPLIANCE SERVICE
FREE ESTIMATES
ON
• Refrigerators
• Washing Machines
• Freezers
• Dryers
ND
ALL SMALL APPLIANCES
Memphis Refrigerator
Service 1004 Joseph
JA 7-0016
TEAS'S MAGIC SATTairy POWER
ANS MOTOR TUNKUPI
Instant stars in any weather . Lems
barters, fully cnargerd in 01 below titre
cold You'll olar Tent radio all
' %Inter witty fear of battery (ailure. More
winter miles par gallon on gas Slating
New Power, Pet, BIG morals PORAOENTSI Send al 91 fof sample anti dotails And get FREE 30 dim supplyof TRAVIS 'Hi Potency Tabletel A lies-
tat ano Pep latin.ulant - the very beet.
Theo - 0130 Vernon Claes** IR M.
RasToRit -PET" Into extra pep formula
$100. Refundable Ed Rumbels. Pleassail
Dale Neoruka
Piano Warehouse Sale
Pie specialle• fl gaol used Manes$10 down Will put a piano in your
home. FREE DELIVERY
Holliday Capri Piano Sales
1199 Ltndeo - BR 5-0355 Also
Night' IS Sundays.
BR. 6-0356
SUSIE'S BEAUTY SHOP
212. Hernando
in Hair Styles 01
All Kind
Tinting Bleaching
Soothe For Rent
a woe business In downtown los
calonSusie Walker Al.6-9907
Ill•eigent - FA 4-5054
12 Business Opportunities
MAKE MONEY
FROM THE START
We show you how FREE! to
secure lists of slow pay sc.
counts from doctors, dentists,
grocers, sanitarinnis, lumber
companies, garages. etc. AV
you do is send them to us .
for oar experienced collection
service. We pay up to 91.2.5
a nam• No delay Write to
d3y.
GENERAL FINANCE
304 Pickwick Bldg.
Kansas City 1. Mo,
V ALI MI 0 A LORD Salop Soot 16e.
fundable. with
ALTON
coupon
WArilARI 51. re
1 WAYS TO MAKE MONEY 41 HOME
where to Ni material and now to
manufacture cheaply Sena $1.00 Mann-featuring Sereetaltles si I
.81)
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her sew office at the Mississippi
State Line MADAM BM is back after s
long time Solna away and at last she Is
back to stay m Net new home
Are vow Disestisfled with marriage/ Have
you lost ,aint In your husband. wife or sweetheart? Are vote
in bad Realtb3 Are Too dtecouraged? If any el these are vow
problems coma let MADAM BK1.1 adv1se Ten at ones She
will rend tits to you lust as ski would read an apes boot
Tell you wily tour fob Or bastilesta 1. sot • iligerits• If you have
failed in Ise rest come see MADAM BELL at once
Locatee two Highway si goets fast ever Mbsoliscippt Ater•
Line oe Ike way tip Boman& Her home Is s blocks Solos
where she oiled to stay right aside the DeReto Motel Be sere
to look for the RFD BRICK NOUSE and vnulI find n4„, ow"
at all times iSbe never sad as office is Weer StemeNts
Catch yellow bee marked Whitelsevee State LIR* and gel
eft at Sts•• Use and walk Weeks and see MADAM KELL."
BAND iltvs/
COME TODAY Itei ViarithiRov4‘m• 241114i10 LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
RCM* 9 • NI tes s p
Reading* Dolly ones on Sundays
I lion? mots any horn, calls or answer any letters fle sure
to Id* Uri the right sign and the right same.
-
MiSCSLIANEOUS
ANA/ING JAil POINI
Pr•kattiot Tel tarry is year Peeve
Startle and distract liras lers. would-be attackers with thin clever's, desWined Sall Point 0Gun. Firm .2ii mil.
ber blanks with ex.
t.a loud report. Cs.'
be beard for miles 
•-`• 
at
around. No prima 
needed. Airmailed postomd
rompletely saamobled from our fee,
tan, in Eyrooe. bend St cs
Inchley older or to
HOLLYWOOD IMPORT CO,
2639 West Peterson T52
Chico. 45 Illinois
-
1.000500 BOOKS 10e Ellen! Free Catologs Railway Bos 124-T NYC-9
BEER Sc A QUART
Make tt youremf Oa gnu. rou now
Sas e 90 per cent on em.ii 51 CO Completebevy instructions $1 00 PREY • Ith order
carload of other interestine offers WII
ham Brown. Cross Counts, PublIc•tiona
ES Cast 3010 St. S iter Vert 111 N
ILESCITL7 1 11 he electric frpewrner still
to factory crate $7000 Guaranteed.Ileuthalde Printing Sox 5491 Hunt
Ington 3, West Va
- -
flAROAIN SJERCAANDIelt CATALOGHugs discounts Low wholesale prices
151g ca)e) gaving catalog 25e trefund
ablei 8 es J Co 1103 4.34.Levittown 9.Pa.
apot,Trt INTiattlITINts MALL. Earnings,
Photos, booklets, catalogs III refunded
4Ite Olt with order Alt 
- St.354- rap Hicksville. Long island 14
WE NEED names Will yes YOU per
name for obtaining thew tor o,: naIl-
Ins list Complete Instructions sent tor
$1.00 Harry al Young 1117 Broad Street.
Bristol. Tenn.....
"Arnethysl [sondem' *Brno., bracelets
$1.25 each item postpaid V Betlbattle
ISIS W Lancaster, Calif."
111 LOANS A MORTGAGES
 vomea.mm•1111.111111141,
NEED CASH?
Quick Loans
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
There is e reason why people
Ilk. to de business with as
You, too, will like our cour-
teous treatment end desire to
help You.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 8:00 P. M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 100
wxit ,,NLr
Home owned - Home operated
DIXIE
FINANCE CSMPANY
'71'• like to so, Of to you.
lean rt.:meet"
itt000toott and Supervised ley IN.
Cate Department of tasw-anee soy
e FlU'.'-
al It. Ms.,. A A 4-1.:5)
Ill %sadism+ IA 5-7611
NOTICE!
All Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.
Mail In Your News
Stories To The
Tri-State
Defender
236 South WellinotOrt
Post Office Box 311
We will be happy to
publish it for vou
"Free" Of Any
charges.
22 Furnished Rooms
ORANGE MOUND
HOTEL
Free Transportation fo and From
Airport. Depot, But Station Etc.
GOOD FOOD
to Our M.rdern Restaurant
Harry liolmes owner
2401 Park Avenue
FA 7-9253
Room for rent furnished or enteral&ed WRItehall a I2111 1343 1,Altharti eltro•t
Cal, Oleo 6:30 or before ¶00 II
Bast-Cory Marty CeetiVOWSoierlisi SultabieSir vent woman
COO (IL 741141 IP,. 4 o
SPIRITUAL ADVISORS
--- 
SISTER KANS. Indian healer and
ads teor U you are suffering sick
or ha., bad lusts, If worried or
troublro or need help. see Sister scan.
today for tomorrow ma) be too late.
She can halo you on all your prob.
lem• whatever they may be Owes
everader Including Sunday from $
In month), to II 00 at night Located
In nl.thesille Ark at state line.
ht• ha es Al North phone OS 3-41)47.
ruster Kane has eloci given power to
help
CRY BEFORE YOU PAY!
HUSBAND AND WIWI
Get the PEP and INEROT YOU WANT
and NTICD ANYTIME NIGHT or DAY.
No more WEAR Tired Out fee"ng for
YOu Amazing, a Se I Tablets, vela glve
you the PEP end ENERGY you NEED
or MONEY RACK 3-Weeks Supply
Send 61. Balance $1. Reekli We TrustYou
WEAVER DRUG CO
1703 Stitt Street Illacogdochsa 8. Texas
--
TIRE SERVICE CO
319 UNION AVE - Ali.;MPHIS
RETREADING SPECIALISTS
PHONE JA 11-51111
MISC FOR SALE
ATIC. WINDOW PANS AND SLADE4
Out-board motor. Drill Press aai1hand drill PA. 14706
FAN REPAIRS
• FACTORY METHOD
e FREE PICK UP
WATKIN'S FAN
REPAIR SHOP
2737 Lamar Ave.
FA 7-0795
Femaic Help Wanted
WOMP.N SEW EASY READY-CUT
Wtsp-A•Rountl Aprons ROMs fare$214 Domm-f3pare Time Write se
ACCURATE Mrckwil
REEPORT. NEW Yogis
SALES PERSONNEL - NEAT IN Atty
Orleans! Over IS years of age. N•
Experience needed Earn from $80 to $106
WEEKLY Great Opportunities for 44-
...,Icempnt can for airnoininient31 64743 - 5.30 a m til I p in,
_
Young lady yenta rob as nurse meld
or meld Is bower ahoy or atom
Wit NM/
_
MAIDS TO $50 WEEK. Guaranteedjobs best working conditions. FREI
morn board. uniforms. Tickets sett.
A-1 Agency. 100A Main St.. Hempstesd,
Lon Island N
HELP WANTED. Male. remote
41•••••••..
Men, Women, 18-55
To Train For
Civil Service Jobs
NO .nuytU
$01001 ecitiLation usually sufficient.
Porfranent ions no InyOffs cho
10111111 tern Vat advancements.
name sddress, phone number &nil
home rriotate Defend. P 0.
Sol 311.
OPPORTUNITY TO WARN 9 •
For Reload Women Presenting BeautyCounselor A netionally known produrAfor care of Milady's Skin.
"TRY BEFORE YOU BUY"
Write Mitchell P 0 BOY 311, Memphis
TRI-STATE DZIPENDER
1185 TO 00 WEEKLY
Classified lobs in Cincinnati, Nort'mrg
Ky. Male or Female Classified list
51.10. Other large cities on request 12.10WOMEN 153.00 WEEKLY AND UP
Must have telephone Pleasant mike.
Detail 101 full Information $1.10
(-ANDY JAMISON AGENCY
565 Armory - Cincinnati 14. Ohio
-
NEED EXTRA MONEY
Men or Women Age 31-70 lelt ninnyGroup Hospital Insurance Make Use of
Your Mntaett
W A Adkow-DtstrIct sir
Contlo•ntai casualty Comoarm
IA 8-6316
Apt. For Rent
005 RENT
ISIS Nunstu-Doughts Sub-division On•
side or Duplex 3 rats A bath-hot
-cold
wale, Oss heater Ut front room
1133 month
Pissne FA 4-0872
14 Agents Wanted
GUARANTIED HOMEWORK
Mail out droPthip catalog Keep IN Per
cent from orders Proven sellers DO
tails. tempi* 'sumps si.os Taiinkuis. tal
TOD 1 33rd Lorain. Odle
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
•CITY FINANCE
GROUND FlOOR
STERICK BUILDING
' WHFRI YOLKS 1184 YOU
Cal PfifffRINt fel
St NY lit
I Correspondence Club
Bicsolfer MAILS fOU ever got List your
name I Year 254 World's Wall 
76 W 11th Radio Cite 36 K Irt.1141
Dept I'S
LONELY/ FIND Happiness,
send two 4c stamps for list of
members and details, HEZE
K1AH CLUB, 1310 Fifth. Chi-
cago Hts.,
101111610111=
1111111111111111111111111111111111111I
FOR QUICK RESULTS
CALL MISS RESULTS
JA.6.A397 JA. 6-3394
111111111111111111111111P111111111111
11111111111111111111111111111
For Better Automobile Service hoe At
CONWAY'S AMOCO SERVICE STATION'
Gosoline - Oil - U. S Royal Tires - General Repairs
159 Liailsoa as Lauderdale, Memphis Tenn.
Teleeh • JA. 6-9729
04
Ate
ostir
16 DEFENDER 
complished"
6:00 to 6:30, AMOS 'N ANDY,!
Amos Helps Out.
Sot., Aug. 13, 1960 6:30 to 7:30, CBS REPORTS,
- - repeat of "Lippmann on Lead-
".•••••••"*"••••••• grship." A full hour, ad-lib, free-
WREC
Highlights
•esses•••• *Net.* •••••••••••
WEDNESDAY. AUGUST 10
7:00 to 8:00 a. m., GOOD
MORNING FROM MEMPHIS
featuring ALMANAC, "Birthday
of Herbert Hoover, 1874."
10:30 to 11:00, THE CLEAR
HORIZON, this drama stars
Edward Kemmer and Phyllis
Avery.
1:00 to 1:30, FULL CIRCLE,
this drama stars Robert For-
tier, Jean Byron and Diane Can-
non.
4:00 to 5:30, EARLY MOVIE
WITH KITTY KELLY, "Little
Giant" with Edward G. Robin-
son. A reformed eangster tries
to crash high society.
6:30 to 7:30, RECKONING,
"Enemy Within" starring Dane
Clark, Don DeFore. Dick York
and Noah Beery. The realistic
rigors of an Air Force Survival
Course have their effects on
picked military personnel.
7:30 to 8:00, MEN INTO
SPACE, starring William Lundi-
gan and featuring Jon Shepodd,
Joan Taylor and Paul Langton.
Colonel McCauley is involved in
a mission of mercy, when he
returns a stricken comrade to
earth from a moon-based water
tank.
8:00 to 8:30, THE MILLION-
AIRE, Joanna Barnes and Ed-
ward Krammer star in the story
of a librarian who eroneously
accepts credit for writing a best
selling novel, but her million
dollars doesn't come from this
source.
9:00 to 10:00, US STEEL
HOUR, "The Case of the Miss-
ing Wife" starring Red Buttons
and Nancy Wickwire. A newly
assigned policeman investigates
the mysterious disappearance re
the Malayan Jungle, of the wife
of a wealthy rubber plantation
owner.
10:10 to 11:40, LATE MOVIE,
"Try and Get Me" with Frank
Lovejoy and Lloyd Bridges.
Two kidnappers murder their
victim and are themselves vic-
timized by mob violence upon
their capture.
THURSDAY, AUGUST 11
8:15 to 9:00, CAPTAIN KAN-
GAROO, Captain Kangaroo tells
the story of Rip Van Winkle.
Captain Kangaroo is played by
Bob Keeshan.
9:00 to 0:30, DECEMBER
BRIDE, starring Spring Bying-
ton. "The Mother-In-Law Club."
4:00 to 5:30, EARLY MOVIE
WITH KITTY KELLY, "Flying
Fortress" with Richard Green
Donald Stewart and Sidney King.
The Flying Fortress, a bomber,
and her pilot on a bombing flight
to Berlin, return "Mission ac
wheeling discussion by distin-,
guished author and journalist
Walter Lippmann on a number
of political events and leaders.l
He talks with Howaxel K. Smith
of CBS News.
7:30 to 8:00, JOHNNY RINGO,
sttarring John Durant and Marki
Goddard. A man is accused and V
eventually acquitted of a mur-
der charge in a hostile town
where the habitants believe he
should hang anyway.
8:00 to 8:30, ZANE GREY,'
THEA fRE, starring Dick Pow-'
ell. "Sundown at Bitter Creek."
A mysterious stranger alters the /
lives of three people. Cathy 0%
Donnell, Nick Adams and Tex
Ritter are featured.
8:30 to 9:00, MARKHAM,
starring Ray Milland. "The
Country Mouse." A nightclub
entertainer is accused of the
club manager's murder because
of her jealous nature. Lisa Gaye•
is guest star. and kidnap Jane and Boy.
9:00 to 9:30, ADVENTURE SATURDAY, AUGUST 13
THEATRE, "Two Bit Gangster" 10:00 to 10:30, • THE LONE
with Keenan Wynn. A newspaper RANGER, "The Return." A mis-
reporter gets a big story when sion-educated Indian girl re-
a hoodlum gives his life in de- turns home after ten years of
fense of an innocent by-stander study to become her village's
during a bank robbery, first school teacher, only to
9:30 to 10:00, TO TELL THE face difficulties of divided loyal-
TRUTH, James Fleming substi- ty between her brother and the
tutes for Bud Collyer. Lone Ranger.
10:10 to 11:40, THE LATE 11:00 to 11:30, SKY KING,
MOVIE, "Three For Jamie starring Kirby Grant and Gloria
Dawn," with Lorraine Day and Winters. "Speak No Evil." Sky
Ricardo Montalban. King flies on a mission for a sick
FRIDAY, AUGUST It man and becomes involved with
4:00 tg 5:30, EARLY MOVIE an escaped killer.
WITH KITTY KELLY, "Flight 11:55 to 4:00, BASEBALL
Angels" with Jane Wyman, GAME OF THE WEEK, Wash-
Dennis Morgan, Virginia Bruce ington at New York.
and Wayne Morris. Ace pilot is 4:00 to G:00, EARLY MOVIE,
grounded because of bad eye- "Tarzan's Secret Treasure"
sight. When Army plans to test with Johnny Weissmuller and
plane he designed, he demands Maureen O'Sullivan. A safari
to fly it. invades taboo native country,
kills Tarzan and kidnaps Jane
and Boy.
6:00 to 6:30, COURT OF LAST
RESORT, -'The Joel Sheldon
Case." Special investigator Sam
Larsen, played by Lyle Bettger,
is sent South to beat his way
through swamp jungles and local
vendettas to determine the in-
nocence or guilt of a man seem-
ingly resigned to spend his life
in jail.
3:30 to 7:30, PERRY MASON,
starring Raymond Burr and
Barbara Hale, in "The Case of
the Rolling Bones." A mental pa-
tient of Perry Mason's is
charged with murder.
7:30 to 8:00 WANTED DEAD
OR ALIVE, starring Steve Mc-
Queen. Josh Randall turns
psychiatrist, western st y 1 e,
when he helps a man redis-
cover his past.
8:00 to 8:30, MR. LUCKY,
starring John Vivyan. An erst-
while friend puts the big squeeze
on Mr. Lucky, who balks at Seth Adams (Ward Bond). The
using his boat for a robbery fgther's career is threatened by
8:30
getaway 
to 9:00, HAVE GUN 
. the boy's actions.
WILL TRAVEL, starring Rich-
7 p.m., WMCT - People's
ard Boone. Palladin has trouble 
Choice. "Sock, the Matchmak-
with a young gun fighter who 
is, er,,, goes to the aid of his friend
,'
Rollo in promoting an elope-
TELEVISION TIME
Si 1
°We sugges/
egoom limed chatme/...
6:30 to 7:30, RAWHIDE, star-
ring Eric Fleming and Flint
Eastwood. "Incident at Danger
Field Dip." The rawhiders be-
come custodian of a baby and
two men show I p claiming to
be the daddy.
7:30 to 8:00, HOTEL DEPA-
REE, starring Earl Holliman.
"Sundance and the Long Trek."
Sundance is charged with mur-
der and taken into custody by
a possee who can't determine
whether to return him safely to
Denver for trial or . .
8:30 to 9:00, DECEMBER
BRIDE, starring Spring Bying-
ton. When repair bills start
mounting, Lily goes on a do-it-
yourself binge.
9:00 to 9:30, TWILIGHT
ZONE, "The Hitchhiker" with
Inger Stevens and Leonard
Strong. A woman's pleasant auto
drive, alone, becomes a fearful
flight from a mysterious hitch-
hiker who seems to be pursuing
her.
10:10 to 11:40, LATE MOVIE,
"Tarzan's Secret Treasure"
starring Johnny Weissmuller
land Maureen O'Sullivan. A sa-
fari invades taboo native coun-
try in search of gold, kill Tarzan
Enjoy The Channel 3 Molie
Ton. ght And Every Nig'lt!
Wednesday, August 10, 10:10 P.M. 
"Try And Get Me„ with Frank Lovejoy
and Lloyd Bridges
 Thursday, August 11, 10:10 P.M. 
"Three For Jamie Dawn1) with Lorraine Day and
Ricardo Montalban
 
 Friday, August 12, 10:10 P.M.
"Tarzan's Secret Treasure11 with Johnny Weismuller
and Maureen O'Sullivan
 
 Saturday, August 13, 10:00 P.M. 
"Crashout" with William Bendix
and Arthur Kennedy
 
 Sunday, August 14, 10:00 P.M.
"Strange Intruder" with Edmond Purdom
and Ida Lupin°
 
 Monday, August 15, 10:10 P.M.
"Sudden Fear„ with Joan Crawford
and Jack Palance
 
 Tuesday, August 16, 10:10 P.M.
"Sleep My love"
volved. When the cousin is mur-
dered, Abby is in far greater
danger :.om a Colonel Mark
James. Gene Barry plays Bat
in "To the Manner Born."
7:30 p.m., WMCT - Producers'
Choice. In "Portrait of a Peg-
end," Preston Foster plays a
big-city detective who loses his
courage and faces an uphill
battle to regain it. Jeff Richards
is the plainclothesman friend
who also become:. involved in
the dangerous game.
8 p.m., WMCT - Bachelor
Father. While trying to solve his
houseboy's love problems, Bent-
ley Gregg is almost trapped into
marriage himself. "Bentley and
the Bartendered Bride" stars
John Forsythe.
8:30 p.m., WMCT, Wrangler.
PREMIERE ON WMCT. The
flip of a silver dollar brings a
wandering cowboy face to face
with death when ranchers try
to decide whether to hang him
as a rustler. Jason Evers por-
trays Pitcairn, the wandering
cowboy, who has a fight for his
life. "A Time for Hanging."
This is the first episode on
Channel 5 of the new series, the
first to be completely recorded
on video tape.
9 p.m., MCT - Groucho Marx.
Groucho's contestants include
Guy Hatfield, a descendant of
the feuding family, and his Rus-
sian - born wief, and a pair of
California teenagers.
9:30 p.m., WMCT - Rescue
Eight. A Western movie star
who feels his own fading career
is a millstone around the neck
of his wife, also an actress, does
eserything he can to turn her
against him. During the filming
of their next picture, they are a
part of a group put in peril by
an accident. The rescue squgd
is able to save them all, by
which time husband and wife
realize their love for each
other. Robert Lowery and Jo-
lene Brand are the couple in
"Calamity Coach," with Jim
Davis as head of the rescue
group.
10:30 p.m., WMCT - Jack
Pear, Kaye Ballard. Hermione
and Bert Parks are Jack's
guests tonight.
FRIDAY, AWUGUST 12
9:30 a.m., WMCT-Play Your
Hunch. The comedy team of
Ford and Hines are guest con-
testants today.
12:30 p.m., WMCT - Life of
Riley. "Riley t h e Tycoon"
emerges when he goes along
with the big merger plans of a
man he meets on a park bench.
The man turns out to be really
an important business executive.
3 p.m., WMCT - Comedy
Playhouse. In "Lady Franken-
stein." Nick and Nora Charles
take a quick trip to Florida to
escape a pestering neighbor.
They finds Blondie Collins ar-
ready there.
3:30 p.m., WMCT - Adven-
ture Time. A cowardly survivor
of the Crimean War comes to
Buckskin seeking to regain his
self-respect. "The Ghost of
Balaclava."
4 p.m., WMCT - The Big
Beat. Guests of the show today
are students from East High
school.
5:30 p.m., FMCT - Jim
Bowie. Because of his friend's
rather larcenous nature. Jim
Bowie almost losses his friend-
ship with the governor of Mexi-
can Texas. Chuck Conners is
cast as the old friened, "The
Horse Thief." while Blackmer
Ii the governor. Scott Forbes
is title star. .
6:30 p.m., WMCT - Cimar-
ron City. In "Blind Is the Kill-
er," George Montgomery (as
Mayor Matthew Rockford) faces
the possibility of blindness when
a young gunslinger shoots him.
7:30 p.m., WMCT - Wichita
Town. Marilyn Erskine portrays
the title role of "Ruby Dawes,"
who brings a wounded outlaw
into town. Marshal Mike Dun-,
bar (Joel McCrea) and she erei
attracted to each other. Bark-
er's pals try to free the jailed;
outlaw but find her great cour-
age stopping them.
9 p.m., WMCT - Moment of
Fear; color. E. G. Marshall and
James Gregory have the leads
in "The Third Party," an orig-
inal drama by James Yaffe. Set
in 1072, the story revolves
around the political campaigns
of a presidential election, the
"Independent Party" whie• has
been organized, and the two key
political figures who must "e-
solve a crisis. On the eve of the
election, the party's candidate,
with a good chance of winning,
dies of a stroke. The effect on
his family, the party and the
country forms the background
for the suspense.
10:30 p.m., WMCT - Jack
Paar. Highlights of the June 28
program include panelists Bill
and Cora Baird, Alexander
King, Minnie Guggenheimer and
Peggy Cass.
SATURDAY, AUGUST 13
12:25 p.m.. WMCT - Major
League Baseball. The San Fran-
cisco Giants play the Milwaukee
Braves in Milwaukee. Lindsey
Nelson and Fred Haney describe
the action.
4:30 p.m., WMCT - Wrestling.
One fall match - Cyclone Anaya
vs. Jack O'Reilly. One fall
match - Don Evans vs. Jim La
Roque. Main event - Texas tag
team championship. Iron Mack
1.; Bulldog Pleches vs. Pepper
Gomez and Chico Gassassola.
6:30 p.m., WMCT - Bonanza:
color. Hazel Court portrays a
visiting Britisher who is asham-
ed of her cowardly husband.
"The Last Trophy." Lorne
Greene, Pernell Roberts, Dan
Blocker and Michael Landon are
series stars.
7:30 p.m., WMCT - Man and
the Challenge. To clear the rep-
utation of a mea, who died un-
der mysterious circumstance
scientist Glenn Barton int
rupts a Hawaiian vacation, an
risks his life in a violent storm.
George Nader plays Bartin in
"The Storm."
p.m., WMCT - Deputy, l's
a case of misplaced identities in
"The Return of Simon 1.'r
A hired killer chez in the at-
tempt to kill the chief marshal.
The body is identified as that
of Marshal Fry In trying to
solve the ease, Henry Fonda
(as Fry) attends his own "fu-
neral."
8:30 p.m., WMCT - World
Project 20 programs is sho
Wide 60. The third in the ser
of  
f)
tonight, in its chronological or-
der. "The Great War" empha-
sizes the period of 1914 - 1919,
re-created through films of five
countries. Focal point is the
tremendous turn in American
We from an isolationist policy
to that of a worldwide view.
9:30 p.m., WMCT - Bold
Venture. When Shannon re-
ceives a note warning him of his
death, he finds one of his island
hotel guests murdered. A sec-
ond note recognizes the error
and warns again of the correc-
tion planned. Shannon acts fast
to find the sender. Instead, he
finds another murdered man.
With unexpected help, Shannon
solves the murder puzzle. Dane
Clark plays Shannon.
10:05 p.m., WMCT -
Award Theatre. "The Black
Book" stars Robert Cummings,
Arlene Dahl and Richard Base-
hart. It's the story of the little
people caught in a ruthless clic.
tatorship. How they finally win
their freedom from oppression
through a band of courageous
leaders forms the plot of the
drama.
"33 Ways To
Meet Women"
A folio chuck full of prac
tical ideas. Have "dates"
every day!
SEND $1.00
ANN JONES
11 ..ox 7762 - Chicago, II
HOW TO LOVE AND
BE LOVED
Send $1.00 - ANN JOKES
lox 7762 Chicago, $O
DON'T MISS
Your
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Read it Each & Every Week
Use Our Home Delivery Service
KNOW WHAT'S HAPPENING!
-Er Fill in Application Now
_Application For
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Home Delivery Service
I (Del.)
I ATTENTION: Tri-State 
Defender Home Delivery Department
Please send the Tri-State Defender by newsboy each week to:
Name
I Address
City
(Pies.* Print)
State Phone
I understand this 16-page Memphis newspaper is published every Wednesday 
and costs only
15c per copy. Thank You.
(NOTE: Bring or mail this application to: Horn. Delivery Dept. c/o Tri-State Defender,
236 S. Wellington, Memphis, Tennessee).
PHONE JA. 6-8397 FOR MORE DETAILS
with Claudette Colbert
and Robert Cummings
a
WMCT
Channel 5
4inhlights
12:30 p.m. WMCT-T.ife of
Riley. When Riley wins his free
trip to the dude ranch, he gives
illness as an excuse for his ab-
sence from work. During his
vacation he meets his boss at
"The Ghost Town."
1 p.m., WMCT-Queen for a
Day. Jack Bailey returns today
as host of the program.
meat, Just to teach her a lesson.1
Ronnie Burns, Ivonne and Lloyd;
Corrigan are the cast of "Fa-
ther Image."
8:30 p.m., WMCT-Tate. After
a successful two-year search to
avenge the death of a brother,
an old friend of Tate's returns
home to find his fiance married
to his younger brother. Tate
tries to stop the plan of revenee.
"The Comanche Scalps" stars
David McLean as Tate. Frank
Overton and Robert Redford are
the feuding brothers.
9 p.m., WMCT-This Is Your
Life. Charles Ruggles as Ralph
Edwards re-creates h i s life
story. Guests who help in that
idea are some of the movie stars
of his 30 years in acting-Mar-
iorie Rambeau, Luella Gear,'
Don DeFore, Tom Brown and
Cornelia Otis Skinner.
I 9:30 p.m., WMCT-This Man
Dewson. Just before he dies, a
policeman jots down the license
number of the getaway car of
a trio of bank robbers. Keith
Andes, as Colonel Frank Daw-
son, follows this lead, and finds
they have taken refuge in a
Home for Convalescents, where
firearms and tear gas endanger
other patients.
10:30 p.m., WMCT - Jack
Pear. Paar's guests include
comedian Buddy Hackett, singer
Florence Henderson, Dody Good-
man and Arthur Treaher.
THURSDAY, AUGUST 11
9:30 a.m.. WMCT-Play Your
Hunch. Dorothy Lamour is a
guest contestant today.
12:30 p.m., WMCT - Life of
Riley. Riley tries to help out
his friend Waldo by telling
"Waldo's Mother" that he is
getting married. The plan back-
fires when the presumed bride
hears about it. William Bendix
plays Riley.
33 p.m., WMCT-Comedy Play- p.m., WMCT-Comedy Play-
house, "Black Wind and Light- house. Nick and Nora Charlesland in jail when their neighbor
ning" brings Nick Charles to a
haunted New England house, pretends she is Nora. Patricia
Donahue plays Hazel. with Peter
complete with stage trappings
for a modern murder plot. Lawford and Phyllis Kirk as
Peter Lawford plays Nick, the amateur detectives. "Holi-
3:30 p.m., WMCT-Adventure day for Hazel."
Time. Sallie Brophy plays Jody's 3:30 p.m. WMCT - Adventure
Time. William Landmark plays
mother, who learns the lesson
of living in the present, not the a desperado who uses his guitar
past. when Jody accidentally and pleasant to charm the lad
ies
breaks his father's watch, of the town. "Lament for Du•
4 p.m.. WMCT-Big Beat. The rang°•"
Teen Club of the Blytheville Air
Base are guests today.
5:30 p.m., WMCT-Roy Rog-
ers. Roy gets "The Run-around"
when a gang gets Dale's signa-
ture on a fraudulent bill of sale
and sells her ranch to an inno-
cent bystander.
6 p.m., WMCT-Wagon Train.
Brandon De Wilde and Onslow
Stevens are guest stars in "The
Danny Benedict Story." Stevens
plays a military officer of Fort
Sttoneman. Brandon De Wilde
is his artistic son who rebels
against army discipline and runs
away. He is rescued from a
flasl, flood by wagonmaster
4 p.m., WMCT - Big Beat.
Students from East high school
are guests of Bill Anthony and
Tina Santi.
6:30 p.m., WMCT - Law of
the Plainsman. Fighting heat,
lack of water and Mexican
bandits, Marshall Sam Buckhart
leads a search for a killer
through the New Mexico waste-
land. Michael Ansara plays
Buckhart in "Desperate Deci-
sion."
7 p.m., WMCT - Bat Master-
son. A wealthy widow asks Bat
Masterson to get her daughter
away from a blackaheep cousin,
with whom she has become in-
ment. In so doing, he completely
forgets an appointment to see
Judge Lucas about a job in his
law firm-and then dscovers
that Judge Lucas is the adamant
grandfather who had resisted the
marriage idea in the first place.
8 p.m., WMCT-Happy. The
advice of a marriage counselor,
which Sally hears at a lecture.
is taken to heart, as she tries to
bring out the dominant male in
her husband. Chris misinter-
prets her intentions. When he
finally gets the true picture'
from Uncle Charlie, he goes
overboard on a stone-age treat-
in love.
9:00 to 9:30, GUNSMOKE,
starring James Arness. When a
wanted man saves a cowpoke
from death on the prairie, the
victim turns on his rescuer and
tries to collect the bounty.
9:30 to 10:00, SHOTGUN
SLADE, "Marked Money," star-
ing Scott Brady. Shotgun is
charged with murder and rob-
bery when he's caught with
some of the bank's marked
money.
10:00 to 11:30, MILLION DOL-
LAR PLAYHOUSE, "Crashout"
with William Bendix, Arthur
Kennedy, Luther Adler, William
Tatman, Marshall Thompson,
and Beverly Michaels. The des-
perate cry of caged men who
, go "over the wall" and their
I violent attempt to fight off their
recapture.
There Are Many
Ways to Keep Cool!
You can have healthful In-
door cooling comfort all
summer long for only a few
cents a day with Carrier
Air Conditioning. Don't
postpone comfort.
CONDITIONED
AIR COMPANY
417 North Hellyweriel
PA 7-31441
•wismremilb
